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Abstract
One of the deﬁning factors of modern societies is the ongoing digitization of
information, resources and in many ways even life itself. This trend is obvi-
ously also reﬂected in today's research environments and heavily inﬂuences the
direction in which academic and industrial projects are headed. It is border-
line impossible to set up a modern project without including digital aspects
and many projects are even set up for the sole purpose of digitizing a speciﬁc
part of the world. One of the side eﬀects of this trend is the emergence of
new research ﬁelds at the intersection points between the analog world  rep-
resented for example by the humanities  and the digital world  represented
for example by computer science. One set of such research ﬁelds are the digital
humanities, the area of interest for this work.
In the process of this development, complex research questions, techniques,
and principles are aligned next to each other that were developed indepen-
dently from another. A lot of work has to go into deﬁning communication
between the concepts to prevent misunderstandings and misconceptions on
both sides. This bridge building process is one of the major tasks that must
be done by the newly developed research ﬁelds.
This work proposes such a bridge for the text-oriented digital humanities.
This solution is based on a digital text reference system that was previously
developed in the humanities and is in this work reinterpreted as a data com-
munication protocol for computer science: The Canonical Text Service (CTS)
protocol.
In this thesis, the protocol is analyzed based on humanistic/editorial and
technical requirements and it is discussed, what beneﬁts both parties can ex-
pect from it. A highly eﬃcient implementation is discussed and evaluated
using a reusable implementation-independent performance benchmark.
In addition, CTS is analyzed with respect to two of the major trends in
computer science that are a direct result of the vast number of digitization
projects: Big Data and Interoperability.
Keywords: Canonical Text Service, Data Repository, Infrastructure, Web
Service, Text Publication, Interoperability, Big Data
Zusammenfassung
Einer der bestimmenden Faktoren moderner Gesellschaften ist die fortlaufende
Digitalisierung von Informationen und Resourcen. Dieser Trend spiegelt sich
in heutiger Forschung wider und hat starken Einﬂuss auf akademische und
industrielle Projekte. Es ist nahezu unmöglich, ein modernes Projekt aufzu-
setzen, welches keinerlei digitale Aspekte beinhaltet und viele Projekte werden
mit dem alleinigen Zweck der Digitalisierung eines Teils der Welt ins Leben
gerufen. Dieser Trend führt zur Entstehung neuer Forschungsfelder an den
Schnittstellen zwischen der analogen Welt  beispielsweise den Geisteswissen-
schaften  und der Digitalen  beispielsweise der Informatik. Eine davon ist
das für diese Arbeit interessante Gebiet der Digital Humanities.
Dabei werden komplexe Forschungsfragen, -techniken und -prinzipien ver-
bunden, die sich unabhängig voneinander entwickelten. Viel Mühe ist nötig, um
die Kommunikation zwischen deren Konzepte zu deﬁnieren um Missverständ-
nisse und Fehleinschätzungen zu vermeiden. Dieser Prozess der Brückenbildung
ist eine zentrale Aufgabe der neu entstehenden Forschungsfelder.
Diese Arbeit schlägt eine solche Brücke für die textorientierten Digital Hu-
manities vor. Diese Lösung basiert auf einem Referenzsystem für digitalen
Text, welches in den Geisteswissenschaften speziﬁziert und im Rahmen dieser
Arbeit zu einem Datenkommunikationsprotokoll für die Informatik uminter-
pretiert wurde: dem Canonical Text Service (CTS) Protokoll.
Während dieser Arbeit wird das Protokoll mit Hinblick auf geisteswissen-
schaftliche/editorische und technische Aspekte analysiert und es wird heraus-
gearbeitet, welche Vorteile sich beide Parteien von ihm versprechen können.
Es wird eine hocheﬃziente Implementierung beschrieben und anhand eines
wiederverwendbaren Performanzbenchmarks evaluiert.
Zusätzlich wird CTS mit Hinblick auf zwei Trends analysiert, welche aus
der fortlaufenden Digitalisierung folgen: Big Data und Interoperabilität.
Schlagwörter: Canonical Text Service, Datenrepositorium, Infrastruktur,
Webservice, Textpublikation, Interoperabilität, Big Data
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The ﬁeld of computer science is currently changing due to the ongoing digiti-
zation in many research ﬁelds and society in general. The amount of digital
data that is created includes a vast array of sensory data, digitized media, and
even digitized social interaction. This is also promoted by that working with
computers and sharing digital information is becoming increasingly simple and
natural. It would probably be a considerable challenge not to create some piece
of digital data while still interacting with modern societies. While this trend
does introduce much potentially dangerous social development, it also oﬀers a
tremendous potential for positive change.
The environment that is created is one in which many seemingly unrelated
research areas cooperate with computer scientists in order to ﬁnd ways to uti-
lize the beneﬁts of this trend appropriately. These cooperations can result in
completely new research areas like life sciences, bioinformatics, digital humani-
ties, and digital arts, which can be understood as points of intersection between
computer science and the corresponding research disciplines. These areas oﬀer
a unique challenge for computer scientists because they require them to put
their work in relation to potentially completely diﬀerent research philosophies
like, for instance, the concept of contradicting and yet accepted truths in the
humanities that can emerge from diﬀerent interpretations of the same thing.
This means that cooperation in each of these areas can suﬀer from certain com-
munication gaps or misunderstandings. To avoid this problem, it is required to
1
2ﬁnd a common ground which all interacting parties can agree on. One way that
this can happen is that researchers from the corresponding methodical science
formulate a system or model that suits their needs or requirements, which is
then implemented by computer scientists. If the implemented solution fulﬁlls
the formulated requirements, then such a system can act as an interface that
closes a potential communicative gap.
During the Homer Multitext Project
1
in 2009, such a system has been de-
signed by humanists to deal with the problem of online digital text referencing.
With the ability to collaboratively work with digitized documents on the In-
ternet, it became necessary to ﬁnd a uniform way of referring to text passages
and also to have a service that is able to handle these text passages. A solution
was found in the speciﬁcation of the Canonical Text Service (CTS) protocol,
a web service that identiﬁes and retrieves text passages based on a URN-like
notation based on structural text elements. This work describes the imple-
mentation of this protocol, which was made during the ESF
2
-funded project,
A Library of a Billion Words.
As it was shown, the highly eﬃcient implementation of the CTS protocol
also came with signiﬁcant potential with respect to the computational aspects
of text data management. This has qualiﬁed this work to be part of the
project Scalable Data Solutions
3
with the goal of creating a national Big Data
competence center in Leipzig and Dresden. In the course of this project, the
implementation was expanded based on community feedback, and a text re-
search infrastructure was built, which includes tools and many prominent data
sets. It was also connected to other established digital research infrastructures
like CLARIN
4
.
The goal of this work is to propose the Canonical Text Service protocol as a
viable candidate for bridging the described communicative gap, to describe the
implementation and argue why it can be considered to be especially eﬃcient, to
illustrate the potential of CTS as an infrastructure element in digital research
environments, and to describe the tools and extensions that were added during
the project.
1
http://www.homermultitext.org/
2
http://www.esf.de/
3
https://www.scads.de/
4
https://www.clarin.eu/
31.2 Scientiﬁc Contribution
This work will oﬀer the following main contributions to the scientiﬁc commu-
nity:
 The main achievement of this work is a highly eﬃcient implementation of
an online ﬁne-grained text reference system, as requested by the humanis-
tic research community, which was designed with the explicit requirement
of being accessible without advanced technical knowledge. This means
that it is relevant to and instrumental for both computer scientists and
(digital) humanists.
 The CTS protocol is analyzed from both a computer scientiﬁc and a hu-
manistic perspective. This may provide useful insights into the other par-
ties' philosophies and requirements. This analysis also puts into context
two major trends in computer science: Big Data and Interoperability.
 It provides a Big Data analysis of current and foreseeable developments
in the text-oriented digital humanities.
 A data-centric analysis of the CTS protocol provides the groundwork for
future implementations and sketches out implementations in other data
models or formats, describing potential pitfalls.
 The CTS connection to the CLARIN infrastructure provides a compara-
tively uncomplicated way for digital humanists to make their data avail-
able to a broad research community, based on digitization work that they
may have intended to do anyway.
 Certain text mining tools and applications were developed during this
project. This includes structure-based real-time text alignment, a cita-
tion analysis workﬂow that can deal with large documents, and a publicly
available, persistently citable text mining framework.
 The performance evaluation of this implementation provides a baseline
with a standardized data set and a comprehensive set of test scenar-
ios that are developed speciﬁcally to test various performance-relevant
circumstances. Since it is independent of the proposed CTS implemen-
tation, it can be used to compare future systems.
41.3 Structure of the Thesis
This thesis consists of six chapters, excluding this chapter. Each of the chapters
and level-one sections features introductions to the motivation and a roadmap
of the upcoming content.
Chapter 2 describes the theoretical background of this work and puts it into
the context of similar works. It will be shown that CTS does not compete with
currently existing projects or solutions but instead has the potential to support
and complement them. It will also be examined what requirements a CTS-like
system has to meet to be useful for computer scientists or (digital) humanists
and why the CTS protocol oﬀers signiﬁcant beneﬁts for both parties.
Chapter 3 investigates the role of CTS in two of the most prominent current
research trends in computer science: Interoperability and Big Data. Each
of these trends is described with respect to text-oriented data management
and CTS in particular. In the process, the CLARIN integration of this CTS
implementation is described, and the concept of a globally distributed text
repository based on CTS is introduced.
The data structure implied by the CTS speciﬁcation is analyzed in Chapter
4. A formal Lambda analysis of potential data structures is made, followed by
a description of what this work considers as the optimal solution for this task.
A set of practical sketches for implementation based on existing data storage
systems and alternative prototype implementations illustrate the potential use
case-speciﬁc pitfalls that may be found in these approaches.
A performance evaluation in Chapter 5 provides a set of tests based on a
representative data set that can be used by future implementations for com-
paring the performance of speciﬁc features. It is shown how a CTS server
could be validated using the oﬃcial validator and why this can not be done in
its current state.
Chapter 6 provides a collection of the tools and software solutions developed
in the context of this work. Since none of these tools were developed for a
speciﬁc data set and can work generically using CTS data, they accurately
illustrate the interface characteristics of the CTS protocol.
Chapter 7 concludes this thesis by oﬀering a summary of this work as well
as an outlook for potential future steps.
Chapter 2
Canonical Text Service
This chapter provides an introduction to the Canonical Text Service protocol
(CTS) in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, the protocol is compared to currently
existing projects, and it is illustrated how using CTS can beneﬁt current text
and document-based research environments. Before illustrating its potential
for bridging the communication gap between computer scientists and (digital)
humanists in Section 2.5, the perspectives and expectations of both research
disciplines are explained and referred to this implementation of CTS in Sec-
tions 2.3 and 2.4. It is also shown how CTS is supposed to coexist and cooper-
ate with the current state of the art (text) data infrastructures like CLARIN
([CLARIN-ERIC, 2016]) or Das Digitale Archiv NRW ([Thaller, 2013]) as
well as document formats such as DocBook ([Walsh and Leonard, 2006]) and
TEI/XML([Text-Encoding-Initiative, 2007]). This chapter will conclude that
CTS does not contradict or replace any of the solutions mentioned but in-
stead, can be regarded as a coexisting supportive technology providing various
specialized beneﬁts in working with the data type Text.
2.1 Canonical Text Services Speciﬁcations
This section provides a brief overview of the speciﬁcations of the Canonical
Text Service protocol Version 5.1.
Since there are some open questions with regard to the protocol which is
still evolving, this chapter should only be considered to be an overview in the
context of this work and not the starting point for other CTS-related work.
The current state of the protocol is described in the oﬃcial CTS protocol
speciﬁcations,
1
and the reader is requested to consult these for further details.
1
https://github.com/cite-architecture/ctsurn_spec/blob/master/md/speciﬁcation.md
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62.1.1 Motivation and purpose
The area of interest in researching for this work is text-oriented digital hu-
manities. Generally, the term digital humanities describes the intersection
between humanistic research areas  as social & cultural studies, language &
literature studies, or history & archaeology  and computer science. Text or
document-based digital huemanities describe the subset of research areas that
deal with the analysis, creation, and maintenance of digitized or born-digital
text resources. One of the main resources relevant to text-analytical research
questions are passages of text such as speciﬁc chapters and sentences or text
spanning from one sentence to another.
In order to be able to combine the research results with a speciﬁc text pas-
sage, researchers must be able to reference text passages as resources instead of
having to rely on document-level references as it is still current practice. Ad-
ditionally, so that researchers may be enabled to share their results and text
passages, such a reference system must be project-independent and available
online. The Canonical Text Service protocol has been speciﬁed for this pur-
pose, to serve as a persistent reference system that is independent of location
and implementation, and which enables researchers to reliably cite and share
any conceivable text passage of a digital document across applications and
resource providers. In the process, it also provides a generic uniform interface
for tool developers. Generally, the protocol features signiﬁcant improvements
in the work with digital texts as well as new ways to interact with text data.
2
2.1.2 Protocol
The Canonical Text Service is a protocol developed by the Homer Multitext
Project and deﬁnes interaction between a client and server providing identi-
ﬁcation of texts and retrieval of canonically cited passages of texts ([Smith
and Blackwell, 2014]) in which CTS URNs are used as persistent and location-
independent resource identiﬁers.
Generally, CTS describes a web service that is able to handle text pas-
sages based on a URN
3
reference system. The speciﬁcations do not limit the
2
For examples of use cases, see [Almas and Beaulieau, 2013], [Smith and Blackwell, 2012],
and [Tiepmar et al., 2013]
3
Unique Resource Name ([Saint-Andre and Klensin, 2017] and [Daigle, 2002]).
7communication to HTTP ([Fielding et al., 1999]), although every known im-
plementation uses HTTP as its information transport protocol.
Each HTTP request has to include a parameter request which speciﬁes what
function of CTS is used. Possible values are GetPassage, GetPassagePlus, Get-
ValidReﬀ, GetCapabilities, GetFirstUrn, GetLabel, and GetPrevNextUrn. Pa-
rameters for individual function calls are added as parameters to the HTTP
request. Whether or not GET or POST is used to communicate the parame-
ters is not restricted by the speciﬁcations. Yet, every known implementation
uses GET, which also seems reasonable considering the length of the expected
values and the use case of persistent hyperlink references in digital documents.
Additional parameters that are not part of the protocol speciﬁcations may be
added to the request as it is explicitly done in the speciﬁcations by using the
example
h t t p : / / myhost / mycts? con f i gu r a t i o n=de f au l t&request=Ge tCapab i l i t i e s
Such parameters may be used to provide a conﬁguration for the service.
The CTS protocol can be divided into two speciﬁcations: one for CTS URNs
and the other for CTS functions.
2.1.3 CTS URNs
A URN of the CTS protocol is a persistent identiﬁer that speciﬁes exactly one
text passage. Every CTS URN must start with urn:cts, followed by the three
components {NAMESPACE}, {WORK}, and {PASSAGE}. The components
are separated by a colon, resulting in the generalized syntax schema
urn:cts:{NAMESPACE}:{WORK}:{PASSAGE}.
{NAMESPACE} speciﬁes the namespace of the text collection and can be
used to separate one text data set  or text corpus  from another.
2.1.3.1 The {WORK} component
{WORK} speciﬁes the document and is further subdivided into four parts
speciﬁed by the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records FRBR
([Madison et al., 1997]). These four parts are TEXTGROUP, WORK, VER-
SION, and EXEMPLAR which must be named in that speciﬁc order. Note
that {WORK} and WORK describe two diﬀerent components with very simi-
8lar names. Each value must be a valid entity in its surrounding context. This
means that the given VERSION must exist for the speciﬁed WORK, and the
given WORK must exist in the given TEXTGROUP, and so on. The com-
ponents of {WORK} are separated from each other by a period. A complete
CTS URN for a {WORK} based on an English Bible translation in the Parallel
Bible Corpus may be
urn : c t s : pbc : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . kingjames :
TEXTGROUP is the only mandatory component. Any other component
that follows may be omitted as long as it is not followed by another component.
For instance,
urn : c t s : pbc : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng :
and
urn : c t s : pbc : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l :
are still valid URNs while
urn : c t s : pbc : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . kingjames :
is not because it omits the .eng part. The missing parts can be completed
arbitrarily by the implementation. If the URN
urn : c t s : pbc : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l :
is used as a reference, the response may be based on
urn : c t s : pbc : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . kingjames :
or
urn : c t s : pbc : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu . lu ther1545 :
2.1.3.2 The {PASSAGE} component
{PASSAGE} speciﬁes the text passage in the document and consists of an
unspeciﬁed number of elements separated by a period. The components of
{PASSAGE} refer to the structural elements of the document like chapter,
paragraph, or sentence. Figure 2.1 illustrates such a hierarchical document
structure based on a Bible translation.
9Figure 2.1: Hierarchical document structure
The type and label of these elements are not limited by the speciﬁcations
and may vary between diﬀerent documents based on their genre and other
properties. While stanza and verse are intuitive structural elements for an
ordinary poem, this is not the case for a scientiﬁc paper, which would probably
be better structured in chapters, sections, paragraphs, and sentences. A CTS
URN that includes a {PASSAGE} element may look like the following example.
urn : c t s : pbc : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . kingjames :35 .1 .10
2.1.3.3 Usage of CTS URNs
Static CTS URNs allow referencing any of the structural elements of the
document. For example, the CTS URN
urn : c t s : pbc : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . kingjames :35 .1 .10
refers to the sentence 10 of chapter 1 of book 35 of the English King James
Bible translation as illustrated in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Hierarchical document structure 35.1.10
The values of the references are not limited to numbers  the CTS URN
urn : c t s : pbc : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . kingjames : genesis .3 rdDay .5 thsentence
would also be a valid reference. This especially means that numbers do not
necessarily reﬂect the document order. The passage 2.2.3 may be followed by
the passages 2.2.1 or 1.1.1.
Similar to the {WORK} component, the {PASSAGE} must not be fully
speciﬁed and parts may be missing if they are not followed by other compo-
nents. The text passage is always resolved as far as it is speciﬁed. In the
given example, 35.1 would refer to the complete Chapter 1 of Book 35, and
35 would refer to the complete Book 35. The CTS URN
urn : c t s : pbc : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . kingjames :35
refers to the complete 35th book of this Bible translation as illustrated in
Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Hierarchical document structure 35
The number of components in the {PASSAGE} is often referred to as cita-
tion depth. This value is not limited by the speciﬁcations. This means that
 contrary to the {WORK} component  the number of elements in the {PAS-
SAGE} component is not limited, which is an important detail to consider
when working with CTS URNs.
In addition to static references for ﬁxed structural elements, CTS provides
dynamic CTS URNs using sub-passage notation and URN spans. Sub-
passage notation allows for referring to speciﬁc parts of a text passage, like
a word or even a character. Sub-passages are marked with an  @ . The
number of occurrences of the reference point can be speciﬁed in brackets  [ ,
 ] , or omitted if it is the ﬁrst occurrence. The CTS URNs
urn : c t s : pbc : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . kingjames : 1 . 3 . 5@be
urn : c t s : pbc : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . kingjames : 1 . 3 . 5@be[ 1 ]
both refer to the ﬁrst occurrence of be in the text passage. If sub-passage
notation refers to a sub-passage that does not exist, then this CTS URN is
not valid.
The {PASSAGE} component of a spanning CTS URN consists of two
passage references that are separated by    like in the CTS URN
urn : c t s : pbc : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . kingjames :35.235.3
which references the text passage illustrated in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Hierarchical document structure 35.2-35.3
These CTS URNs specify the text passage that spans from the left structural
element to the right, including the text of each of them. Both references must
not be fully speciﬁed and may include a sub-passage notation as in the CTS
URN
urn : c t s : pbc : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . kingjames :35 .2@upon35.3@my[ 3 ]
which corresponds to the text passage roughly illustrated in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Hierarchical document structure 35.2@upon-35.3@my[3]
Support for sub-passage notation and spanning CTS URNs ensures that
every possible text passage of every document can be referenced with CTS
URNs. The worst-case scenario would be a document that is not structured
in any way and, therefore, consists of only one structural element. Still, using
spanning CTS URNs and sub-passage notation, every text passage in this
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document can be referred to by referring to the span between two words in
this one structural text element.
2.1.3.4 Reserved characters
To comply with the HTTP and URN speciﬁcations, the following characters
4
are not permitted in the labels of the individual components because they are
reserved by HTTP
% / ? #
The following characters may not be used because they are reserved by
URN:
\ " & < > ^ ‘ | { } ~
a l l code po in t s < Unicode x0020
Additionally, the following characters are not permitted because they serve
a functional purpose in CTS:
: . @  [ ]
2.1.4 Functions
The other important part of the CTS protocol is the set of functions that the
service must provide. With the continuing development of CTS, additional
functions may be added. This section describes the functions as they are
deﬁned in CTS 5 rc.1.
Generally, the function name and parameters are requested as parameters
for the service as expected by the communication protocol used. This imple-
mentation relies on HTTP ([Fielding et al., 1999]) and uses GET parameters.
The beneﬁts of this approach can be summarized to be extensive technical sup-
port and persistent and shareable bookmarks in the form of commonly used
hyperlink URLs. For instance, a CTS request for this implementation which
requests the text passage for a given CTS URN can look like the following
HTTP request.
h t t p : / / myhost / mycts? request=GetPassage&urn= u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . arb . norm:1
4
For exact Unicode see the CTS speciﬁcations or appendix B.
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The result of a function call is an XML document similar to the following
schema.
< {FUNCTIONNAME}>
<request>
{PARAMETERS}
< / request>
< rep l y>
{RESPONSE}
< / rep l y>
< / {FUNCTIONNAME}>
Each of the functions is compatible with every kind of CTS URN described
in 2.1.3, including the dynamic CTS URNs that span two static CTS URNs
or the CTS URNs that use sub-passage notation.
2.1.4.1 GetCapabilities
GetCapabilities returns the text inventory of the CTS, including all the CTS
URNs of works and editions as well as the meta information for each entry.
The extent or content of the meta information is not speciﬁed in CTS. The
following example shows a minimal text inventory in the way it is returned by
the CTS implementation described in this work.
<Ge tCapab i l i t i e s>
<request>Ge tCapab i l i t i e s< / request>
< rep l y>
<Tex t Inven to ry t i v e r s i o n =" 5 . 0 . rc .1 ">
<corpus l i cense>Pub l i c Domain< / corpus l i cense>
<corpussource> h t t p : / / p a r a l l e l t e x t . i n f o / data / < / corpussource>
<corpuslanguage>Mu l t i < / corpuslanguage>
<corpusname>Pa r a l l e l B ib le Corpus Canonical Text Serv ice< / corpusname>
<corpusdesc r i p t i on>Selected t r a n s l a t i o n s o f the b i b l e from the Pa r a l l e l
B ib le Corpus . < / co rpusdesc r ip t i on>
< tex tg roup urn=" u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e ">
<groupname>b i b l e < / groupname>
<ed i t i o n urn=" u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . arb . norm: ">
< t i t l e >The B ib le i n Arabic< / t i t l e >
< l i cense>© Church Taklehaimanot Abyssin ian pastor  Alexandr ia  Egypt
/ URL: h t t p : / / StTakla . org< / l i cense>
<source> h t t p : / / s t t a k l a . org / books / anbabishoy / i sa i ah / baptism . html
r e t r i e ved v ia Canonical Text Serv ice www. c ts . i n f o rma t i k . uni
l e i p z i g . de< / source>
<pub l i ca t i onDa te>1865< / pub l i ca t i onDa te>
<language>arb< / language>
<contentType>xml< / contentType>
< / ed i t i o n >
< / tex tg roup>
< / Tex t Inven to ry>
< / rep l y>
< / Ge tCapab i l i t i e s>
Each text group can contain several editions, and the text inventory can
contain several text groups. The value for contentType signals whether or not
the content of the document can be parsed to be valid XML. Since CTS is
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not restricted to XML content, this must not always be the case. Every other
value can be speciﬁed by the editors or the administrator.
2.1.4.2 GetValidReﬀ(urn,level)
GetValidReﬀ returns all CTS URNs that belong to the given CTS URN. The
required parameter level speciﬁes the maximum citation depth of the CTS
URNs in the response. The response is a list of CTS URNs that may be
empty when no suitable CTS URNs are found with the given citation depth.
<GetVa l idRef f>
<request>
<requestName>GetVa l idRef f< / requestName>
<requestUrn> u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ing james:< / requestUrn>
< l e v e l >1< / l e v e l >
< / request>
< rep l y>
< r e f f >
<urn> u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:1< / urn>
<urn> u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:2< / urn>
( . . . )
<urn> u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:83< / urn>
< / r e f f >
< / r ep l y>
< / GetVa l idRef f>
Using 2 as a value for level, the content of <reﬀ> would include more CTS
URNs
( . . . )
<urn> u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:1 .49< / urn>
<urn> u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:1 .50< / urn>
<urn> u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:2< / urn>
<urn> u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:2 .1< / urn>
<urn> u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:2 .2< / urn>
( . . . )
2.1.4.3 GetLabel(urn)
GetLabel returns an informal description of the given CTS URN. The way
that the URN is described is not speciﬁed and can vary between the diﬀerent
implementations of the protocol. This implementation translates the URN to
common language, using the information that is available in the system. For
example, the URN
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:1 .21.5.6
is translated to King James Version of the Christian Bible from Book 1,
Chapter 2 to Book 1, Chapter 5, Book 6 resulting in the response
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<GetLabel>
<request>
<requestName>GetLabel< / requestName>
<requestUrn> u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:1 .21.5.6< / requestUrn>
< / request>
< rep l y>
< l abe l >King James Version o f the Ch r i s t i an B ib le from book "1 " , chapter " 2 "
to book "1 " , chapter " 5 " , book "6 "< / l abe l >
< / r ep l y>
< / GetLabel>
2.1.4.4 GetPassage(urn,[context])
GetPassage returns the text passage that belongs to a given CTS URN. The
parameter context is an optional parameter that speciﬁes how many text units
should be added to the passage as contextual information.
<GetPassage>
<request>
<requestName>GetPassage< / requestName>
<requestUrn> u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:1 .2< / requestUrn>
<requestContext>2< / requestContext>
< / request>
< rep l y>
<urn> u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:1 .2< / urn>
<context_prev>
And to every beast o f the ear th , and to every fow l o f the a i r , and to
every th i ng t ha t creepeth upon the ear th , wherein there i s l i f e , I
have given every green herb f o r meat : and i t was so . And God saw
every th i ng t ha t he had made , and , behold , i t was very good . And
the evening and the morning were the s i x t h day .
< / context_prev>
<passage>
Thus the heavens and the ear th were f i n i s hed , and a l l the host o f them .
( . . . ) And they were both naked , the man and h is w i fe , and were not
ashamed .
< / passage>
<contex t_next>
Now the serpent was more s u b t i l than any beast o f the f i e l d which the LORD
God had made . And he said unto the woman , Yea , hath God said , Ye
sha l l not eat o f every t ree o f the garden ?
< / contex t_next>
< / r ep l y>
< / GetPassage>
Since the text is not limited to valid XML, but this response has to be
formatted as valid XML, the text content is XML escaped per default in this
implementation. If this is not wished, the escaping process can also be pre-
vented, but then the XML validity of the response cannot be guaranteed.
2.1.4.5 GetFirstUrn(urn)
The deﬁnition of this function is ambiguous. According to [Smith and Black-
well, 2014], GetFirstUrn identiﬁes, at the same level of the citation hierarchy
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as the urn parameter, the ﬁrst citation node in a text. This can either mean
that it identiﬁes the ﬁrst child URN of the given CTS URN or the ﬁrst child
URN that actively contains text. If the ﬁrst child URN refers to a chapter
that is further divided into structural elements  like sentences  then this
deﬁnition may be meant in a way that GetFirstUrn identiﬁes the ﬁrst sentence
because it contains text content. But since the chapter also contains text in
the form of the sum of the texts of the sentences, it could also identify the
chapter. Returning the ﬁrst child URN of a given CTS URN, whether or not
it contains text, was the approach that seemed more intuitive, and this was
therefore chosen in this implementation. The resulting response looks similar
to
<GetF i rs tUrn>
<request>
<requestName>GetF i rs tUrn< / requestName>
<requestUrn> u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:1 .2< / requestUrn>
< / request>
< rep l y>
<urn> u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:1 . 2 . 1< / urn>
< / rep l y>
< / GetF i rs tUrn>
2.1.4.6 GetPassagePlus(urn,[context])
GetPassagePlus returns the combined results from the other functions, except
for GetCapabilities. The rules for the other functions apply, except for one
diﬀerence: GetValidReﬀ, requires the parameter level to be set that is not
speciﬁed for GetCapabilities, which is a potential oversight in the speciﬁcations
since they state that the contents of the validreﬀ element must be the same
as the corresponding GetValidReﬀ request. The response is the sequential
listing of the various results.
2.2 Delimiting Canonical Text Services from
Similar Systems
This section relates the Canonical Text Service to currently established text
formats  namely TEI/XML ([Text-Encoding-Initiative, 2007]) and DocBook
([Walsh and Leonard, 2006])  and text reference systems  namely CLARIN's
PID system ([Uytvanck, 2014]) and he project Das Digital Archive NRW
([Thaller, 2013]). The systems were chosen because, as each of the systems
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is currently further developed, they can be assumed as the current state of the
art. The goal of this section is to illustrate that Canonical Text Services do
not contradict or replace other current solutions but instead, can serve as a
link or bridge that connects them and signiﬁcantly improves interoperability
for the relatively specialized data subset of text data.
2.2.1 General delimitation
Apart from the properties discussed in this chapter, text formats can generally
be delimited from CTS because they do not describe how certain text elements
are referred to. Instead, they specify how an editor can mark a text passage
as a reference-able entity. Similarly, text reference systems specify how text
has to be referred to but do not include references to individual text parts
because they are not specialized or limited to text data. The CTS protocol
can be located between these two kinds of systems as it provides references
for the marked anchor points. This complementary set of properties is an
important reason for CTS's role as a part of the digital text infrastructure, as
it is discussed in Section 3.1, and also implies that it does not compete with
any of the existing systems but can serve as a communication link between the
text formats and the text reference systems.
A more abstract but important point is that the Canonical Text Service
protocol was developed in a humanistic research context.
5
Therefore, it can
be assumed that CTS reﬂects a humanistic intuition with respect to text ref-
erencing. Digital reference systems tend to reﬂect the technical requirements
by computer scientists because they are eventually responsible for the imple-
mentation and producing more technology and workﬂow-oriented solutions.
For instance, CLARIN's PIDs and CMDI ﬁles solve the technical workﬂow-
oriented diﬃculties of metadata linkage and link rot, and the METS/MODS
ﬁles as they are supported, for instance, in MyCoRe ([Luetzenkirchen, 2002]
and [Oeltjen, 2013]) is used to link identiﬁers and electronic resources. These
solutions solve problems that arise from the technical workﬂows. In contrast,
5
According to their corresponding university staﬀ proﬁles, Neel Smith's research
interests cover Classical archaeology, ancient science, digital methods in Classi-
cal studies. (http://www.holycross.edu/academics/programs/classics/faculty/neel-
smith) Christopher Blackwell's research interests cover Homer & Greek Epic,
Digital Library Infrastructures, Greek History (Athenian Democracy, Alexan-
der the Great), Ancient Scholarship, Collaborative Research, Historical Botany.
(http://www.furman.edu/academics/classics/about/Pages/FacultyandStaﬀ.aspx)
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CTS provides a problem-oriented solution for the one speciﬁc research question
of how to digitally cite text passages.
6
This is a problem that is intuitively
understood in digital humanities since the work with cross-references in digital
texts is a problem that researchers in this area have to deal with regularly.
7
Intuition is hard to measure but Figures 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8, which are copied
from public presentations, illustrate this point. Figure 2.6 partially visualizes
the workﬂow associated with CMDI as it was presented at the CLARIN NL
CMDI Metadata Workshop in Nijmegen ([Daan, 2012]).
Figure 2.6: CMDI architecture illustration
Figure 2.7 illustrates the connection between METS and MODS as it is
published by [Cundiﬀ and Trail, 2007].
6
See Section 2.4.1.
7
See, for example, the Digital Athenaeus Digger developed by Monica Berti.
(http://www.digitalathenaeus.org/tools/OlsonIndex/digger.php)
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Figure 2.7: METS/MODS linkage illustration
Both images illustrate things that potential users have to learn to partly
understand the reference system that they are supposed to use. When com-
pared to the illustration of the principle behind CTS URNs in Figure 2.8, as it
was presented at the 3rd Workshop on the Challenges in the Management of
Large Corpora in 2015 ([Tiepmar, 2015]), it becomes evident that CTS URNs
can be expected to provide a less steep learning curve for document editors,
especially if they are already familiar with text structuring.
Figure 2.8: CTS URNs illustration
This assumable lower entry barrier is the result of CTS's highly specialized
purpose and its required technology-independence (See Section 2.4.1.5). If a
protocol is required to be technology-independent, it must be speciﬁed accord-
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ingly by not including technical aspects. Therefore, it can be assumed that the
CTS protocol must be understandable without profound technical knowledge.
It is important to note that none of the issues discussed in this chapter imply
that one or the other solution is better or worse and, especially, that CTS does
not replace any of the other systems. The comparisons should merely show that
the compared systems serve diﬀerent use cases and CTS can either use them
as input or be used as a basis for additional functionalities. CTS is a highly
specialized reference system which uses current markup formats to provide
additional features that are only relevant in its specialized domain of text
reference. This specialized purpose also implies that other reference systems
have features that cannot be covered by CTS like, for instance, support for
audio or video resources or support for multiple query languages.
2.2.2 Delimitation from established text formats
Text formats provide guidelines that help document editors to formulate infor-
mation in a normalized way. By complying with such guidelines, editors can
make sure that any added information is understood by the tools which use
their data similarly to the way compliance with the Hypertext Markup Lan-
guage HTML ([Hickson et al., 2014]) enables web programmers to structure
and style a website so that it can be interpreted by any common web browser.
Applied to text resources, this principle allows for generic reader tools which
render the text content nicely as it is done using CTRaCE ([Reckziegel et al.,
2016]) with TEI/XML-compliant text in Figures 2.9 and 2.10.
Figure 2.9: CTRaCE TEI/XML content
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Figure 2.10: CTRaCE styled TEI/XML content
In this comparison, the data is divided into three types: text content, meta
information, and structural meta information.
Text content is generally the content that was originally written by the
author. In this context, text content is everything that is not covered by any of
the following two types of information, including some of the metadata markup.
Whether or not the markup is considered text content must be decided by the
corresponding editor because  to adopt a saying in this context  one editor's
metadata markup is another editor's text content.
According to [NISO, 2004], metadata describes information about informa-
tion that describes, explains, locates, or otherwise makes it easier to retrieve,
use, or manage an information resource. The diﬀerence between data and
metadata often depends on the perspective. For example, most people have
several identiﬁcation numbers as part of their metadata, which is used again as
the data that administrative tools work with. Metadata in digital documents
can include information about the document  like the author or publication
date  and information that is added to certain text passages or individual
words. Meta information about words can include named entities  like names
or locations  and information about the properties of this word  like its
stemmed form or part of speech tag. Meta information about text passages
can include references or citation markup and mark a given text passage as
one structural element  like a chapter or sentence. In general, metadata in
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a document can include any information that an editor wants to add to any
text passage. CTS uses certain elements of document-level metadata as part
of the text inventory and the structural meta information as anchor points for
the CTS URNs.
Structural metadata is a special kind of metadata that describes which text
parts of a document form a separable unit like, for instance, a chapter or a
sentence. This way, structural markup creates a hierarchy of structural text
units similar to the one illustrated in Figure 2.11.
Figure 2.11: Document structure
The distinction between structural elements is also supported in [Walsh and
Leonard, 2006], which states that DocBook has a wide variety of elements
covering diﬀerent semantics, including structural elements like book, chap-
ter, appendix. Since this information is the basis for CTS URNs, structural
metadata has to be separated from metadata in this work.
The diﬀerence between text content, meta information, and structural meta
information is illustrated by the following example.
<speech>
<speaker>Jonny< / speaker> : He l lo , my name i s Jonny and I l i v e i n < c i t y >Le ipz ig
< / c i t y > .
< / speech>
The text content is Jonny: Hello, my name is Jonny and I live in Leipzig.
The metadata includes <speech>, <speaker>, and <city>. While the struc-
tural metadata tag <speech> is a suitable structural reference for this text
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passage, any of the other ones would probably be considered an odd choice by
many editors.
Both TEI/XML and DocBook allow the markup for structural metadata.
The structural markup in DocBook includes tags for Book, Divisions which
divide books, Components which divide books or divisions, and Sections which
subdivide components. The type of a component can be further speciﬁed as
preface, chapter, appendix, glossary, and bibliography. Texts can be divided
into any number of recursive sections. These and similar tags correspond to
the structural information that is used as anchor points for the CTS URNs.
Similarly, TEI/XML divides the text content into several pre-deﬁned struc-
tural units like paragraph or chapters. Editors may also use a generic <div
type="..."> notation to structure the text as it has been done, for instance,
in the Perseus ([Smith et al., 2000]) and CroaLa ([Jovanovic, 2016]) projects.
Both text formats provide document-level meta information. TEI/XML
documents contain an obligatory TEIHeader element which includes the meta
information about the document and also includes technical details about the
ﬁle itself and information about the editing process it went through. DocBook's
document-level meta information is collected in the dedication element and also
includes information about the digitized book and technical details about the
digital edition.
Since they only add information, both text formats obviously include the
text content of the original document. Any metadata markup besides the meta
information about the document or the document's structure can be considered
as text content.
This means that both DocBook and TEI/XML include the information re-
quired to build a CTS: document-level meta information for the text inventory,
structural meta information that can serve as the anchor points for CTS URNs,
and the actual text content. As both text formats are guidelines for editorial
markup, they both do not provide any request functionality. The relation be-
tween the Canonical Text Services and both TEI/XML and DocBook is that
both text formats can be used as input formats for a Canonical Text Service.
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2.2.3 Delimitation from established text reference
systems
Reference systems allow creating identiﬁers for resources and can occur in vari-
ous forms, including ﬁle paths on a computer, and URLs for the Internet. Text
reference systems are used to identify text resources. In this work, two cur-
rently established systems are described and related to CTS: CLARIN's PID
system ([Uytvanck, 2014]) and The Digital Archive NRW.
8
([Thaller, 2013])
CLARIN uses persistent identiﬁers that are created as an additional layer
between an electronic resource to deal with the problem of link rot  the
problem that the location of the resources has changed and the former URL
references no longer work. Instead of using the URL to the resource, a persis-
tent reference (handle) is stored and mapped to the (physical) address of the
electronic resource as illustrated in Figure 2.12.
Figure 2.12: Persistent identiﬁers in CLARIN
If the address of the resource changes, the address mapped to the PID
changes too. This mapping makes sure that the old and new PID references
still refer to the same electronic resource after a resource is relocated.
CLARIN's PIDs provide references for electronic resources, including non-
text resources like audio or video ﬁles. Therefore, it can be assumed that
these are designed to reference complete resources and not individual parts of
the resources. Especially, they are not designed as a reference system for every
possible text passage of a given document. Therefore, they serve a diﬀerent use
case than CTS URNs. It would be possible to create PIDs for every referable
8
Original project title: Das Digitale Archiv NRW
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structural text part on every citation level of an electronic resource and in this
way emulate the working of static CTS URNs. But for complete compliance
with the CTS protocol, it would also be required to persistently store every
possible span between every static CTS URN. Eventually, every possible sub-
passage from one word to another would have to be included in the system.
This would, additionally, have to be done for every combination of citation
levels because sub-passage CTS URNs must also work if the text part is not
referenced to the lowest citation level.
To summarize, CTS URNs have a much smaller scope than CLARIN's PIDs
because they are specialized in text resources. On the other hand, they open up
reference features that are not covered or intended by CLARIN's PIDs. Since
the supported media is not limited to text, it is unlikely that this dynamic
identiﬁer behavior is implemented in CLARIN's identiﬁer system as it would
then also have to be implemented for the other ﬁle types.
Das Digitale Archiv NRW is described in [Thaller, 2013] as an archival
project with the goal of providing a long-lasting, redundant storage architec-
ture with interfaces for other national and international archiving initiatives
and metadata standards.
9
The project covers software and hardware aspects
as it builds an archival infrastructure for digital media resources. Similar to
the CLARIN infrastructure, Das Digitale Archiv NRW is not specialized for
text and supports various types of media, including images and audio or video
ﬁles. The main focus of the project seems to be to create a redundant archiving
system for as many ﬁle-type use cases as reasonably feasible. This redundant
archiving is achieved by distributing the ﬁles over several physically separate
servers  or nodes
10
 as they are illustrated in Figure 2.13:
9
Hauptziel ist eine langfristig ausgerichtete, mehrfach redundante Speicherarchitektur
mit Schnittstellen zu anderen nationalen und internationalen Archivierungsinitiativen sowie
deren Metadatenstandards.
10
Knoten.
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Figure 2.13: Servers/Nodes in Das Digitale Archiv NRW
The diﬀerence between Das Digitale Archiv NRW and CLARIN  in a
broad and abstract generalization  is that CLARIN aims to connect resources
from various physically separate locations in one interoperable infrastructure,
and Das Digitale Archiv NRW aims to distribute single resources over various
physically separate locations to create the redundancy that is important in
digital archives.
As Das Digitale Archiv NRW has a much broader scope with regard to
supported media ﬁles, it can be expected that the relation to the Canonical
Text Service protocol is similar to that of CLARIN. [Thaller, 2013] deﬁnes a
resource object as a data set associated with a URN that is considered as
one logical package and is often physically collected in one data container.
11
The resource provider is responsible for the granularity of the packages, and it
seems like Das Digitale Archiv NRW does have support for complex objects 
lists of individually-archived objects. The complex objects include structural
11
Ein Datensatz zu einer URN, der als ein logisches Paket betrachtet wird und häuﬁg
physisch in einem Datencontainer vorliegt.
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information, but the structural elements seem only to refer to complete ﬁles,
not parts of ﬁles. For instance, it is possible to collect several image ﬁles
of scanned pages of one book in one collection. It is not clear whether or
not collections may include further collections, but for this comparison, it is
assumed that this is the case.
CTS functionalities could be emulated in Das Digitale Archiv NRW sim-
ilarly to the principle described for CLARIN and would open up the same
problems. It is possible to create URNs for every static CTS URN and store
the content in one archived resource. However, by including the CTS URNs
for text spans from every static CTS URN to every other static CTS URN,
eventually, the support for sub-passage notation would create an unreasonably
high number of persistently stored identiﬁers for a relatively small number of
texts. Again, since the supported media is not limited to text, it is unlikely
that this dynamic identiﬁer behavior is implemented in the system, as it would
also have to be implemented for the other ﬁle types as well.
This work proposes that text reference systems, as they are included in
CLARIN or Das Digitale Archiv NRW, use all or selected static CTS URNs of
one document as a more ﬁne-grained unit for electronic text resources. This
has, for instance, been done in the CLARIN integration of CTS described
in [Tiepmar et al., 2016], in which the CTS URNs on citation level 1 of a
CTS instance containing texts from the Parallel Bible Corpus ([Mayer and
Cysouw, 2014]) were used to create PIDs for the individual books of several
Bible translations or [Grallert et al., 2017] where similar work was done with
the Arabic newspaper corpus Digital Muqtabas ([Grallert, 2016]).
2.3 Canonical Text Service in the Context of
Computer Science
This section explains the requirements and expectations that can be assumed
when a system like a Canonical Text Service is integrated and used in computer
science. Due to the nature of this research discipline, it focuses on technical
aspects. As this section will show, CTS can be considered as a RESTful
web service which potentially allows researchers in this discipline to develop
generic interoperable tools that rely on a normalized data source instead of a
wide variety of data formats and, because of its web service character, oﬀers
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signiﬁcant potential for memory optimization by providing a text streaming
interface.
2.3.1 Requirements on CTS in computer science
Since CTS can be considered a web service, the description of the Representa-
tional State Transfer architectural style (REST) as speciﬁed in [Fielding, 2000]
is considered as a ﬁtting guideline for the requirements that arise from its use
in computer science. These speciﬁcations include several constraints that a
service has to comply with. These constraints are compared to the Canonical
Text Service in the following sections.
2.3.1.1 Client-server
The REST speciﬁcation follows the Client-Server description as formulated
in [Andrews, 1991]: A client is a triggering process; a server is a reactive
process. Clients make requests that trigger reactions from servers. Thus, a
client initiates activity at times of its choosing; it often then delays until its
request has been serviced. On the other hand, a server waits for requests to be
made and then reacts to them. A server is usually a non-terminating process
and often provides service to more than one client. It additionally emphasizes
the separation of concerns between the client and the server and allows clients
and servers to evolve independently of each other, provided the interface does
not change.
Since the CTS protocol speciﬁes the request-based data exchange only from
the server side of the communication, and not the client side in any way, this
requirement is fulﬁlled as soon as a Canonical Text Service is deployed as a
usable web service.
2.3.1.2 Stateless
Statelessness requires that each request from client to server must contain
all of the information necessary to understand the request, and cannot take
advantage of any stored context on the server. This means that the server
may not use any request information for further requests and that the same
request must always return the same type of response. This is, for example,
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generally not true for news (aggregation) websites that return diﬀerent results
over time or websites that serve user-speciﬁc content.
Each of the functions that are speciﬁed in the Canonical Text Service pro-
tocol is self-suﬃcient in the sense that all the required parameters are com-
municated when the functions are requested and missing parameters result in
deﬁned error messages. No request includes session-speciﬁc parameter infor-
mation that could be reused by other functions. Each of the requests is directly
answered without delay or need for later requests. This means that the CTS
protocol is stateless.
Whether or not a Canonical Text Service works as stateless depends on
the implementation of the web service. The implementation described here
is stateless  all information about the request is forgotten as soon as the
response is served.
Technically, server and database technologies can provide various forms of
request caching that could be interpreted as stateful, but these aspects must
be considered as independent of the services provided.
2.3.1.3 Cache
Caching requires that the data within a response to a request must be im-
plicitly or explicitly labeled as cacheable or non-cacheable. If a response is
cacheable, then a client cache is given the right to reuse that response data for
later, equivalent requests. The purpose of this request is to reduce redundant
requests from the client side of the communication by enabling the client to
know whether or not the requested content can be stored locally for reuse. An
example of a stateless web service without this feature is one that returns the
current time. The request is self-suﬃcient but the response cannot be reused
later.
According to [Smith and Blackwell, 2014], The Canonical Text Services
URN (CTS URN) scheme (...) closely follows the syntactic requirements of
a URN but extends its goal to provide a system of persistent, technology-
independent identiﬁers for texts and passages of texts, meaning that the con-
tent speciﬁed by a CTS URN must be persistent across implementations or
instances of CTS. One CTS URN must always refer to one unique text passage.
Since the other parameters are functional parameters that tell the request
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functions how to behave, and therefore, are supposed to always return the
same result, and the CTS URNs are supposed to be persistent across techni-
cal solutions, all responses of a Canonical Text Service can be considered as
cacheable.
2.3.1.4 Uniform interface
One of the central features of REST is a uniform interface that is used for
client-server interaction. [Fielding, 2000] describes the principle as informa-
tion is transferred in a standardized form rather than one which is speciﬁc to
an application's needs. This means that the information transfer has to be en-
coded and decoded into a deﬁned format by both the client and server, which
results in an additional workload and may result in the loss of technology-
speciﬁc beneﬁts. The beneﬁt is that this enables the communication to be
technology-independent.
The CTS protocol serves as the uniform interface and is, by deﬁnition,
technology-independent.
2.3.1.5 Layered system
The REST speciﬁcations follow the description of layered systems as described
in [Garlan and Shaw, 1993]: a layered system is organized hierarchically, each
layer providing services to the layer above it and using services of the layer
below it. This means that functions should reuse or include the results of
functions from a lower level. The number of layers is generally described in
tiers, as in two-tiered or multi-tiered.
The only relevant CTS function for this requirement isGetPassagePlus since
it is a composite of the other requests. However, since the result is that this
request is wrapped in the CTS output syntax, this principle cannot be applied.
If GetPassagePlus were a composite of the results of the component requests,
it would involve several combined CTS responses instead of the one required
response containing the combined information.
CTS URNs include layered information in the sense that for one document,
each text part  for instance, chapter  is composed of its child text parts 
for instance, sentence. The relation between individual documents and groups
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of documents is also processed in layers, but the result is not a composition of
the results but an option to choose any one.
To summarize, CTS URNs can be interpreted as layered system compo-
nents, and the functions are not suitable for layered architectures.
2.3.1.6 Code-on-demand
Code-on-demand is described in the REST speciﬁcations as an optional con-
straint that allows clients to download and execute code in the form of applets
or scripts. This optional requirement enables service providers to enhance
their prospects. As one example in [Fielding, 2000] states it: if all of the
client software within an organization is known to support Java applets (...),
then services within that organization can be constructed such that they gain
the beneﬁt of enhanced functionality via downloadable Java classes. Gener-
ally, this seems to be more of an allowance than a constraint.
Since the CTS speciﬁcations state nothing about such support and this
constraint is optional, it is not relevant in this context. Yet, especially the
dynamic CTS URNs which create spans or use sub-passage notation can be
considered as a query language, and lists of CTS URNs can be requested.
Therefore, CTS URNs could be interpreted as Code-on-demand.
2.3.2 Beneﬁts of CTS support in computer science
In arguing for the integration of an additional interface, it is important to
provide the signiﬁcant beneﬁts that can be expected from it. This means, in
order to justify this work, it has to be shown that an integrated support for
the Canonical Text Service protocol improves established workﬂows, provides
unique features, and solves existing problems. This is done in this section by
providing practical examples of beneﬁts associated with text access.
2.3.2.1 Normalized text access across data sources
Even though they are all modern and ongoing projects, examples likeDeutsches
Text Archiv ([Geyken et al., 2011]), Perseus ([Smith et al., 2000]), Eur Lex
([EU, 2014]), and Project Gutenberg ([Hart, 1971]) each require individual
ways to access the data. Perseus oﬀers a public Github repository and the
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other three oﬀer project-speciﬁc websites. There is no obvious way to collect
a dump of the data, which means that in order to work with the data sets
locally, an individual web crawler has to be implemented, or the data has to
be requested via one of the contact possibilities.
Another problem is that digitized documents are often published in varying
formats. Each of the four examples uses a speciﬁc markup to structure their
documents. DTA and Perseus oﬀer texts in TEI/XML, but the metadata
markup varies. Generally, to access individual text units, one must know how
the structure is marked in each document before being able to access it. For
instance, to access individual lines, one may have to look for <l> or </lb>
and paragraphs may be marked as <p> or <div type ="paragraph">. It may
even be problematic to ﬁnd out how or if the document is structured in the
ﬁrst place. This is a problem because it prevents the implementation of tools
that can be reused without adaptation eﬀort.
Because of the strict design of CTS, tools can be developed to work in
such a generic way that they are able to work with any CTS endpoint. This
makes it possible to exchange and access text data without having to learn
how a certain data set should be accessed. Some examples of generic tools are
described in Chapter 6.
2.3.2.2 Separate structural meta information
Documents can be divided into a hierarchical system of text parts like, for
example, chapters that consist of sentences, or songs that consist of stanzas
that consist of verses. This structural meta information is part of the meta-
data markup possibilities provided by TEI/XML or DocBook, but since this
information is technically not diﬀerent from any other meta information, it is
hard to use it as input for tools.
Yet, as illustrated by the text alignment techniques described in Section
4.4.6, this information can be very useful, and tools would beneﬁt from a reli-
able generic way of accessing it. Since CTS URNs are made of this structural
meta information, they also indirectly encode it as illustrated in the following
example.
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:1
:1 .1
:1 . 1 . 1 O Christmas t ree , O Christmas t ree !
:1 . 1 . 2 How are thy leaves so verdant !
:1 . 1 . 5 O Christmas t ree , O Christmas t ree ,
:1 . 1 . 6 How are thy leaves so verdant !
:1 .2
:1 . 2 . 1 O Christmas t ree , O Christmas t ree ,
:1 . 2 . 2 Much pleasure doth thou br ing me !
:1 . 2 . 5 O Christmas t ree , O Christmas t ree ,
:1 . 2 . 6 Much pleasure doth thou br ing me !
This problem could also be solved by agreeing on what is considered a
structural metadata tag, but this solution would still have the potential to
create ambiguity as illustrated in the following example.
<chapter>
This i s a chapter t ha t re ferences chapter <chapter>1< / chapter>
< / chapter> .
In this constructed example, a reference to another chapter is marked with
the same tag that is used for the text passage. <chapter> is a reasonable (and
the only) choice for a tag that describes structural information. But doing
so means that its use as meta information in <chapter>1</chapter> would
be interpreted as structural information, resulting in an additional subchapter
with the text content 1.
<chapter>
This i s a chapter t ha t re ferences chapter
<chapter>
1
< / chapter>
< / chapter> .
While it can be discussed which of the interpretations is more right and
whether or not this example should be considered realistic, it is obviously true
that the technical interpretation can be ambiguous if meta information and
document structure use the same markup.
With CTS URNs, this encoding of the hierarchical information in documents
can be accessed separately from the meta information encoded in the metadata
markup and can serve as the basis for new generic algorithmic approaches to
text mining.
2.3.2.3 Granularity
Current text referencing systems, as for instance, the handles that are used
in CLARIN or the URNs that are used in Das Digitale Archive NRW, allow
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referencing electronic resources which in the context of text data, mostly cor-
relate to individual text ﬁles. CTS URNs additionally enable researchers to
reference structural elements of digitized documents like chapters or sentences
in a uniﬁed way.
This ﬁne granular reference system is, for instance, one of the advantages
that justiﬁed the inclusion of the CTS protocol in CLARIN, as described in
Section 3.1.3, and allows text research infrastructures to provide persistent
identiﬁers for the structural elements of a text with varying granularities.
2.3.2.4 Text streaming
The work described in [Smith, 2007] indirectly points out another advantage
of the usage of CTS: These Canonical Text Services URNs make it possible to
reduce the complexity of a reference like `First occurrence of the string 'cano'
in line 1 of book 1 of Vergil's Aeneid' to a short string that can then be
used by any application that understands CTS URNs.
This also implies that it is possible to reduce long texts to CTS URNs and
request them as they are needed. This way, the memory needed for software
that handles texts or text parts can be reduced because the software does not
have to memorize the text passages but instead, memorizes the relative short
CTS URNs and requests text information as it is needed.
Because of the hierarchical properties of CTS URNs, they may also allow
speciﬁc caching techniques. Generally, documents tend to include more text
than which can be shown on a monitor in a reasonable way. If a text passage is
too big to be visualized in one moment, it may be more memory-eﬃcient to use
a sliding window that spans some of the smaller text parts on a lower citation
depth which correlates to the amount of text visible in one moment. This
streaming technique can be especially valuable when working with systems
that do not have access to vast amounts of access memory, like smart devices
or small notebooks. Figure 2.14 illustrates this by showing how chunks of ten
sentences, instead of the complete text, are processed at one moment. To do
this, the next CTS URN spanning ten static CTS URNs is generated from the
information which is part of the GetValidReﬀ request and used to request the
corresponding passage.
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Figure 2.14: Text chunk streaming based on CTS URNs
This technique is, for example, used in CTRaCE [Reckziegel et al., 2016] to
limit the amount of cached content to a reasonable amount instead of handling
the full document at any given time.
2.4 Canonical Text Service in the Context of the
(Digital) Humanities
Since the CTS protocol was developed in the digital humanities, it can be as-
sumed that it is of signiﬁcant importance for this research area. Yet to position
this work and also potentially to introduce the protocol to the audience of the
not-yet-digital humanities, it is important to describe the requirements and
potential beneﬁts that can be assumed to be expected when researchers from
humanistic research areas are confronted with the Canonical Text Services. It
is important to note that this work is written from a technical point of view,
and the beneﬁts and requirements listed in this section cannot be expected to
be comprehensive. There may be important aspects that are not covered. Yet,
this section hopefully provides a competent and understandable overview and
helps humanistic researchers to relate this work to their research ﬁeld while
illustrating the position of this work for researchers in digital humanities that
are already familiar with the CTS protocol.
2.4.1 Requirements for CTS in the (digital) humanities
The protocol was developed in the digital humanities and, therefore, can be
expected to reﬂect the humanistic requirements for such a reference system.
This means that requirements like persistence, citability, and technology in-
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dependence can be directly implied based on the CTS speciﬁcations and its
surrounding discussions. Additionally, some requirements  like support for
licensing and good usability  emerged from direct feedback from researchers
in the humanities.
2.4.1.1 Persistency and citability
Persistency is explicitly required by the CTS URN speciﬁcation, as it deﬁnes
CTS URNs as persistent, technology-independent identiﬁers for texts and
passages of texts. This means that every CTS URN must always refer to the
exact same text passage. This also implies that each CTS URN may only refer
to one or zero text passages. The purpose of this requirement is to guarantee
citability. To be able to cite a text passage, it is obviously required that the
referenced text content is not allowed to change.
Since the other two parameters  context and level  are functional param-
eters that specify how certain functions must behave, persistent CTS URNs
guarantee a persistent Canonical Text Service. The only cases for which CTS
URNs would not fulﬁll the persistence requirement are changing text contents
or duplicate URNs. Changes in the text content can only occur if the server
administrator adds them manually, which would be irresponsible behavior.
Duplicate CTS URNs can only occur if they use the same namespace. This
can only happen when they belong to the same text corpus or if an already es-
tablished namespace is used by another text corpus. Preventing both of these
cases is the responsibility of the text editors, and the reuse of existing names-
paces can be technically prevented with the Namespace Resolver described in
Section 6.3.4.
2.4.1.2 Granularity
The granularity of a reference system describes the level of detail provided by
its references. For instance, in the context of text data, document level is a
commonly used granularity. For text passages, it is not only required that
references can be resolved for the smallest granularity but also at every higher
level. Being able to reference individual words in a text would indicate a very
ﬁnely granular reference system. Yet CTS must also support references for
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every structural element that leads to this word, like the enclosing sentence,
chapter, or book.
Fixed structural elements can be accessed using static URNs. Using span-
ning URNs and sub-passage notation, every text passage can be referenced on
character level, which is a reasonable smallest unit for text reference.
Granularity can also be investigated for the documents of a text corpus. Sev-
eral editions or translations can be collected as one work, and several works can
be collected in one text group. An example would be a text group consisting of
the works of William Shakespeare. The work level could refer to Shakespeare's
Hamlet and be further divided into several translations and editions. One dig-
ital representation of a physical book of this work can then be referred to as
a certain translation or edition. The work part of a CTS URN must always
be speciﬁed at least to the text group level. In the case of missing elements in
the work part, the implementation is free to choose any ﬁtting version of the
work. This means that document granularity is resolved as choose any which
is diﬀerent from text passage granularity that is resolved as a composition.
2.4.1.3 Licensing
Licensing is not covered by the Canonical Text Service protocol. Yet personal
feedback strongly suggested that detailed license handling for every possible
request must be included because each passage must be considered as a citation
of the licensed texts. Licenses like Creative Commons CC-BY ([Commons,
2013]) require that every citation of the document must include the license, a
reference to the publisher, and a statement if the text has been modiﬁed. This
means that to be able to serve texts that are licensed as CC-BY or similar, it
must be technically possible to serve this information along with every CTS
response.
The developed solution is unique to this implementation and includes a
license text and reference that the editor formulated in the source ﬁle. Since
serving the text via CTS is technically a modiﬁcation, a reference to the CTS
instance and the CTS URN are added to the source element. The information
is accumulated if more than one source or license is provided. This may result
in relatively complicated long entries for the source that is shown in Figure
2.15.
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Figure 2.15: License example from CTS based on data from the Deutsche
Textarchiv
Accumulation is considered a better solution than more or less arbitrarily
choosing an entry because it gives the editors control over the source content.
This feature and its practical usage are further discussed in Section 4.4.4.
2.4.1.4 Unrestricted access
The speciﬁcations make no mention of any kind of user management or access
restriction. This and the required citability suggest that the access to the
web service must be unrestricted. CTS URNs as citable references in digital
documents  similar to URLs that are added to documents as a common
practice for years  can only be of beneﬁt if the corresponding resource can be
accessed and restricting this access limits the beneﬁt of the references.
If required, restrictions can still be applied by the server administrator who
is responsible for a speciﬁc CTS instance. Making sure that the access policy
is not contradicting the licenses of the texts is also the responsibility of the
corresponding document editors.
2.4.1.5 Technology-independence
The CTS URN speciﬁcations deﬁne CTS URNs as persistent, technology-
independent identiﬁers. This means that a Canonical Text Service has to
be technology-independent by deﬁnition. Any implementation of CTS must
make sure that it does not restrict the rules deﬁned in the protocol, and it must
always be possible to replace one implementation of CTS with another without
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any visible changes to the functionalities of the web service. This especially
means that a CTS implementation should not be limited to any text format
like, for instance, TEI/XML.
While this implementation uses TEI/XML as its import format, this is not a
technical requirement. Import workﬂows can also be created for any other text
format. Any kind of CTS URN mentioned in the speciﬁcations is supported,
and the functions work as they are described. The output is formatted accord-
ing to the speciﬁcations and served via HTTP communication. Like any other
computer program, the implementation has certain technical requirements, but
none of them interfere with the functionalities that are described in the CTS
speciﬁcations.
Section 4.4 describes features that are unique to this implementation and
are the basis for some of the tools and applications described in Chapter 6.
These features have to be excluded from this requirement because they are not
part of the speciﬁcations and must be considered as external services.
2.4.1.6 Usability
Usability describes the diﬃculty that a user must expect when using a certain
technical solution and is a very relative and subjective requirement. Since the
target audience for CTS partly consists of researchers that are not focused
on and may not be well trained in computer science, it can be assumed that
this diﬃculty and the additional workload required to set up a Canonical Text
Service should be as minimal as possible. This is especially important because
the speciﬁcations themselves and the concept of a web service already provide
a relatively steep learning curve.
Section 6.3 describes a set of tools for managing instances of CTS on an
existing server, which were developed to meet this requirement. Additionally,
it is ensured that this implementation only depends on the requirements that
are usually met by any common server  namely, up-to-date versions of JAVA
and MySQL.
2.4.1.7 Language-independence
The language-independence of documents is considered a very important re-
quirement for a Canonical Text Service, especially if it is supposed to work as
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an infrastructure element as described in Section 3.1.3. A text communication
protocol that limits the possible text content for technical reasons  which may
be unfamiliar for researchers in the humanities  obviously does not help much
in a research ﬁeld that includes multilingual text corpora like the Parallel Bible
Corpus ([Mayer and Cysouw, 2014]) with at least 903 included languages.
Per default, this implementation uses UTF-8 ([Yergeau, 2003]) as its charac-
ter set, a system that uses 1 to 4 8-bit sequences to encode characters. UTF-8
is commonly used in digital documents and is, per default, supported in JAVA.
It provides support for almost all commonly used alphabets, including Latin,
Cyrillic, Coptic, Arabic, Armenian, Hebrew, Greek, Syriac, Japanese, Chinese,
Korean, and even mathematical symbols and emojis. The character encoding
can be conﬁgured for using any encoding that is supported by MySQL. This
means that, if necessary, CTS instances can also support UTF-16 or UTF-32.
It is also possible to limit the character encoding for a given CTS instance
to a smaller alphabet like Latin to potentially improve the data eﬃciency.
But basic tests did not show any noticeable beneﬁt in doing this, especially
with respect to the fact that encoding-related problems can create unnecessary
diﬃculties.
Aside from character encoding, another language-related issue is important:
the direction of the text content. Latin-based languages are written and read
from left to right (LTR). Arabic-based languages are written and read from
right to left (RTL). This is especially problematic because CTS responses are
served as documents that use a Latin-based LTRXML markup. When serving
Arabic text passages, the resulting XML document is a mix of LTR and RTL
text that may include diﬀerent text directions within the text passage or even
within the CTS URNs used.
12
This mix of directions makes it very diﬃcult
to process such character strings as is, for example, illustrated in varying in-
terpretations of the same text passage by diﬀerent tools in Figures 2.16, 2.17,
and 2.18. Figure 2.16 shows a screenshot of a text passage in Microsoft Word,
which mixes Arabic and Latin alphabet.
12
Sub-passage notation.
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Figure 2.16: LTR/RTL mixed text passage in Microsoft Word
When this text passage is copied into another editor  Notepad++  the re-
sults looks diﬀerent. It looks like the Arabic text content is inverted, compared
to the passages from Figure 2.16.
Figure 2.17: LTR/RTL mixed text passage in Notepad++ v6.8.8
When exported to PDF format and opened in a PDF Viewer, another ver-
sion of this passage occurs.
Figure 2.18: LTR/RTL mixed text passage in PDFXChangeViewer 2.5 Build
313.0
The PDF document illustrated in Figure 2.18 certainly uses the wrong di-
rection for part of the Latin-based text, and the two versions of the Arabic
text content seem to use diﬀerent directions. Because of language barriers, this
cannot be investigated in detail, and it may be preventable when using correct
tool conﬁgurations, but it still seems that there are some problems here.
This problem has to be solved outside of this work and probably requires
a lot of further, specialized discussion. Tests showed that RTL and LTR are
supported by this implementation for static and dynamic CTS URNs and text
content. But since diﬀerent tools seem to interpret the text content diﬀerently,
and the human interpretation depends on the result that is shown by these
tools, it is advised to be careful especially with bi-directional text content that
is served by CTS or any similar system.
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2.4.2 Beneﬁts of CTS support in the (digital) humanities
When arguing for an integration of Canonical Text Services in the humanities,
it is important to show that this integration would provide signiﬁcant beneﬁts
for the work that is done in this research area. Some of these beneﬁts  like
the ability to reference digital text uniformly and with ﬂexible granularity 
can be directly implied by the purpose of CTS. Other beneﬁts  like its use
as a text archive and open publication platform  are not explicitly related to
the speciﬁcations but can still be implied from current-day trends, practices,
and relatable research projects.
2.4.2.1 Archiving
The archiving of (text) documents is an important aspect of Digitization in
general. On the one hand, (Group A) projects like Das Digitale Archiv NRW,
CLARIN, and the Internet Archive
13
are created to provide technical infras-
tructures for this purpose and solve various problems associated with it, in-
cluding link rot, backup handling, access handling, versioning, and many more.
On the other hand, (Group B) document digitization projects like Perseus, Das
Deutsche Textarchiv, The Parallel Bible Corpus, and Croatiae Auctores Latini
use existing technologies to provide project-speciﬁc solutions for their project-
speciﬁc data sets, including the use of publicly available tools like source code
repositories
14
as well as handcrafted solutions.
15
Three problems can be iden-
tiﬁed due to this setup:
 There exists a gap between the goal for generalized and widely applicable
solutions which can be assumed for Group A and the project-speciﬁc
solutions that are not uncommon for Group B.
 Once a digitization project is ﬁnished and the promised data set is cre-
ated, it becomes hard to argue for the continuation of the project and,
therefore, for further funding. If the data set is ﬁnalized, the further
work required is focused on technical issues like website maintenance
and archiving, which is probably not a suitable task for those researchers
13
https://archive.org/
14
Perseus
15
Das Deutsche Textarchiv, Parallel Bible Corpus
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that are required for text editing. Without funding, it becomes hard to
keep the project running and maintained. For example the project Briefe
und Texte aus dem intellektuellen Berlin um 1800 ([Baillot, 2014]) pro-
vides a contact email address that is no longer working
16
, and the API
for the TED Talk Transcripts was closed in 2016.
 Since archiving also introduces technical issues, it can be assumed that a
lot of problems are already solved by group A that are not yet solved or
even known by group B. Examples of issues include link rot, storage and
backup techniques, access management, versioning, and format conver-
sion. While such issues are part of the problems that group A wants to
solve for a possibly wide audience, the project-speciﬁc solutions by group
B may not even be aware that such issues exist. This potentially gives
rise to solutions that include problems that could have been prevented,
like data loss due to a missing technical backup workﬂow.
The Canonical Text Service protocol can serve as a uniform communication
interface between group A and group B and also provide a competent archiving
solution in itself. Because CTS URNs are by deﬁnition technology-independent
 and therefore implementation-independent  implementation-speciﬁc prob-
lems like link rot and the required reliance on a speciﬁc website or storage
technique are not relevant. A CTS URN always refers to the same text pas-
sage and is independent of the server. If a project-speciﬁc server can no longer
be maintained, then another server can serve the same data by using the same
CTS URNs. The only thing that needs to be adapted is the address of the
new server, which corresponds to one entry in a registry.
Using the principle of CTS Cloning described in Section 4.4.5, this imple-
mentation of CTS can also be used as a decentralized backup method for text
data. It is possible to copy the content from one CTS instance to another and
in this way, create a backup or include a given data set in an already exist-
ing infrastructure. In this way, it is possible to convert a data environment
that combines decentralized and centralized data storage into an infrastruc-
ture that provides reliable and supervised central archives as well as ﬂexible
project-speciﬁc backup solutions for projects that may not (yet) be authorized
16
http://www.berliner-intellektuelle.eu/imprint
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for inclusion in the central archives.
2.4.2.2 Interoperability
Interoperability in the context of software generally describes the extent to
which an interaction between workﬂows and data sets is possible. In a com-
pletely interoperable environment, it is possible to combine any workﬂow with
any data set. For practical reasons,
17
this can rarely be achieved. Especially
research areas with a limited technical focus like the humanities tend to pro-
duce project-speciﬁc solutions for their research question. This heterogeneity
of solutions is a disadvantage because it results in many redundant workﬂows.
While not all research work can or should be generalized and research projects
in the humanities tend to require a lot of domain-speciﬁc knowledge and work-
ﬂows  which may even be contradictory  it is obviously an advantage to
generalize basic tasks like token statistics and search engine support and also
provide generic interfaces for more complex tasks like citation analysis and
topic models. These generic solutions do not have to provide perfect solutions
for any given combination of data sets and workﬂows but only the default
starting points and basic results which a researcher can then tweak for the
given context.
To achieve an interoperability between workﬂows and data sets, it is required
to create common communicative grounds. This can either be achieved by
increasing the number of supported data formats or by providing a uniform
interface. The Canonical Text Service protocol can serve as such a uniform
interface and provides online access to the data as well as generic request
functionalities.
Additionally, since CTS URNs are technology-independent by deﬁnition,
they provide a service-independent way of referencing text passages. An es-
tablished persistent CTS URN will always reference the same text passage,
even when it is used to request data from another server. This especially
means that results from diﬀerent research projects can be combined and can
complement each other. This is especially relevant for research project work-
ﬂows that require a lot of project-speciﬁc optimization and manual work like,
17
data format-speciﬁc features, data types, expectations with regard to the data, research
contexts,...
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for instance, citation analysis. By using an interoperable reference system for
text passages, it is possible to include the results of existing citation analysis
workﬂows instead of having to start from scratch. It may also be reasonable
to combine the results from various approaches that produce diﬀerent citation
links.
2.4.2.3 Text referencing
As this is the main purpose of CTS URNs, its beneﬁt is obviously important.
CTS URNs allow for referencing any possible text passage of a document as a
persistent and shareable resource. As long as the data access is not restricted
by the server administrator, CTS also provides open online access to the data.
This makes it possible to easily share speciﬁc text passages which are relevant
to a discussion. When used in manual editing workﬂows, CTS URNs can
also provide an uncomplicated way to distribute text fragments over various
researchers and editors.
A practical academic beneﬁt is that these references can be used to cite text
passages in digitally produced documents, similar to how URLs are used for
this purpose. These references can be included in the form of a URL
18
or CTS
URN
19
or  when used in documents that are only available digitally  hidden
under hyperlinks as it is commonly done on the Internet.
By using the text alignment techniques described in Section 4.4.6, it is even
possible to retrieve a shared text passage in a diﬀerent document and in this
way, retrieve a translation of the text passage. Given that the document is
structured uniformly in multiple translations, this can prevent problems that
result from language barriers.
2.4.2.4 Publication
A Canonical Text Service provides public access to its documents and can be
set up using a common server. This means that it is possible to independently
publish texts as public resources. Technically, this can also be done by simply
storing a text document on a server, but using CTS provides the beneﬁt of
18
http://cts.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/pbc/cts/?request=GetPassage&urn=urn:cts:pbc:
bible.parallel.eng.kingjames:1.3
19
urn:cts:pbc:bible.parallel.eng.kingjames:1.3
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being able to use generic tools like the Canonical Text Reader and Citation
Exporter
20
([Reckziegel et al., 2016]) to serve the documents as illustrated in
Figure 2.19.
Figure 2.19: CTRaCE
Additionally, as documents are published as part of a CTS instance, they
become available as resources for any other tool which uses CTS as an input
source. In this way, publishers can simultaneously provide public access to the
documents as well as valuable input for research data. While this is not suitable
for documents that are still sold commercially, it might be an attractive way
to generate public interest and beneﬁt from non-commercial documents and 
for instance  back-numbered newspapers.
2.5 Bridging the Communication Gap Between
Digital Humanities and Computer Science
This section concludes this chapter by emphasizing the usefulness of CTS as
a uniform communicative interface between the research areas of computer
science and digital humanities. As such, it provides one of the most important
arguments that justify this work and shows how the Canonical Text Services
can have a sizable general impact on working with digital texts.
20
See Section 6.3.2
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2.5.1 The communication gap between the (digital)
humanities and computer science
One of the main practical problems in text-oriented digital humanities is the
heterogeneity of data sets and implemented tools. This heterogeneity can
be encountered in various academic projects. It is the main argument in
[CLARIN-ERIC, 2016] for CLARIN's CMDI format,
21
and its symptomatic
lack of interoperability is the subject of 16 papers published in Vol 16, Pro-
ceedings of the Symposium on Cultural Heritage Markup from 2015 and is
even a problem that is prominent enough to result in the term: Big Tent
Digital Humanities ([Baldwin, 2013]).
One major reason for this heterogeneity is that digital humanities include a
wide area of academic research ﬁelds, including humanistic disciplines like his-
torical, political, social, and cultural sciences, as well as the various language
disciplines that are studied across the globe, and can, for instance, be further
separated into linguistics, cultural studies, translation, and so on. These hu-
manistic research areas are confronted with computer science and vice versa.
In computer science, this means that researchers have to create and communi-
cate interfaces between the various humanistic models and their tools. Creat-
ing these interfaces cannot be an easy task since both communicating parties
can be expected to have considerable domain-speciﬁc knowledge associated
with their perspective, which may include diﬀerent concepts associated with
one certain term. For instance, when linguists refer to Chomsky, they might
mean a generative cultural language-building process as in [Isac and Reiss,
2013] and not the hierarchical system of logic grammars as in [Davis et al.,
1994]. Both concepts are based on the same work but were applied to diﬀerent
contexts, resulting in diﬀerent implications. For instance, if a researcher with
a linguistic and cultural research background would ask a programmer that
studied computer science for a tool to investigate language development based
on Chomsky, there is a certain chance that this will create misunderstanding.
In the context of text-oriented research, such misunderstandings could, for
21
(Metadata for language resources and tools exists in a multitude of formats. Of-
ten these descriptions contain specialized information for a speciﬁc research commu-
nity (e.g., TEI headers for text, IMDI for multimedia collections). To overcome this
dispersion, CLARIN has initiated the Component MetaData Infrastructure (CMDI)
(https://www.clarin.eu/content/component-metadata).
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example, arise from terms like database,
22
document,
23
and metadata.
24
This communication gap has to be bridged for digital humanities to succeed
because if two parties are not able to communicate without misunderstand-
ings, the cooperation may result in solutions that do not solve the formulated
problem.
2.5.2 Canonical Text Service as a communications bridge
In text-oriented digital humanities, Canonical Text Services is a suitable can-
didate for an interface that bridges this gap for the issue of text referencing and
access because it is a communication protocol that reﬂects the requirements
that humanists have for such a system (See Section 2.2). By using a work-
ing implementation of the protocol, tool developers can rely on a normalized
interface that they can use to develop their tools and that is agreed upon by
at least part of the humanistic research community. This results in less work
required to render text data sets compliant with tools and frameworks.
Additionally, since the protocol was developed in the digital humanities,
it can be assumed that researchers in this area want to use this system, and
preparing the data sets is a research task in this area. CTS-compliant data
is generated in the digital humanities, whether or not it is used in computer
science. This means that supporting this type of data source creates an envi-
ronment in which the data does not have to be prepared for compliance with
implemented systems but instead, one in which the implemented systems use
a data source that grows independently.
22
SQL or similar vs. generally, an archive
23
File vs. work/edition
24
Document metadata vs. general (TEI/XML) markup
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Chapter 3
Canonical Text Services in the
Context of Current Research
Trends
The goal of this chapter is to investigate the potential of CTS in the context
of two current research trends becoming increasingly important because of
the ongoing digitization process in text-oriented digital humanities. Section
3.1 shows how application-independent CTS URNs provide a valuable tool to
improve interoperability across applications and projects. Section 3.2 analyses
CTS in the context of a number of Big Data-related questions and sketches
out the CTS infrastructure as a potential technical solution for distributed
text storage.
3.1 Interoperability
With the increasing number of text digitization projects and the public avail-
ability of their results, the interoperability of tools, data sets, and workﬂows
becomes increasingly important. This section describes what interoperability
means in the text-oriented digital humanities. Section 3.1.2 explains how the
application-independence of CTS URNs improves interoperability. The ben-
eﬁts are practically illustrated by two case studies: The reusable CLARIN
interface described in Section 3.1.3 shows how the interface character of CTS
increases the reusability of established workﬂows, and Section 3.1.4 describes
how the application-independence of CTS URNs increases cross-platform and
cross-application interoperability.
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3.1.1 Interoperability in the text-oriented digital
humanities
Interoperability in the context of this work means the ability to interchange or
reuse tools and data sets between diﬀerent (research) projects.
1
Three tech-
nical aspects are relevant to the exchange of functions and data sets: tools &
workﬂows must understand the data, data types & markup must be under-
standable by the tools, and data availability & access must be provided.
3.1.1.1 Tools & workﬂows
Many projects in the text-oriented digital humanities can be characterized
as specialized solutions that are not generally applicable to other research
projects
2
because of domain-speciﬁc circumstances. For instance, it is not
unusual to use a whitespace-based word tokenizer in Latin-based languages,
which cannot be applied to Chinese texts. There may also be the case that
individual tasks in a workﬂow are considered to be solved more easily using
an improvised script instead of investing the eﬀort to evaluate already existing
solutions; the result being a set of workﬂows that consist of an increasingly
bigger set of handcrafted project-speciﬁc mini-programs.
The general consequence is a heterogeneity of technical solutions which make
it even harder for future researchers to ﬁnd the tool combinations that are
potentially useful for a given research problem. This issue is well-known in
the digital humanities community as evidenced by the increasing popularity
of digital infrastructures and archival projects like those mentioned in Section
2.2.
With the increasing familiarity, acceptance, generality, and usability of ex-
isting tools and frameworks, this variety of (potentially redundant) workﬂows
will probably decrease over time. Source code repositories like Github are al-
ready an established technical basis for collaborative text-editing workﬂows
3
and mentions of natural language processing tools like the Part-of-Speech Tag-
1
The Oxford Dictionary 2016 deﬁnes interoperability as The ability of computer systems
or software to exchange and make use of information.
2
See Group A in 2.4.2.1
3
See https://github.com/PerseusDL or https://github.com/tillgrallert/digital-muqtabas.
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ger from the Stanford Natural Language Group
4
([Manning et al., 2014]) rarely
require further explanation. Yet, due to domain and context-speciﬁc require-
ments and also the fact that tool implementers are often motivated to try
out and provide new solutions with their individual set of advantages and dis-
advantages,
5
this workﬂow variety will probably evolve but never completely
disappear. It is unlikely that a complicated ﬁeld like the text-oriented digital
humanities with its vast variety of research questions and (sometimes contra-
dicting) parameter conﬁgurations can be covered by a comprehensive Jack
of all trades-kind of solution. It can also be argued that this would not be
a desirable scenario since a variety of solutions can be expected to be more
ﬂexible and promote improvements by innovation. Even established tools and
workﬂows can be expected to change over time due to updates and technical
improvements or complete paradigm shifts like the currently emerging trend
for workﬂow parallelization.
3.1.1.2 Data types & markup
It can be counterproductive not to use established text-markup formats be-
cause the speciﬁcation of a project-speciﬁc and competent format requires
signiﬁcantly more eﬀort than the reuse of an existing one. Additionally, since
formats like TEI/XML and DocBook already provide comprehensive sets of
domain-speciﬁc features, it is hard to ﬁnd acceptance and curiosity for new
text markup formats in the research and tool development communities. It
is more likely that future researchers will be trained in established markup
formats and use or extend these for their purposes as, for example, described
in [Kalvesmaki, 2015]. Tool compatibility increases the value of a published
data set, and therefore, it can be expected that this aspect will develop toward
more interoperable data sets in established formats without further external
intervention.
4
Commonly referred to as the Stanford Tagger.
5
See, for example, the Canonical Text Miner in Section 6.1.2 and the toolkits that are
oﬀered by almost every Natural Language Processing group.
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3.1.1.3 Data availability & access
Access to data sets in the text-oriented digital humanities is generally provided
through project-speciﬁc websites and solutions, including zipped data dumps,
6
source code repositories,
7
and website-speciﬁc catalogs or search forms.
8
There
does not exist a widely accepted solution for a universal interface for text
data. The argument can be made that such a solution could not already be
implemented because an application-independent reference & retrieval system
for text data did not exist. Text data retrieval systems like archives or website
catalogs are not designed to be reusable because they are not meant to provide
the basis for other systems but instead, a context-speciﬁc way to retrieve data.
For example, the search catalog that serves the data from the Parallel Bible
Corpus is not designed to be also able to serve the data from Das Deutsche
Textarchiv. Therefore the data references can be expected to be not compatible
with other projects.
Application-independent reference systems like ISBN ([Griﬃths, 2015]) or
DOI ([Paskin, 2010]) provide reusable identiﬁers for text resources but do not
serve data in any way. Additionally, they refer to the electronic resource as a
whole, which typically correlates to one ﬁle or document.
It can be stated that this aspect has good potential for improvement. Text
referencing and retrieval systems can be combined to provide access to data in
an application-independent way as it is already done for complete resources as
soon as a reference system like ISBN is integrated into a data archive. Adapting
this principle to text passages can signiﬁcantly increase interoperability across
projects.
3.1.1.4 Summary
In summary, it can be stated that one of the three aspects mentioned is a
suitable candidate to improve interoperability. The aspect tools & workﬂows
cannot be signiﬁcantly improved by intervention because it unfolds based on an
evolutionary process. New tools will always be developed and become more or
6
Textgrid ([Neuroth et al., 2011]), German Political Speeches ([Barbaresi, 2012])
7
Digital Muqtabas ([Grallert, 2016]) Perseus ([Smith et al., 2000])
8
Das Deutsche Textarchive ([Geyken et al., 2011]), Parallel Bible Corpus ([Mayer and
Cysouw, 2014])
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less relevant, depending on their usefulness and the relevance and acceptance of
their advantages. Data types & markups in the text-oriented digital humanities
already inherently strive for compatibility with established tools and therefore
interoperability. A newly developed data format that is not interoperable with
established tools would have to provide signiﬁcant beneﬁts to be accepted.
Data availability & access provides the potential for improvement because it
consists of two technical issues that are both important, not yet combined,
and would, in combination, increase interoperability: text data retrieval and
application-independent reference points for text passages.
3.1.2 Interoperability through application-independence
One of the main improvements of CTS is the combination of a data retrieval
service with application-independent, ﬂexibly grained references. As such, it
can provide the technical basis for tools, workﬂows, and infrastructures to
uniformly communicate data in the ﬁeld of text-oriented digital humanities.
Similarly to ISBN and DOI, it can be used to identify resources while addi-
tionally providing the data. In extension to what is possible with established
reference systems, CTS does provide such references, not only for electronic
resources but also for the text passages themselves.
CTS URNs can be created for any text granularity, including document,
chapter, sentence, token, and character as well as for any span in between.
This ﬂexible granularity implies that these can be used as references in any
context of text retrieval or analysis. It is not possible to create a scenario for
which a coherent text passage cannot be represented as a CTS URN.
9
This
means that  even though this work does not propose that this should be done
 every piece of coherent text information, whether it is based on characters,
tokens, sentences, or documents, can be identiﬁed by a CTS URN, meaning
that every tool that uses coherent text passages of any length can be supported
by a CTS. This is important because this implies that it is unlikely that a more
suitable reference system can be expected to emerge. The only justiﬁcation
would be that it would be able to serve incoherent text passages, which is
probably a niche use case, or another way of doing it, which is not a very
9
Incoherent text passages can be expressed using sets of CTS URNs.
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strong argument in an academic environment. It is also unlikely that a non-
hierarchical text reference system could provide signiﬁcant beneﬁts since the
hierarchy principle can be considered to be a translation of the methods that
are established in analog  real-world  citation for a long time. For instance,
[Kalvesmaki, 2017] points out that the arguments for text to be treated as
an ordered hierarchy of content objects (OHCO) are convincing, even for
doubters.
10
By providing text data based on a reference system that is independent
of the service or repository, CTS enables researchers not only to aﬃx their
results to universally understandable and resolvable reference points but also
to combine results from diﬀerent projects by accumulating them based on these
references. For example, citation analysis often requires relatively complex and
project-speciﬁc workﬂows, indices, and training data, while it produces results
that are also valid without the project-speciﬁc context. Using CTS URNs,
citations from diﬀerent citation analysis results can be combined for a speciﬁc
text passage and made available for any other tool that uses this reference
system. Named entity recognition can be treated similarly, like many other
common techniques.
In summary, it can be stated that this work proposes three arguments to why
Canonical Text Services improve interoperability in the text-oriented digital
humanities:
 CTS provides the technical innovation of the combination of text data
retrieval and application-independent references.
 CTS URNs are applicable for any use case based on coherent text pas-
sages and, therefore, can be considered to be a long-lasting and resilient
technical solution.
 Because of their application-independence, CTS URNs enable researchers
to connect and combine results across the project borders.
10
For an up-to-date discussion, see [Blackwell et al., 2017].
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3.1.3 Case study 1: CTS support in CLARIN's Virtual
Language Observatory
CLARIN
11
is the acronym for the Common Language Resources and Tech-
nology Infrastructure, a research infrastructure for scholars in the humanities
and social sciences ([Hinrichs and Krauwer, 2014]). It oﬀers access to digi-
tal language data
12
and also tools to discover, explore, exploit, annotate, or
analyze data sets. CLARIN follows the approach that all integrated digital
language resources and tools are accessible through a single sign-on online en-
vironment for the support of researchers in their respective ﬁelds. Therefore,
it is a networked federation of language data repositories, services, and knowl-
edge centers that provides access for all members of the academic communities
in all participating countries. In CLARIN, tools and data from the diﬀerent
centers are interoperable so that they can be combined to perform the com-
plex operations that support researchers in their work. By now, the CLARIN
infrastructure is fully operational in many countries, among them the German
consortium CLARIN-D.
13
Therefore, a large number of participating centers
are oﬀering access to data, tools, and expertise while CLARIN is continuously
being established in countries that have just recently joined.
The Virtual Language Observatory (VLO, [Uytvanck et al., 2010]) is a plat-
form for a federated content search in CLARIN's environment. Resources can
be searched by various facets, including the type of data, genres, and textual
content. The result of such a search is a compilation of suitable resources
from diﬀerent institutions in the CLARIN network. This compilation process
is made possible due to the shared metadata framework, CMDI (Component
Meta Data Infrastructure, [Broeder et al., 2012]).
To provide the data sets for the VLO  and therefore in CLARIN  CMDI
ﬁles were generated based on the meta information from the text inventory
of the CTS. These CMDI ﬁles contain links to CTS requests that correspond
to speciﬁc text passages. For example, the link to the complete document
is the GetPassage request for the document-level CTS URN.
14
Additionally,
11
https://www.clarin.eu
12
E.g. in written, spoken or multimodal form.
13
https://www.clarin-d.de
14
E.g. urn:cts:pbc:bible.parallel.eng.kingjames:
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links to GetPassage requests for CTS URNs on citation level 1
15
were added as
document resources to provide more ﬁne-grained reference points. Figure 3.1
shows one of the documents and its resource view in the VLO. The names of the
links could not be edited manually but were generated based on the ﬁle path,
16
which results in duplicate names. This can only be changed by updating CMDI
and/or the VLO. The blue overlay is added to show the diﬀerences. Each link
corresponds to one book of the Bible with Genisys being the ﬁrst book.
Figure 3.1: CTS integration in CLARIN's virtual language observatory
The integration is done using only the information from a manually speciﬁed
CTS address. For example, the CTS URNs that are stored as references for
the ﬁne-grained document resources are requested from the CTS and do not
have to be manually added. For performance reasons  especially with regard
to document metadata retrieval  advanced functions are used that are unique
to this implementation.
17
This means that the process cannot be expected to
work with CTS implementations that do not provide such or similar functions.
This integration process was performed using the subset of complete and
public domain Bible translations in the Parallel Bible Corpus ([Mayer and
15
E.g. urn:cts:pbc:bible.parallel.eng.kingjames:1
16
http://cts.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/pbc/cts/
17
See, for example, the justiﬁcation based on text inventory handling in Section 4.4.1.
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Cysouw, 2014])
18
and repeated using the Digital Muqtabas Corpus. ([Grallert,
2016]).
19
The process showed that support for CTS URNs as ﬁne-grained references
is an innovation, which is especially highlighted by the fact that these could
only be integrated as a sub-optimal solution, meaning that it was not yet
considered necessary to provide a place for such a feature in one of the biggest
European digital humanities infrastructure projects. In repeating the process
for another data set, it could be shown how CTS can act as a reusable interface
for text data retrieval. The only steps required to connect another data set
with the CLARIN environment was to conﬁgure the CTS address and repeat
the automated workﬂow.
3.1.4 Case study 2: CTS support in the Humboldt Chair
of Digital Humanities project Digital Athenaeus
According to its project description,
20
the Digital Athenaeus ([Berti et al.,
2016])is a project directed by Monica Berti at the Alexander von Humboldt
Chair of Digital Humanities at the University of Leipzig for producing a digital
edition of the Deipnosophists of Athenaeus of Naucratis. with two major
goals:
 Provide an inventory of authors and works cited by Athenaeus.
 Implement a data model for identifying, analyzing, and citing uniquely
instances of text reuse in the Deipnosophists.
The Digital Athenaeus Index Digger is one of the tools developed and used in
this project to let researchers query for information that is attached to speciﬁc
text passages as illustrated in Figure 3.2.
18
See [Tiepmar et al., 2016]
19
See [Grallert et al., 2017]
20
http://digitalathenaeus.org/
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Figure 3.2: Digital Athenaeus Index Digger
CTS URN-based passage notations are stored in the right-hand side of the
table and link to the requests for the individual text passages in the diﬀerent
services Read Greek Text (Perseus), Read Greek Text (Frontend UniLeipzig)
and Annotate with Perseids. It can be assumed that each of the services
requests the data from a CTS or a CTS like system.
The important detail about these services is that they are not part of the
same projects and at least both Read Greek Text (Perseus) and Read Greek
Text (Frontend UniLeipzig) work with diﬀerent data sources that do not use
the same implementation of the CTS protocol. Read Greek Text (Perseus) is
based on the XML database-based CTS implementation and Read Greek Text
(Frontend UniLeipzig) is based on the implementation that is proposed as part
of this work. Because they use application-independent references, the services
are able to load the same text passage from diﬀerent data sources as illustrated
in Figure 3.3.
21
21
The service Annotate with Perseids requires a login, and since a third example is not
important for the argument, this extra eﬀort is not required.
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Figure 3.3: Example of cross-platform interoperability
It may happen that certain text passages do diﬀer because the Perseus
data set is constantly edited or updated, and the CTS instance is designed
to be non-changing and persistently citable. Yet, what this illustrates is that
application-independent references like CTS URNs can be used to link or share
text passages between diﬀerent services, even if these are based on individual
data sources and diﬀerent implementations of the CTS protocol. Since access
to this kind of data is not restricted, any tool could be implemented in a way
that it requests data similarly from the public sources (or a local clone) and
in the process, be connected to the already existing tools. This is a huge im-
provement regarding the cross-platform and cross-application interoperability
of data sets and implies that any tool that understands CTS URNs can incor-
porate existing results and tools. For example, a tool that visualizes citations
can link to existing CTS browsers instead of having to provide its own text
visualization. On the other hand, text visualizations can reuse citation links
from diﬀerent projects to add information to a text passage. This also implies
that tools do not have to know the data sets that they are designed for and
can be reused in diﬀerent  including future  projects.
3.2 Big Data
Processing large and complex amounts of data can be a diﬃcult challenge due
to hardware and software restrictions. This issue is generally referred to as
Big Data. Section 3.2.1 aligns this work with the four Big Data aspects as
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they were speciﬁed by IBM. A more detailed discussion about data volume in
Section 3.2.2 introduces a helpful distinction between primary and secondary
data and illustrates that Big Data in the text-oriented digital humanities is
not necessarily a problem of big data but merely one of a lot of small data. It
is followed in Section 3.2.3 by an analysis of intuitive parallelization strategies
based on the characteristics of text data and the beneﬁts of generic access to
structure information. This analysis closes with the proposition of a freely
accessible distributed text data repository system based on CTS Cloning
22
in
Section 3.2.4.
3.2.1 The four big V's
Deﬁning the term Big Data is not an easy task, and there does not seem to
exist a widely accepted deﬁnition. Works like [Zikopoulos et al., 2013] use the
concept of the four V's to explain what Big Data is. Each of the V's represents
one of the data related issues Volume, Variety, Velocity, and Veracity. Some
works suggest additional aspects like Quality, Variability, and Visibility, but
these are not considered because they are not generally accepted and in some
cases already covered by the original four V's. For example, Quality can be
considered as part of the Veracity aspect.
Volume is the most obvious aspect of Big Data and describes the size of a
data set. The bigger a data set is, the more eﬀort is required to process, share
or store it. Especially medical applications like analysis of MRI images and
simulations like weather models or particle systems can create and require large
amounts of data. The increasing amount of digital and sometimes publicly
available sensory information that is collected
23
will probably increase the need
for solutions for size-related problems.
The Volume aspects of the work with digital documents can be considered
for the text itself and its annotations and are further discussed in Section 3.2.2.
Variety is about the diﬀerent types and formats of data sets. Types include
more broad diﬀerentiations like audio, video, or sensory data and also diﬀerent
ﬁle types for each like mp3, wav, and ﬂac for audio ﬁles. Since the context
of this work is text-oriented digital humanities, the types of data are already
relatively limited but still include many ﬁle types
24
with speciﬁc characteristics.
22
See Section 4.4.5.
23
For a vast number of examples see works about Smart Cities or Internet of Things.
24
TeX, txt, xml, doc, csv, pdf,...
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Other layers of complexity in Variety that are especially relevant in the
context of this work are diﬀerences in markup formats for a speciﬁc ﬁle type
25
and a vast number of diﬀerent workﬂows and access methods for the data.
This indicates that the Big Data issue Variety is similar to the increasing need
for interoperability that is described in Section 3.1 and is very relevant in the
context of text-oriented digital humanities.
Velocity describes the processing speed and is especially signiﬁcant because
it has a direct impact on the end-user experience while the other issues are
generally only problematic for the service provider. For instance, a navigation
system that calculates the best route based on sensory information about the
current traﬃc is not really usable if this calculation requires several hours
of processing time. More academic use cases are workﬂows that include a
lot of experimental parameter permutation or the creation of domain-speciﬁc
training data sets.
26
A very common way to increase the processing speed of a workﬂow or algo-
rithm is to parallelize it by dividing it into subsets of problems that are solved
by diﬀerent threads or computers in a network cluster and then combining
their results. Speciﬁc tasks in the text-oriented digital humanities  for exam-
ple, citation analysis  can be considered to be complex as regards Velocity.
Because CTS is not a workﬂow problem and the fact the CTS protocol is not
application-dependent while Velocity is an application-speciﬁc issue, it is not
relevant with respect to CTS itself. Yet, data sets in the text-oriented digital
humanities can be a valuable input for training data while providing intuitive
parallelization opportunities  like parallelization per document  especially
when combined with the possibility for generic access to document structure.
This issue is discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.3.
Veracity refers to the quality and trustworthiness of data and is especially
relevant in the context of sensory data where it can be a complex problem
to distinguish between a correctly measured anomaly and a malfunction of a
sensor. This can result in reduced eﬃciency and in ﬁnancial losses.
27
Optical
Character Recognition (OCR) can be considered as a complex Veracity-related
25
E.g. diﬀerent XML schemas.
26
See work on neural networks and machine learning.
27
As described, using a wind park-example use case in [Dienst and Beseler, 2016].
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problem in the context of text-oriented digital humanities.
28
Nuances that
distinguish certain letters can be hard to interpret correctly by a computer.
Since OCR often has to work with documents that were not created digitally,
problems like handwriting and unwanted image artifacts have to be considered.
Even a comparatively high accuracy of 95% implies that every 20th character
was guessed wrongly, which correlates to six mistakes in this sentence. Since
the ﬁles in the context of this work are generally corrected and edited manually,
and CTS only serves the data as it was ingested, it can be assumed that
Veracity is not a relevant issue in the context of this work.
In summary, it can be stated that a problem can be more or less character-
ized as Big Data the more or less complex it is as regards to one or many of the
big V's. This especially implies that a problem does not necessarily have to
include particularly large sets of data to be considered Big Data. The diﬀerent
aspects can be related to or inﬂuence each other. A relatively small data set
that needs to be processed exceptionally fast is also a Big Data problem and
Veracity can become decreasingly or increasingly important with increasing
Volume, depending on the use case. A larger data set can decrease the im-
pact of individual errors but also increase their absolute number in case of a
systemic problem.
Three of the four V's are relevant in the context of this work.
 Volume can be considered for text as well as added annotations and is
discussed in Section 3.2.2.
 Variety can be mapped to the increasing need for interoperability as
discussed in Section 3.1.
 Velocity is not necessarily a CTS-related issue because CTS is not a work-
ﬂow. However, generic access to documents and their structural elements
may provide a valuable practical help for parallelization approaches as
described in Section 3.2.3.
 Veracity is not relevant in the context of CTS because the data is manu-
ally corrected and edited, and it is a trivial assumption that a CTS must
serve the data as it was ingested.
28
This observation is supported by the conclusions of [Chaudhuri et al., 2017].
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3.2.2 Volume
In the context of Big Data, the term Volume usually describes the amount of
hard disk space or memory that a data set occupies. Usually, a data set is not
characterized as a Big Data problem if smaller than at least 1 Terabyte, and
since current standard database systems and hard drives are able to store and
manage several terabytes of data without any major issues, most Big Data
Volume problems deal with memory and not disk space. Information that is
stored in memory can be accessed faster than that in disk drives, but it is
lost when the system is shut down. Therefore, disk space is usually used to
store, manage, and archive data sets while the memory is usually used for
more dynamic, analytical tasks. Memory is currently also more expensive 
and therefore, more limited  than disk space, which means that the memory
requirements that qualify as a Big Data problem are usually lower than disk-
space requirements.
29
Since the use case in this work concerns storing and
managing data sets, memory aspects are not considered. As this section will
show, the volumes of the data sets cannot be considered as problematic even
when treated as a memory task.
In the context of text-oriented digital humanities, volume can also be used to
refer to more information-related aspects like the number of tokens, sentences,
or documents, as it is usually done for text corpora. Information-related size
statistics can quickly result in seemingly big and impressive numbers while
the required disk space stays relatively small. In the context of this analysis,
Volume
30
refers to disk or memory space.
Table 3.1 illustrates this relationship for some of the biggest data sets that
were collected in the context of this work. The disk space is calculated based on
the uncompressed data set that is available for download and usually includes
additional markup, which implies that the actual text data Volume is usually
smaller. The number of documents and tokens is calculated based on the data
set. The document number is the number of individual ﬁles, and the tokens
were delimited by the characters ="<.>()[]{},:;, tab, newline, and whitespace.
Textgrid provides multiple documents as part of one XML ﬁle.
31
These doc-
29
An arbitrarily chosen estimated border value could be 100 gigabytes.
30
Note the capitalized letter V.
31
<TEICorpus> with several TEI documents.
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uments were separated into individual ﬁles. The token and document count
can diﬀer from the oﬃcial project statistics because they include the XML
markup. This is intentional since the point is to illustrate the relation between
the number of words in a set of ﬁles and their hard disk space and for this
comparison, it is more correct to include the markup as tokens as it also inﬂu-
ences the ﬁle sizes. In this case, PBC includes the Bible translations that are
not publicly available, and the tokens include the document-level meta infor-
mation and structure markup, which is why the numbers are not comparable
to the text content-based overview in Appendix A.
Text Corpus Documents Tokens Disk Space
DTA 2,435 211,185,949 1.3 G
Textgrid 91,149 232,567,480 1.8 G
PBC 831 289,651,896 1.9 G
Table 3.1: Text corpus statistics vs. hard disk space
As Table 3.1 shows, the required disk space for text data is quite small
even for comparatively big data sets. Problematic ﬁle sizes can usually only
occur for text data sets that include optical scans of the document pages,
which shall not be considered as text data but as image data. The English
Wikipedia can be considered as one of the largest online text collections. Yet,
according to its own statistics,
32
, as of February 2013, the size of the XML ﬁle
containing only the current pages, no user or talk pages, was 42,987,293,445
bytes uncompressed (43 GB). It can be stated that storing and managing
text data is not a Volume problem with respect to disk size. The data size
is also not problematic with respect to setups that are designed to work in
memory. The current prices for 64 GB RAM on Amazon range from 541.95
euros
33
to 1,071.00 euros,
34
which might be too expensive to consider this as
standard hardware, but this is probably far from problematic for a project that
is designed with the requirement of managing a Wikipedia-size text collection
in memory.
32
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Size_of_Wikipedia#Size_of_the_English
_Wikipedia_database
33
HyperX FURY DDR4 HX421C14FBK4/64 RAM Kit 64GB (4x16GB) 2133MHz DDR4
CL14 DIMM
34
Kingston KVR18R13D4K4/64 Arbeitsspeicher 64GB (DDR3 ECC Reg CL13 DIMM
Kit, 240-pin)
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It must be emphasized that this is not a phenomenon that occurs because
the amount of data is still small, and therefore, can be expected to change in
the near future. Instead, it can be considered as a constant characteristic of
the practical use of text data. Data sets in this context correspond to individ-
ual document collections that tend to include documents that share a certain
set of properties like a speciﬁc author, language, time period, or any kind of
thematic relation. Das Deutsche Textarchiv only includes German literature
covering a relatively limited time frame, and the Parallel Bible Corpus only
includes Bible translations. Even if a data set includes a wide array of param-
eter conﬁgurations,
35
it can always be distinguished from other data sets by
its speciﬁc properties. It is highly unlikely that the trend for this kind of data
is headed toward centralization. This characteristic is especially important in
text analysis because, in order to research speciﬁc eﬀects, it is important to
eliminate the impact of unrelated variables. A token frequency trend analysis
usually requires a monolingual text corpus to avoid eﬀects like the German
feminine noun article die being counted as the English verb to die. A research
question about propaganda-related changes in the German language during
World War II would usually not require or beneﬁt from an inclusion of the
original works of Pythagoras. Even in more inclusive use cases like a global
digital library, it can be considered to be counterproductive not to limit the
content to books and include  for instance  Twitter data or collected fo-
rum discussions. Therefore, it can be stated that the relatively small disk or
memory size required to manage only the text data is and will not be a Big
Data-related problem because of the purpose and characteristics of this kind
of data. It is unlikely that the size of document collections is an issue that
cannot be solved using present-day standard hardware.
If text content is considered primary data, then external annotations and
annotated text content can be considered secondary data. Annotated text
content can include information about Part-of-Speech tags, named entities,
editorial notes, and much more. External annotations can include citation
links or linked resources like audio or image snippets to speciﬁc text passages.
Secondary data does not have to be associated with the original text and can
35
Like the TED subtitle transcripts, which include documents from diﬀerent languages
over a period of time.
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also occur as word frequency tables, topic models, co-occurrence & collocation
data, or in the form of any other analytical result format.
Secondary data in the context of text is usually the result of automated
analytical processes or manual editing. Especially, the amount of informa-
tion that is added by automated analytical processes can signiﬁcantly increase
the Volume of a data set. The amount of this kind of data depends on the
analytical processes that are done and the results that are produced. A repre-
sentative overview of this kind of data would require an unreasonable amount
of work, and provide little to no value because the results for the individual
projects would be project-speciﬁc and could not be compared. The Wortschatz
project ([Quasthoﬀ and Richter, 2005]) at Leipzig University generates a lot
of annotation data based on several sentence lists collected from online re-
sources. The sentence lists can be considered the primary data, while every-
thing else  including indices for the primary data  can be considered sec-
ondary data. Table 3.2 shows the relation between the Volumes of primary and
secondary data based on the three samples deu_mixed_2011, deu_news_2011
and deu_newscrawl_2011. The individual table sizes are available in Ap-
pendix E. The information was provided by a server administrator with direct
access to the databases.
Data Set Primary Data (Bytes) Secondary Data (Bytes)
deu_mixed_2011 37,270,576,048 517,020,294,364
deu_news_2011 3,672,898,564 59,421,534,187
deu_newscrawl_2011 3,735,178,336 222,879,231,073
Table 3.2: Primary vs secondary data Volume (Wortschatz )
The values in the table are not comparable to each other because each data
set seems to include diﬀerent sets of database tables. This is not an issue
because the purpose is only to illustrate that secondary data tends to be of
more Volume than primary data.
Combined with the trend for increased interoperability and research in-
frastructures that may store and provide annotations that would have been
considered as temporary data in project-speciﬁc workﬂows, it may even be
possible that exponential Volume growth occurs in the near future because of
further annotations that are based on or caused by existing annotations.
It can be stated that secondary data itself can qualify as a Volume problem
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because text annotation can increase the amount of meta information that is
attached to any piece of text data without limit, and therefore, the Volume
can be inﬂated indeﬁnitely. Estimating whether or not this would result in Big
Data sized document collections would be speculation. Yet, this work proposes
that it is unlikely that future document collections will include every piece of
annotated information in their documents because it makes the documents
harder to read, and the information may even be contradictory. It is more
likely and reasonable that text passage references  like CTS URNs  are used
to link annotation results to text passages and between external services.
3.2.3 Parallelization & distributed computing
Workﬂow parallelization is one of the most promising trends emerging in com-
puter science. The general goal is to design and implement faster algorithms
by dividing a problem into smaller subproblems that can be solved in paral-
lel, and then combining the intermediate results into one, instead of working
through a problem iteratively. Reworking algorithms in such a way can be
very tricky and often results in workﬂows that are very diﬀerent from their
iterative counterparts. For this reason, it is generally a good idea to utilize
one of the existing frameworks for this purpose.
One such framework is Apache Flink[Carbone et al., 2015] which provides
functions and data structures that can be used to design algorithms and takes
care of the memory management. Depending on the system and conﬁgura-
tion, Flink distributes the workﬂow packages over a network cluster or utilizes
the memory capabilities of an isolated local workstation without requiring any
change in the source code.
36
The disadvantage of such a system is that imple-
menters have to rely on the framework features and surrender their control over
the system, but this makes the work with parallel algorithms and network clus-
ters much more accessible and comfortable. The following code snippet is one
of Apache Flink's standard word-count examples and illustrates how parallel
workﬂows can work. The full example is listed in Appendix F.
36
This especially means that it is possible to design and test algorithms locally and then
transfer them to a network cluster.
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Snippet 1
( . . . )
DataSet<Tuple2<S t r i ng , I n tege r>> counts =
/ / s p l i t up the l i n e s i n pa i r s (2 t up les ) con t a i n i ng : ( word ,1 )
t e x t . f la tMap (new Tokenizer ( ) )
/ / group by the tup l e f i e l d " 0 " and sum up tup le f i e l d " 1 "
. groupBy (0 )
. sum(1 ) ;
Snippet 2
( . . . )
f o r ( S t r i ng token : tokens ) {
i f ( token . leng th ( ) > 0) {
out . c o l l e c t (new Tuple2<St r ing , I n tege r> ( token , 1) ) ;
}
}
( . . . )
The naive iterative algorithm to count words is to tokenize the text and
then count the occurrences per token as they are processed iteratively. The
example parallel workﬂow creates a data set that maps a 1 to each token,
37
groups the data set by tokens, and sums up the 1 s of each group.
38
In this
way, the problem has been divided into independent subproblems, and the
combination of the intermediate results is the ﬁnal result.
Dividing the data into chunks is one of the most important aspects of this
algorithm design paradigm as it directly inﬂuences the subproblem setup. To
make sure that parallel processing is working correctly, it must be made cer-
tain that the data chunks are independent of each other. While it is easy to
design a parallel word count algorithm, it is much harder, or maybe even im-
possible, to design parallel algorithms for problems that are calculated using
parameters that are based on corpus-wide information like Topic Models as
implemented by [McCallum, 2002] or information that is relative to the other
intermediate results. This means that some problems are more suitable for
parallel processing than others.
Since the data structure created in a Canonical Text Service provides a
generic way to access chunks of data, it can be used as a way to parallelize
text analytical workﬂows in an intuitive way. Methods can be implemented
in a way that they utilize the document structure implied by the static CTS
URNs. In this way, the parallelization can be performed on a more ﬂexible
37
Snippet 2.
38
Snippet 1.
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granularity level. For example, the word count can still be made at document
level but also at a chapter and sentence level or any citation level at which the
data is prepared.
39
By dividing the data set into chunks that can be accessed in
a generic way, CTS can provide a valuable input for parallelization workﬂows
because it allows the algorithm implementers to use more granularity levels
than token and document.
3.2.4 Distributed text repository
Text data sets are currently mostly publicized as project-speciﬁc packages
based on individually created technical solutions. Section 2.3.2.1 describes
how CTS can act in ways to normalize access to text data and, therefore,
provide a generic alternative to project-speciﬁc technical setups. This concept
can be expanded to the idea of a distributed text repository.
Diﬀerent text data sets can be published via Canonical Text Services by
anyone who is able to publish information via a server. These data sets can
be accessed by users and software tools that know how to work with CTS.
The only thing that they need to know is the online address of the CTS server
application. This ability to access globally distributed text data sources uni-
formly, and with ﬂexible granularity, is already a signiﬁcant improvement over
the current state of the art.
Additionally, this implementation of CTS allows users to import data from
another instance. This process of CTS Cloning is further described in Section
4.4.5 and generally allows each user to copy and merge subsets of publicly
available data sets into another CTS instance. Merging data sets is potentially
problematic if two CTS URNs from diﬀerent servers refer to diﬀerent text
passages or documents. Since CTS URNs are application-independent per
deﬁnition and contain a namespace that refers to exactly one data set, it is
not possible that duplicate URNs can exist. The only way that this can happen
is when a reserved namespace is not respected, in which case, the data would
have to be considered as not trustworthy.
CTS Cloning does introduce another potential problem. If anyone can re-
39
While sentence segmentation can be done for a lot of languages, everything that is based
at a higher citation level  like chapter or book  is diﬃcult to detect automatically because
it is expressed by the format of a document and not syntactic rules.
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publish a data set using a private server, then manipulated data sets can be
published and referenced. This problem can be solved by implementing a cen-
tral registry that is able to tell which servers are trustworthy for a given CTS
URN. A temporary solution for this, in the form of a namespace resolver, is
described in Section 6.3.4. This service provides the registered server appli-
cation address that is associated with a given namespace. In this way, tools
do not need to rely on a hyperlink potentially serving a manipulated piece of
data but can instead request the oﬃcial server address based on a speciﬁc CTS
URN.
In combination, this can create a globally distributed  semi-chaotic  en-
vironment that enables general users and researchers to access, publish, and
share text data freely and also compile individual data sets for their speciﬁc
needs. Because of the characteristics of CTS URNs and with the help of a
central registry, this environment can be created in a way that is immune
against data manipulation
40
and can act as a self-organizing archival solution
as described in Section 2.4.2.1
A major beneﬁt would be that the data could be technically served on a
project level even if the data is available in central archives. Publishers can
receive direct user feedback based on server traﬃc while beneﬁting from the
publicity provided by a central access point. A practical example for this is
the CLARIN integration described in Section 3.1.3.
This concept ﬁts well together with CLARIN's Federated Content Search,
41
which basically redirects search requests to institutions that provide a data set
and aggregates their results into one. It also implies that Volume is not likely
to become a problem with respect to data storage since individual data sets,
which can generally be expected to be manageable with standard software,
42
are served as single nodes in a global data cluster.
40
At least as long as the original source can be trusted.
41
http://weblicht.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/Aggregator/
42
See Section 3.2.2.
Chapter 4
Implementation
In this chapter, the CTS data structure is analyzed, and it is investigated how
this kind of data could be implemented. It will be shown that a combination
of a tree-like data storage and a sequential index is a perfectly suitable data
structure for a CTS implementation and that it can be eﬃciently implemented
using established preﬁx-based string search methods. Alternative existing and
potential implementations are sketched out and evaluated. The data sets made
available as CTS instances in the context of this work are listed in Appendix
A.
4.1 Data Structure
Since the main purpose of a Canonical Text Service is to serve data, the most
important aspect of an implementation of CTS is the data storage technique
used. Diﬀerent techniques imply diﬀerent properties which may or may not
relate well to a speciﬁc use case. Choosing a suitable way to store information
can have a heavy impact on the performance of a system. This section analyzes
the data structure implied by the CTS protocol. Sections 4.1.1 and Section
4.1.2 argue why the document level index can be neglected, and Section 4.1.3
eventually shows why a combination of a tree- and a sequential index ﬁts the
use case perfectly for indexing the text content.
4.1.1 Index requirements
Since text content in a Canonical Text Service is not restricted to any text
format or language, support for multilingual character encodings like UTF-8
and the technical independence from any input text format like TEI/XML is
obligatory. Furthermore, some of the characteristics of CTS imply that certain
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properties have to be considered when a CTS system is implemented.
As described in Section 2.1.3, CTS URNs build a hierarchical reference
system as illustrated in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Hierarchical text content structure
This principle of hierarchy is applied to the text content in one document
and the documents themselves as illustrated in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Hierarchical document collection structure
The relation between the child nodes and the parent nodes is diﬀerent in
each case. The parent text content nodes are a composition of their corre-
sponding child nodes.
1
At document level, the relation is not a composition
but a choose-any relation. If the child node is not speciﬁed, the implementation
is free to choose any child node for a given parent node.
1
Every chapter is a composition of its included sentences.
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The number of hierarchical elements on the document level is ﬁxed to ex-
actly four. More hierarchical elements are explicitly forbidden by the CTS
speciﬁcations, and less are implicitly discouraged because this would result in
error messages for correct CTS URNs if a document is only categorized in two
hierarchical levels and requested with three or four. The depth of the text
content structure
2
is not ﬁxed and can range from one to anything, depending
on the type of the document.
Because of the choose-any relation, the order of the child nodes on document
level does not matter. The result is always limited to exactly one  potentially
random  node at the lowest hierarchical level. The order of the child nodes on
the text-content level must be ﬁxed and reﬂect the sequence of the document.
If this were not the case, it would not be possible to build text passages that
span more than one child node on the lowest hierarchical level because it would
not be possible to know which text element is followed by another.
Since document level is always resolved to the lowest hierarchical level, the
meta information can be attached to it and may not be attached to nodes at
higher levels. Yet this may also be done, for instance, to provide a name for a
given text group.
On the text content level, the only required information  text content 
is contained in the nodes at the lowest hierarchical level. Text content in
higher levels can be constructed using the information from the child nodes.
It would also be possible to store the static text content for every node in each
level, but since CTS requires support for dynamic spans of static CTS URNs,
the composition process has to be implemented anyway. This would make
text content information explicitly stored in higher hierarchical levels  like
chapters  redundant because they could be generated as the span from the
ﬁrst to the last child node. It would also require extra eﬀort to make sure that
the static text content associated with a node is the same as the dynamically
created text content.
This results in the index illustrated in Figure 4.3.
2
Number of hierarchical text elements.
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Figure 4.3: Canonical text service index structure
The separation of the two areas is reasonable because both indices serve
diﬀerent purposes with diﬀerent properties. The lowest nodes of the document
index provide the bridge to the text content index. The elements in the upper
index can be shued arbitrarily but the lowest nodes in the text content index
must reﬂect the order that is provided by the document that it is attached to.
4.1.2 Document index
The number of nodes to expect on the document level can be considered as
small. Even comparatively big text corpora like Textgrid or Das Deutsche
Textarchiv do not include more than a couple of thousands of documents,
which is far below what any established data storage technique should be
able to handle. For example, a standard MySQL Table using MyISAM as
its storage engine is able to store 4,294,967,296 or 2
32
rows, and tables using
InnoDB are only restricted to 64 TB of data ([Oracle, 2017]). Assuming that
one CTS index correlates to one text collection, one document is represented
as one data entry,
3
and future standard data storage engines are more likely to
increase the number of supported data entries instead of decreasing it; it should
be practically irrelevant which technique is used to store this information.
3
May it be called row, node or whatever is appropriate for a speciﬁc data storage.
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Because the individual rows are independent of each other, and the result is
based on a choose-any relation, the beneﬁt from a hierarchical data storage
can also be neglected.
The independence from each other may provide a useful and intuitive way
to distribute future workﬂows by document.
4
4.1.3 Text content index
The important part of the overall index is the text content index because it
has to provide a lot of features that are much more advanced than simple key-
based value mappings. Since CTS uses hierarchical structure elements as its
basis, this hierarchy must be known to the system. At least every parent node
must know its associated child nodes. Whether or not this has to be a binary
relation depends on the data storage technique used. The relation from a child
node to a parent node can also be resolved with nothing more than the child
node's CTS URN by omitting the last part of the {PASSAGE} component
5
,
and therefore, this information must not be part of the index.
The text content index must keep to the document order of the text ele-
ments, which either requires an increasing sequence value or explicit left/right
neighbor relations for every lowest node. The order of the elements in the
hierarchy index must not correspond to the order of the elements in the doc-
ument. For example, it may happen that the elements in the hierarchy index
are ordered lexically while not in the document. Therefore, it can be assumed
that the hierarchy index and the sequential index should be separated.
The index must be able to serve static text information for every static
CTS URN. At the lowest hierarchical level, this is a simple key-value mapping.
At higher hierarchical levels, this can either be accomplished by a key-value
mapping, if the corresponding text passages are stored for every text part, or by
accumulating the text passage dynamically as a composition of the text content
of the child nodes. Spans of text passages should be created dynamically
because the brute force approach of storing the text span for every possible
combination of CTS URNs would create an overhead that is probably hard
4
See Section 3.2.3.
5
The CTS URN urn:cts:pbc:bible.parallel.eng.kingjames:1.1.3 is the child node of
urn:cts:pbc:bible.parallel.eng.kingjames:1.1.
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to justify. Especially, because this would not only require the combinations
of CTS URNs on the lowest level but every combination of every CTS URN
on any hierarchical level. Sub-passage notation in combination with spans
would eventually create serious problems for any non-dynamic approach. The
example URN
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:1 .1.5 1.1.10@the [ 2 ]
refers to a text passage that ends at the second occurrence of the in the text
element 1.1.10. If the span 1.1.5-1.1.10 were explicitly stored, it would be hard
to ﬁnd out which the is the second occurrence in 1.1.10 because it is not clear
where 1.1.10 starts. While it would be possible to use the brute force approach
of explicitly storing every supported CTS URN, including every possible sub-
passage notation, it is obviously true that this can be implemented much more
elegantly and eﬃciently if the parent text parts, spans of text passages, and
sub-passage notation are resolved dynamically.
Figure 4.4 shows an excerpt from the text content index based on one of
the Bible translations in the Parallel Bible Corpus.
Figure 4.4: Text content index
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Each of the nodes corresponds to one of the structural text part elements
of the document.
The CTS requests GetValidReﬀ and GetFirstUrn can be resolved using
the hierarchical index, and the required information for GetPrevNextUrn is
stored in the sequential index. Depending on the way that the requests are
implemented, both indices can also be useful for GetCapabilities and GetLabel.
To resolve GetPassage and GetPassagePlus, both indices must be used to
construct the text passage.
To retrieve the text passage of static CTS URNs  like 1.2  one only needs
to traverse the hierarchy up to this reference. The text content from every
child node from this point onward is part of the expected result, and sorting
these text parts sequentially results in the requested text passage. Spans of
text parts  like 1.2-1.3.3  can be resolved by retrieving the sequence values
from the leftmost and the rightmost suitable node from the hierarchy index
and sorting the text parts between these two entries based on the sequential
index.
6
Text content from parent nodes is equal to the text span between the
ﬁrst and the last child node.
Sub-passage notation is not resolved in the stored index. The reason is that
it works diﬀerently from the hierarchical retrieval. Sub-passage notation is not
a hierarchical, but instead, a string-based process to cut the text content. Im-
plementing this as a hierarchy would mean that every token or even character
would be a child node of the parent text content node. For instance, every
word or character in a sentence would be a child node of the sentence text
part. Since a sequence of characters does not include any hierarchical informa-
tion, this would result in one additional level in the hierarchy that would have
to be processed sequentially anyway because of how sub-passage notation is
speciﬁed.
7
Therefore, there is no beneﬁt in the addition of this level. Instead,
a sub-passage notation should be resolved by applying it to the corresponding
chunk of text content during the retrieval process, and therefore, it should be
resolved by the retrieval engine.
8
6
An alternative retrieval tactic that does not rely on range queries is to collect the text
content by following the chain of left/right neighbor relations up to the leftmost/rightmost
node, which results in a potentially big number of steps.
7
@the[3] is the third occurrence of the.
8
Additionally, resolving sub-passages using the index could introduce character encoding-
related issues like diﬀerences in text direction (LTR vs. RTL).
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These observations imply that the two most important properties which
data models can provide in this use case are a support for implicit hierarchical
information and sequential ordering.
The impact of implicit hierarchical information is especially obvious when
considering how interchangeable the use case-focused index visualization in
Figure 4.1 and the implementation-focused visualization in Figure 4.4 are. A
big part of the required information is automatically known to the system if
the hierarchical information is implicitly encoded by the data model.
When support for sequential ordering is missing, it results in an increased
number of requests that are required to retrieve text spans. Range queries make
it possible to collect any text span with three requests.
9
Without this feature,
the nodes that are part of a text span must be requested sequentially using a
chain of neighbor relations, which results in a comparatively large number of
search steps when the text passage spans many text parts. The requirement
of range queries can be translated to the required sequential ordering of the
elements because range queries result in a set of elements that are smaller than
a value x and larger than a value y. The relations smaller than and larger than
require and imply sequential ordering.
This does not mean that it is impossible to implement a Canonical Text
Service with non-hierarchical data storage techniques or without sequential
ordering. Yet, if such a system is used, a lack of these features may result in
an overhead because the missing implicit information must be added explicitly.
4.2 Index Theory
This section provides an overview of the theory behind the implemented hier-
archical index. Section 4.2.1 provides a formal Landau/Big-O analysis. Sec-
tion 4.2.2 describes the data structure trie which is commonly used for preﬁx
string search and Section 4.2.3 eventually shows how the hierarchy retrieval
problem in the context of Canonical Text Services can be mapped to preﬁx
string search. The conclusion is that tries provide a suitable data structure for
hierarchy retrieval in Canonical Text Services.
9
Retrieve leftmost node L, rightmost node R, and range between L and R
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4.2.1 Complexity
Algorithms and data structure performance can be formally analyzed, catego-
rized, and compared using the Landau  or Big O  notation ([Landau, 1909]).
Important categories ordered in increasing complexity are O 1, O logn,
O n, O nlogn, O n
2
, O n
3
, and O 2
n
. This analysis is usually applied to
time and space complexity. Space complexity is not considered in this analysis
because the size of the data sets and the use case of a web service suggest that
this should not be a problem when it is not excessive. Time complexity can be
analyzed for the basic actions of access, search, insert, and delete. In this use
case, the most important formal aspect of the data structure is search. The
actions insert and delete are only relevant during the creation of a CTS index,
which generally only happens once and not during the productive runtime of
the system. The action access is not considered because the use case is not to
access a speciﬁc  like the third  data entry but to ﬁnd information based on
an input parameter. The following statements are based on [Corman et al.,
2001].
Elementary data structures like arrays, linked lists, stacks, and queues
provide a search-time complexity of O n with n being the number of stored
elements. These data structures do not imply any ordering of the elements,
and if the data entries are not ordered, they have to be searched sequentially.
Unbalanced trees like binary trees provide an average search-time com-
plexity of O logn and a worst-case search-time complexity of O n. Un-
balanced trees can be used to encode hierarchical information in the data
structure.
Skip lists provide an average and worst-case search-time complexity of
O(logn). Hierarchical information could be encoded using the skipping levels,
but this cannot be applied to this use case because the skip list hierarchy is
ﬁxed while the document structure is ﬂexible.
Balanced trees like B-Trees and AVL-Trees provide an average and worst-
case search-time complexity of O(logn) and can be used to encode hierarchical
information in the data structure.
Hash tables provide an average case search-time complexity of O 1 and a
worst-case search-time complexity of O n that may be caused by a suboptimal
hash function or hash values that result in a lot of collisions.
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O 1 $ O logn $ O n implies that the search-times in hash tables are
faster than those of balanced trees which provide faster search-times than
skip lists & unbalanced trees
10
that are again faster than elementary data
structures. Hash tables introduce a unique problem because they use hash
functions to convert the data keys  in this case, CTS URNs. This means that
any information that is encoded in the CTS URN is not available for search
if a hash table is used. Therefore, the implicit hierarchy information that is
encoded in CTS URNs would have to be explicitly stored for each data entry,
including the multi-level child-parent relation. This would eventually result in
a hash table tree implementation that would either signiﬁcantly increase the
space complexity by additionally storing the hierarchical information for every
data entry or nullify the time complexity beneﬁts by requiring recursive search
steps to retrieve the hierarchical information, resulting in a time complexity of
O n.
11
These additional steps are required because it is necessary to resolve
the CTS URN values that belong to the obstructed chained hash table keys.
Based on this formal analysis, balanced or unbalanced tree data structures
provide the fastest search-times while they naturally support suitable hier-
archical data structures. Hash tables may be a useful tool for future index
optimizations by handling some or all of the static text content and meta
information.
4.2.2 Trees & tries
In computer science, trees are rooted directed acyclic graphs that can be de-
ﬁned as in the recursive deﬁnition by [Bell et al., 1983]:
Deﬁnition 1. A single node by itself is a tree. This node is also the root of
the tree. Suppose n is a node and T1, T2,...,Tk are trees with roots n1, n2,...,nk.
We can construct a new tree by making n be the parent of nodes n1, n2,...nk.
In this tree, n is the root, and T1, T1,...,T1 are the subtrees of the root. Nodes
n1, n2,...nk are called the children of node n.
This deﬁnition implies a hierarchical ordering of the nodes by stating that
certain elements are the parent nodes of a set of child nodes.
10
Average & worst-case O logn is faster than average case O logn and worst case O n.
11
In a scenario in which one document consists of one hierarchical layer of structural
elements with one child node per element, one recursive request must be sent for every data
entry to ﬁnd CTS URNs on the second level. This results in a search-time complexity of
O n.
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Tree-like data structures are a well-established string index technique in in-
formation retrieval and can generally be divided into preﬁx and suﬃx-based
types([Brass, 2008])]. Suﬃx trees are not relevant for this work because resolv-
ing CTS URNs is not similar to the (non-preﬁx) substring matching problem
that they solve.
Preﬁx trees are also called tries ([Manning et al., 2008] or [Brass, 2008])
and provide a way to simultaneously store and index text data as illustrated
in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Trie example from ([Brass, 2008])
One of the beneﬁts of this kind of data representation is that tree-like data
structures generally provide logarithmic search-times that are also more depen-
dent on the length of the keys than the number of stored elements. Looking up
every word that starts with aa in Figure 4.5 can be done in two search steps
even though the data set includes 7 words. Ignoring the constant eﬀort that is
required to analyze one node, the maximum number of required search steps
equals the depth of the tree,
12
which is the same as the length of the longest
word in a trie. Figure 4.6 shows a compressed trie
13
that is ﬁlled with a set of
CTS URNs.
12
The depth of a tree is the length of the longest possible path from its root element.
13
Compressed means that certain non-branching node paths are compressed to one node
for better readability.
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Figure 4.6: Trie ﬁlled with CTS URNs
Tries are traversed as breadth-ﬁrst and not depth-ﬁrst. Traversing them as
depth-ﬁrst would be the same as reading a lexically ordered word list sequen-
tially. It is not important whether or not nodes are processed as LTR or RTL
14
because lexical alphabets are not ordered by probability. Therefore, LTR and
RTL will both require the same number of search steps on average. Tries are
not necessarily balanced trees.
4.2.3 Hierarchy retrieval based on preﬁx search
Hierarchical information based on CTS URNs can be requested similarly to
how preﬁx search is done in a trie. For instance, to ﬁnd out which of the CTS
URNs belong to urn:cts:pbc(...):1., it is suﬃcient to traverse the trie according
to the given URN. Any (recursive) child node is one of the structural child
elements of the URN that was provided as input. Resolving the hierarchical
information in CTS URNs can be done by applying the same algorithms that
are used for a string preﬁx search because the structural information in them
is encoded by the continuation of their string representation. Parent URNs
are always preﬁx substrings, and the set of child URNs is exactly the same as
the result set of a string preﬁx search.
The result of this mapping of seemingly unrelated tasks is that the hierarchy
retrieval in this context is technically not a task of data architecture but of
information retrieval. String-based methods can be used to extract the hier-
14
left-to-right or right-to-left.
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archy information encoded in the CTS URNs. This especially means that the
hierarchy information does not have to be modeled explicitly in the data set
but is implicitly known to the system as soon as CTS URNs are added. The
consequence is that the optimal hierarchy index for a Canonical Text Service
is not necessarily a hierarchical data structure but a data structure that is
optimized for preﬁx string search.
15
An additional beneﬁt of this approach is that it is very ﬂexible. Preﬁx
substring search works with strings of any length, and therefore, this approach
theoretically supports any possible citation depth. It also does not depend
on the URN syntax or any kind of ﬁxed formula and could also extract the
hierarchical information from the following example.
16
axl_cts_pbc ( b i b l e . p a r a l l e l <eng . kingjames )
ax l_cts_pbc ( b i b l e . p a r a l l e l <eng . kingjames ) buch1
axl_cts_pbc ( b i b l e . p a r a l l e l <eng . kingjames ) buch1§3
axl_cts_pbc ( b i b l e . p a r a l l e l <eng . kingjames ) buch1§3 } the5thverse
This approach is ﬂexible enough that any changes in the URN syntax or
related future schemas can be supported.
4.3 Index Implementation
This section discusses the chosen index implementation in Section 4.3.2, based
on requirements formulated in Section 4.3.1, and sketches alternatives using
other data models in the ongoing sections. The intention is to illustrate poten-
tial CTS-speciﬁc problems and also to provide examples for further analysis.
The two previously existing CTS implementations are evaluated in the pro-
cess.
17
4.3.1 Required features
Based on the data analysis in sections 4.1 and 4.2 and the requirements from
sections 2.3.1 and 2.4.1, it can be stated that the following features should be
supported by a system that is used as the basis for a universally usable CTS
implementation:
15
Which is more speciﬁc than tree but would also include potential non-tree preﬁx search
methods.
16
axl_cts_pbc(bible.parallel<eng.kingjames)buch1 is the parent node of
axl_cts_pbc(bible.parallel<eng.kingjames)buch1$3 and so on.
17
RDF: Section 4.3.3.1, XML: Section 4.3.5.
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 (At least) UTF-8 support
 Capability of online  especially multi-user  handling
 Established & accessible (usability)
 Independence from a speciﬁc input data type
 Preﬁx string search or a similarly ﬁtting implicit hierarchy retrieval mech-
anism
 Support for sequential order index and range queries
4.3.2 Proposed index implementation
The index implementation that is proposed in this work is based on MySQL
Version 5 ([Oracle, 2017]), or similar systems like MariaDB.
18
UTF-8 is sup-
ported along with a vast number of other character sets. It is an established
data storage technique in the context of the online services that are often part
of the pre-installed software packages for servers.
19
MySQL does not have a
required input data format, the data has to be added and requested by the
software that uses it. Responses are generally formatted into or from speciﬁc
formats by the application software.
Sequential order indices as the basis for range queries can be implemented
using an incrementing integer which can simultaneously act as the primary key
for the data rows. In order for this index to be useful for ﬁnding left and right
neighbor entries, it should be made sure that the incrementing integer value is
free of gaps.
20
Preﬁx string search can be implemented using the LIKE command with
wildcard symbol % that matches any number of characters. LIKE BINARY
makes sure that the search is done with case sensitivity.
The following example illustrates the preﬁx string search as it is used in this
work.
18
https://mariadb.org/
19
SQL is included in software like Xampp, hosting services like Strato and Host Europe,
and is the requirement for Wordpress  one of the most established Blog/Website backends.
20
The result from MySQL's AUTO_INCREMENT is not necessarily gap-free.
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u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:1 .5 .31
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:1 .5 .32
( . . . )
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:1 .50.25
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:1 .50.26
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:2
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:2 .1
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:2 . 1 . 1
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:2 . 1 . 2
The following urns are the result from the LIKE BINARY preﬁx search
query based on the urn urn:cts:pbc:bible.parallel.eng.kingjames:2.1.%
21
.
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:2 . 1 . 1
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:2 . 1 . 2
Both results are child URNs of the input CTS URN. Any child URN of
the input CTS URN must be part of the result set because all of them start
with the input CTS URN. It is important to append the delimiting charac-
ters
22
to the request parameter. If the preﬁx search would be done using
urn:cts:pbc:bible.parallel.eng.kingjames:1.5 as the input parameter instead of
urn:cts:pbc:bible.parallel.eng.kingjames:1.5., the result would include the cor-
rect CTS URNs
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:1 .5 .31
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:1 .5 .32
as well as the incorrect CTS URNs
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:1 .50.25
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:1 .50.26
To make sure that the URNs are listed in document order, they can be
ordered using the sequential index with the addition ORDER BY urnid.
To request the information that is required to build a static text passage
on any hierarchy level it is suﬃcient to use the text column in the query and
order the result by the incremental sequence index similar to how it is done
with the following query.
SELECT t e x t WHERE urn LIKE BINARY " u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:2
.1.% " ORDER BY sequence
Spans of text passages can be build using the information that is requested
similar to the query
SELECT t e x t WHERE urn id BETWEEN l e f t u r n AND r i g h t u r n ORDER BY sequence
21
SELECT urn WHERE urn LIKE BINARY
"urn:cts:pbc:bible.parallel.eng.kingjames:2.1.%".
22
The dot . and the colon :.
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with lefturn and righturn being the ﬁrst and last URNs from the result of
the following query:
SELECT urn WHERE urn LIKE BINARY " u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:2 .1.%
" ORDER BY sequence
LIKE BINARY queries are signiﬁcantly slower than LIKE queries because
SQL does a complete scan for BINARY. Therefore every BINARY query is
applied using a syntax similar to LIKE AND LIKE BINARY,
23
which means
that SQL only does the expensive case-sensitive lookup after the search room
is limited to the case-insensitive matches.
MySQL provides a B-Tree index that can be applied to text data and is
used for LIKE comparisons if the input string does not start with the wildcard
character.
This results in a database table as shown in Table 4.1.
ID URN text
588729 urn:cts:pbc:bible.parallel.eng.kingjames:1.5.32 And Noah (...)
588730 urn:cts:pbc:bible.parallel.eng.kingjames:2 NULL
588731 urn:cts:pbc:bible.parallel.eng.kingjames:2.1 NULL
588732 urn:cts:pbc:bible.parallel.eng.kingjames:2.1.1 Thus the (...)
588733 urn:cts:pbc:bible.parallel.eng.kingjames:2.1.2 And on the (...)
Table 4.1: CTS URN database table
Using this schema, every table row corresponds to exactly one structural
element of the input document. The column ID is indexed as the primary
key of the database and serves as the sequential index that is required for the
range queries and the neighbor requests. The column URN is indexed using
MySQL's B-Tree implementation and is used for the preﬁx string search that
serves as the hierarchical index. The column text is not indexed as it is not
used for any kind of request.
24
Additional columns can, for example, be added
to store language information or the type of each structural element.
The text is only stored on the lowest hierarchical level because the text on
higher levels is generated dynamically.
25
23
SELECT urn WHERE urn LIKE "urn:cts:pbc:bible.parallel.eng.kingjames:2.1.%" AND
urn LIKE BINARY "urn:cts:pbc:bible.parallel.eng.kingjames:2.1%".
24
The text column has been indexed due to the implementation of the full-text search
described in Section 6.2, but this additional index is not required for the CTS index.
25
See Section 4.1.3.
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The advantage of this index implementation is that it naturally supports
the data-speciﬁc requirements without requiring a remarkably sophisticated
technical setup to work. Since CTS requires server software by deﬁnition and
some variant or version of (My)SQL is generally part of the package that is
included in server software, this approach does not add any signiﬁcant tech-
nical requirement for the average user. SQL databases are also not limited to
any speciﬁc programming language. While this implementation is based on
JAVA,
26
the basic programming logic of the index is handled by using SQL
queries. This means it could be re-implemented in any other programming
language without the need for a newly developed index technique.
The disadvantage of this approach as it is currently implemented is that the
length of CTS URNs is restricted to 255, the maximum length of MySQL's
VARCHAR data type. Since these references are supposed to be used as
citations in human-readable documents, this disadvantage should not be prob-
lematic.
27
Because CTS URNs are separated by namespaces, it can also be
expected that this is not a future problem. Even if the allowed characters are
arbitrarily limited to English letters, the potential combinations of delimiting
namespace names  and therefore the set of supported text corpora  already
include 26
n
elements with n being the length of the namespace string.
28
If the
number of possible namespaces is eventually too low, it could be multiplied by
the use of a diﬀerent URN namespace like urn:cts2:.
It is important to emphasize that this work does not propose that a CTS
implementation must be done using SQL. SQL merely serves as the tool that
is used to implement a trie data structure based on SQL's B-Tree index
29
and
is especially ﬁtting because of how established it is as part of server software
packages. The hierarchical information is not necessarily stored in the B-Tree
but in the way it is processed.
26
JAVA was chosen because of its widespread support and its uncomplicated use as web
applications(Servlets).
27
The CTS URN urn:cts:pbc:bible.parallel.eng.kingjames:2.1.2 is 46 characters long.
28
456976 for n   4.
29
A balanced tree that is processed in such a way that input and output are equal to that
of a trie.
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4.3.3 Graph model
Graph data structures are sets of nodes and edges that are formally deﬁned
by [Bell et al., 1983] in the following manner:
Deﬁnition 2. A directed graph (digraph for short) G consists of a set of
vertices V and a set of arcs E. The vertices are also called nodes or points;
the arcs could be called directed edges or directed lines. An arc is an ordered
pair of vertices  v, w; v is called the tail and w the head of the arc.
Directed graphs can be represented as similar to Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7: Directed graph
A graph is undirected if its edges are undirected
30
as illustrated in Figure
4.8.
Figure 4.8: Undirected graph
A hierarchy is a tree-like structure and data trees are commonly deﬁned
as acyclic directed graphs. This especially implies that tree structures are a
subset of graph structures. Therefore, it may seem reasonable to model the
document structure using a set of child-node or parent-node relations between
the individual structural elements. This assumption is not correct. Since tree-
like data structures are a subset of graph data structures, tree-like data models
are more specialized than graph data models. The restrictions that separate
tree-like data models from graph data models have to be explicitly modeled
if a graph data model is used to store tree-like data structures. For instance,
the aforementioned child node or parent node relations must always be ex-
plicitly added to the data set while they would be implicitly included in any
specialized tree-like data model. This implies that graph-based data structures
always require additional overhead compared to tree-like data structures when
hierarchical information is stored. Another problem is that graph nodes do
not have a natural order and therefore no implicit sequence (See for example
30
(v,w) = (v,w)
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[Voss, 2013]). Therefore, a sequence could only be implicitly added if an ad-
ditional index is used. This is important because it implies that this type of
data representation is not optimal for range queries. Using SPARQL,
31
it is
not possible to request data entries from within a range of values. Instead, this
is done by applying a ﬁlter to the result set. The following example illustrates
this point. The result of this query corresponds to a span of text parts between
two border text parts as it is required to calculate text spans.
SELECT ?text_chunks
WHERE {
? l e f t _ t e x t p a r t <ch i l dO f> <document> .
? l e f t _ t e x t p a r t <hasURN> " u r n : c t s : {WORK} :1 " .
? r i g h t _ t e x t _ p a r t <ch i l dO f> <document> .
? r i g h t _ t e x t _ p a r t <hasURN> " u r n : c t s : {WORK} :10 " .
? text_chunks <ch i l dO f> <document> .
FILTER
( ? text_chunks > ? l e f t _ t e x t p a r t && ?text_chunks < ? r i g h t _ t e x t _ p a r t ) }
Generally, the technical interpretation of SPARQL queries can be diﬀerent
in diﬀerent implementations. The following analysis assumes that the engine
does not include additional indices.
The ﬁrst two steps are to ﬁnd every node with the <hasURN> values
urn:cts:{WORK}:1 and urn:cts:{WORK}:10 that is related to <document>
by <childOf> as border nodes and a candidate set of text parts that belong to
<document>. The next step is to delete from the candidate set those candi-
dates which are smaller than or bigger than the corresponding border nodes.
This approach implies the following problems:
 The search process works by collecting all and then dismissing the wrong
entities instead of collecting the right entities. This can result in a request
that requires every text part to be investigated in order to ﬁnd a span of
two text parts.
 Because the values are attached to unordered nodes, the potentially in-
termediate step of locating a static text part must be done by searching
sequentially, which will result in a search complexity of n lookups for n
text chunks for each step.
 Duplicate values for CTS URNs are not prevented by the data structure
and have to be handled additionally.
31
SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language  an established query language for graph
data in RDF format.
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 Since the nodes are not ordered, information about the order has to be
added to be able to ﬁnd out which node is bigger than or smaller than
another. This implies either explicit <left/right_neighbor> relations or
an additional incrementing integer.
A graph-based data model that is very similar to CTS data is modeled in
[Efer, 2017] and illustrated in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: Text hierarchy modeled as graph data in [Efer, 2017]
In this analysis, the data structure below the token level is not relevant.
Within the data structure depicted, nodes for structural elements are created,
and the tokens are aligned sequentially as a chain. The lowest hierarchical
nodes are attached to the ﬁrst child token in the chain. Parent hierarchical
elements are related to all of their child nodes, and each hierarchical element
is related to its horizontal neighbor element. Text passage retrieval would be
possible by traversing the hierarchy according to the information in the URN
to deﬁne the leftmost and rightmost token that is part of the passage and
then following the token chain from the leftmost to the rightmost token while
appending the text passage, token by token.
The data model has to be designed by the user, which is an important diﬀer-
ence from CTS. The data structures can diﬀer greatly for diﬀerent documents
or editions of the same document. A poem is generally structured as a set
of stanzas that can be separated into verses. A dramatic work is generally
separated into meta information like the list of roles, epilogue & prologue, and
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acts which can be separated into scenes which can be separated into speeches
which can be further separated into speaker meta information and sentences or
lines. The structure of the documents and the labels for and relations between
structural elements are technically arbitrary and depend on the interpretation
of the editor. The potential problem in this scenario is that editors need too
much technical knowledge to model the data in a way that is compatible with
a generic system, and the system relies on the fact that the data is modeled ac-
cording to its requirements. A text passage for a sentence can only be created
if the editor has remembered to add the relations that chain the individual
tokens together.
Contrary to what is required by CTS, the structural information according
to Figure 4.9 may be ambiguous. For instance, line 1 and sentence 1 start at
the same token but line 1 contains more tokens. Such a case is not mentioned
in the CTS speciﬁcations. Support for ambiguous text structures would require
that either the URN or an additional parameter would have to specify which of
the available structure interpretations should be used for text passage retrieval.
Encoding this information in the lowest level URNs could be done as similar
to the following example.
urn:cts:demo:example . document . en .1 : l i n e1  l i ne10
urn:cts:demo:example . document . en .1 :sentence1sentence10
At higher hierarchical levels, this information is not required because it is
not important whether or not a speciﬁc chapter is constructed based on lines
or sentences as long as both are not used simultaneously. The system would
have to choose any of the possibilities to resolve a URN like
urn:cts:demo:example . document . en .1 :chapter1chapter10
Yet this would require serious rework for the way that URN retrieval is
handled. For example, the request GetValidReﬀ in its current form could
return a result similar to the following URN list.
urn:cts:demo:example . document . en .1 : l i n e 1
urn:cts:demo:example . document . en .1 :sentence1
urn:cts:demo:example . document . en .1 : l i n e 2
urn:cts:demo:example . document . en .1 :sentence2
urn:cts:demo:example . document . en .1 :sentence3
urn:cts:demo:example . document . en .1 : l i n e 3
Since the labels of the structural elements are arbitrary and, therefore,
unknown to tool implementers, this would make it hard to work with this
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system in a generic way, especially because it would create a scenario in which
users could refer to text spans using diﬀerent structural mark up as in
urn:cts:demo:example . document . en .1 : l i n e1 sentence2
While it would be intuitively clear, what the interpretation from Line 1 to
Sentence 2 means, it would be technically unclear, how the text parts Sen-
tence1 and Line2 should be handled. Including them would result in redun-
dant text, and omitting them would be an arbitrary solution which would be
especially problematic when the text passage spans bigger chunks of texts as
in the URN
urn:cts:demo:example . document . en .1 : l i n e1 sentence3
In this case, it would be completely unclear how the text chunks
urn:cts:demo:example . document . en .1 :sentence1
urn:cts:demo:example . document . en .1 : l i n e 2
urn:cts:demo:example . document . en .1 :sentence2
should be handled as omitting them could not be considered as a correct
interpretation.
This information can already be expressed in CTS using diﬀerent editions
for diﬀerently edited documents.
urn:cts:demo:example . document . en . l i nesepara ted :1 10
urn:cts:demo:example . document . en . sentenceseparated:110
In an abstract sense, using diﬀerent editions is a solution very similar to the
inclusion of an additional parameter that speciﬁes which structural markup
should be used. Since this solution is already possible, and the support for
ambiguous document structures could result in a lot of rework of the CTS
protocol  and in the process additional complexity  this work proposes that
the expression of ambiguous document structures by separate editions is the
preferable solution.
32
Based on this analysis, the core problem of graph data as the backbone
of a CTS system seems to be that the use of graph data representation does
32
Ambiguous document structures are also not supported in XML and, therefore,
TEI/XML  an established markup format for document editing. The markup for the
above example would result in the following simpliﬁed invalid XML structure markup.
<line n="1">
<sentence n="1">
</line>
<line n="2">
</sentence>
</line>
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not provide any technical beneﬁt that justiﬁes its use in this scenario, and the
unordered and non-hierarchical nature of this data model does not ﬁt with
the hierarchical and sequential data structure that is required by CTS. The
main beneﬁts of graph data models  graph analysis methods and transitive
reasoning over potentially linked data  do not provide any beneﬁt for CTS.
This means that the data model would have to be forced to be able to comply
with the use case, instead of supporting it naturally. The result of this analysis
is that graph-based data architectures are not suitable for the data properties
that are implied by the speciﬁcations of Canonical Text Services.
4.3.3.1 RDF-based CTS implementation
The following example illustrates how one text chunk is modeled as RDF in
the CTS implementation that was developed in the Homer Multitext Project
([Smith, 2010] or [Blackwell et al., 2017]) according to the Virtual Machine
that is available.
<u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 059 . t lg001 . fugn t001 : .28582357> r d f : l a b e l " P la to Euthyphro
( P la ton i s Opera , ed . John Burnet ) : . 28582357 ( u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 059 .
t lg001 . fugn t001 : .28582357) " .
< u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 059 . t lg001 . fugn t001 : .28582357> cts :be longsTo <
u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 059 . t lg001 . fugnt001> .
< u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 059 . t lg001 . fugn t001 : .28582357> cts:hasSequence 3545.
< u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 059 . t lg001 . fugn t001 : .28582357> cts :hasTextContent " " "<wd
xmlns=" h t t p : / /www. t e i c . org / ns / 1 . 0 " xm lns : t e i = " h t t p : / /www. t e i c . org / ns / 1 . 0 "
t b r e f s = "28582357 " >????</wd>" " " .
< u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 059 . t lg001 . fugn t001 : .28582357> c t s : c i t a t i o nDep t h 2 .
< u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 059 . t lg001 . fugn t001 : .28582357> hmt:xmlOpen " / t e i : t e i . 2 /
t e i : t e x t / t e i : body / t e i : d i v 1 [@type= ’book ’ and @n= ’ ’ ] " .
< u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 059 . t lg001 . fugn t001 : .28582357> hmt:xpTemplate
" / t e i : t e i . 2 / t e i : t e x t / t e i : body / t e i : d i v 1 [@type= ’book ’ and @n= ’ ? ’ ] / t e i : s p / t e i : p /
t e i :wd [ @tbrefs = ’ ? ’ ] " .
< u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 059 . t lg001 . fugn t001 : .28582357> c ts :con ta inedBy <
u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 059 . t lg001 . fugn t001 :> .
< u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 059 . t lg001 . fugn t001 :> c t s : c on t a i n s <
u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 059 . t lg001 . fugn t001 : .28582357>
The following 161,517 relations are used to describe the 11,439 chunks of
texts that are part of the demo data set that is provided with the Virtual
Machine.
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11439 < h t t p : / /www. homermul t i tex t . org / rd f ve rbs#xmlOpen>
21011 < h t t p : / /www. foobar . org / c t s # c i t a t i onDep th>
11471 < h t t p : / /www. foobar . org / c t s #belongsTo>
11439 < h t t p : / /www. homermul t i tex t . org / rd f ve rbs#xpTemplate>
11217 < h t t p : / /www. homermul t i tex t . org / c i t e / r d f / next>
11439 < h t t p : / /www. foobar . org / c t s #hasSequence>
11471 < h t t p : / /www.w3 . org /1999/02/22 rd fsyntaxns# l abe l >
39572 < h t t p : / /www. foobar . org / c t s #containedBy>
11439 < h t t p : / /www. foobar . org / c t s #hasTextContent>
11321 < h t t p : / /www. homermul t i tex t . org / c i t e / r d f / prev>
9572 < h t t p : / /www. foobar . org / c t s #conta ins>
32 < h t t p : / /www. foobar . org / c t s # t i t l e >
32 < h t t p : / /www.w3 . org /1999/02/22 rd fsyntaxns# type>
32 < h t t p : / /www. foobar . org / c t s #possesses>
14 < h t t p : / /www. foobar . org / c t s #xmlns>
2 < h t t p : / /www. foobar . org / c t s #abbreviatedBy>
10 < h t t p : / /www. foobar . org / c t s # lang>
4 < h t t p : / /www. foobar . org / c t s # t rans la t i onLang>
The following 81,626 relations are added as hierarchical information:
21011 < h t t p : / /www. foobar . org / c t s # c i t a t i onDep th>
11471 < h t t p : / /www. foobar . org / c t s #belongsTo>
39572 < h t t p : / /www. foobar . org / c t s #containedBy>
9572 < h t t p : / /www. foobar . org / c t s #conta ins>
The following 33,977 relations are added as sequential/order information:
11217 < h t t p : / /www. homermul t i tex t . org / c i t e / r d f / next>
11439 < h t t p : / /www. foobar . org / c t s #hasSequence>
11321 < h t t p : / /www. homermul t i tex t . org / c i t e / r d f / prev>
The number of static URNs should correlate with the relation <(...)#con-
tainedBy>. Using this data model, 161,517 facts are required for a number of
11,439 text chunks or 39,572 static text parts, and 115,603 facts are required
to model the data structure. 22,792 relations might be unnecessary,
33
result-
ing in 92,811 additional facts that are required to provide the hierarchical and
ordered data structure. Table 4.2 illustrates the idle memory consumption of
this data model using the demo implementation.
Documents 100 200 300 400 500
TEI/XML (MB) 7,03 14,00 21,00 28,10 35,10
.ttl ﬁle (MB) 55,20 108,00 162,00 217,00 273,00
Memory Usage (MB) 200,00 355,00 426,00 620,00 715,00
Table 4.2: Memory consumption RDF-based data model
The memory was measured using the UNIX command top after the ﬁle was
loaded into the triplestore. The input documents are generated from random
sentences with citation depth 3.
33
(...)#belongsTo> and (...)/prev could probably be implemented as reverse requests of
already existing relations.
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As it can be clearly seen, this data model creates a signiﬁcant overhead.
4.3.4 (Extended) Property Graph Model
The Property Graph Model
34
(PGM) [Miller, 2013] and the Extended Property
Graph Model
35
(EPGM) [Junghans et al., 2016] add additional features to the
standard graph data model. To analyze whether or not PGM or EPGM are
suitable candidates for an implementation of CTS, it is suﬃcient to analyze
whether or not these additional features solve the disadvantages from the graph
data model, namely, a missing sequential ordering of the data entries and a
lack of implicit hierarchical information or preﬁx string search.
4.3.4.1 Property Graph Model
The Property Graph is deﬁned in ([Rodriguez and Neubauer, 2010]) as a di-
rected, labeled and attributed multi-graph. A multi-graph is a graph in which
it is desirable to have multiple edges between the same two vertices. A labeled
graph contains labels on edges (e.g. relations like friendship) and nodes (e.g.
identiﬁers). Attributes can be attached to edges and nodes as non-relational
metadata.
PGM extends the graph data model by providing the ability to add prop-
erties to nodes and edges as illustrated in Figure 4.10.
36
Figure 4.10: Property graph data model
34
Implemented in Neo4j.
35
Implemented in Gradoop.
36
Illustration was redrawn based on an example in [Miller, 2013]
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The Property Graph Model does not seem to provide any relevant beneﬁt
with respect to CTS data. The properties do not natively provide a sequential
ordering or any hierarchical information. It does also not seem to add the
possibility of preﬁx string search that could be used for hierarchy information
retrieval as described in Section 4.2. In fact, the example provided above could
also be modeled as (non-property) graph data by converting the properties to
edges between nodes and values as it is done for Node 4 in Figure 4.11 and
supported by RDF.
Figure 4.11: Graph properties as values
Properties can also be added to relations. This could be useful in attaching
the labels
37
to the hierarchical structure relations. While this might help in
reducing the number of relations in the data set, it does not change the fact
that each of the hierarchical and sequential relations has to be added to the
data set explicitly.
Additional beneﬁts may be possible because the property ﬁelds can be in-
dexed in a certain way. This beneﬁt must be neglected because this can also
be done if other data storage techniques are used.
Because the addition of properties does not solve any of the CTS-relevant
disadvantages of the graph data model, it does not extend the graph data
model in a way that makes it beneﬁt the use case speciﬁed in the CTS proto-
col. Therefore, the Property Graph Model is not a suitable candidate for an
implementation of CTS.
37
Like chapter, sentence, and stanza.
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4.3.4.2 Extended Property Graph Model (Gradoop)
The Extended Property Graph Model (EPGM) is formally deﬁned in [Jung-
hans et al., 2016] as:
Deﬁnition 3. An EPGM database DB = V,E, L, T, τ,K,A, κ consists
of a vertex set V   rvix, an edge set E   rekx, and a set of logical graphs
L   rGmx. Vertices, edges, and (logical) graphs are identiﬁed by the respective
indices i, k,m " N. An edge ek   vi, vj with vi, vj " V directs from vi to
vj and supports loops (i.e. i   j). There can be multiple edges between two
vertices diﬀerentiated by distinct identiﬁers. A logical graph Gm   Vm, Em
is an ordered pair of a subset of vertices Vm N V and a subset of edges Em N E
where ¾vi, vj " Em  vi, vj L vm. Logical graphs may potentially overlap
such that ¾Gi, Gj " L  ¶V  Gi = V  Gj¶ ' 0 0 E Gi = E Gj¶ ' 0. For
the deﬁnition of type labels, we use the label alphabet T and a mapping
τ   V < E < L   T . Similarly, properties (key-value pairs) are deﬁned by
key set K, value set A, and mapping κ   V < E < L K   A.
This data model extends the PGM by adding natively implemented chain-
able graph operators based on the Apache Framework Flink ([Carbone et al.,
2015]), including methods like graph intersection, sorting, combination, union,
and more. By supporting Flink's graph analysis API Gelly, various methods
are added, including node ranking and clustering algorithms.
Figure 4.12 provides an overview of the operator set of the EPGM as illus-
trated in [Junghans, 2016].
Figure 4.12: Extended Property Graph Model operator overview
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An overview of Gelly's features is not required because its relevant features
are also covered by the EPGM overview.
The operators of the EPGM can be divided into operators that use a logical
graph or a graph collection as input. Graph collections contain several graphs
while a logical graph corresponds to the intuitive interpretation of one graph.
A logical graph can be considered as a graph collection with one element.
It is hard to make a clear distinction between one graph and a set of graphs
because a set of graphs can be interpreted as one graph with multiple connected
components. The EPGM makes it possible for diﬀerent logical graphs to share
vertices in a set of graphs. CTS URNs must be unique, and therefore, there
are no duplicates to share in this use case.
Assuming that the text corpus level must be considered and that document
and text content levels must be treated diﬀerently from each other,
38
there are
two applicable interpretations:
 (1) One logical graph corresponds to one text corpus, and a graph col-
lection contains a set of graphs that represent text corpora.
 (2) One graph collection corresponds to one text corpus, and a logical
graph represents one document or edition.
The analytical algorithms of the EPGM and Gelly are not relevant because
the use case of CTS is not to analyze its data structure but to serve data. The
operators of the EPGM can be divided into binary and unary operators. Binary
operators are not relevant because the use case of CTS is not to calculate
relations or new data sets based on two input data sets. Neither interpretation
(1) nor (2) create a scenario in which binary operators are useful because the
functionalities in CTS do not require combined results based on more than one
document.
The operators of interest for this analysis are the unary operators, and for
the EPGM to be useful as the data structure of an implementation of CTS,
these operators should create a data structure that implicitly supports the two
major beneﬁcial aspects of CTS data: implicit hierarchical information and
sequential ordering of the elements.
38
See Section 4.1.1.
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Interpretation (1) does not apply because the task is to model one text
corpus and not a set of text corpora. Using this interpretation as the basis of
a CTS system would imply that the graph collection operators are not used
because they require several elements as input while the system provides only
one.
Interpretation (2) implies that the documents can be selected, sorted, lim-
ited, and evaluated for equality using the graph collection operators. The text
parts in one document can be aggregated, matched against a pattern, trans-
formed, grouped together, and divided into subgraphs using the logical graph
operators.
Selecting a (limited) document set and evaluating document resources for
equality can be considered as trivial tasks that should be possible with any
data structure when it is evaluated as a candidate for CTS. Sorting implies
sequential ordering but works on the document level. To be useful, it would
have to sort the elements of one logical graph, but instead, it sorts the logical
graphs themselves based on their attributes.
39
None of the graph collection
operators help to apply implicit hierarchical information or sequential ordering
to the text parts.
Transforming nodes into other nodes and pattern matching is not relevant
in this context. Aggregation, grouping, and the creation of subgraphs can be
considered as useful operators for the creation of a hierarchical text data struc-
ture. Parent text parts can be modeled as aggregated or grouped subgraph
child text parts. However, this would still require that the hierarchical infor-
mation is modeled as part of the speciﬁc data model instead of being implicitly
encoded in the general data structure. Text parts can only be aggregated when
it is explicitly stated that they are part of a speciﬁc parent text part.
Gradoop does also not seem to add the possibility of a preﬁx string search
that could be used for the hierarchy information retrieval described in Section
4.2.
4.3.4.3 Conclusions
The following statements can be made based on this analysis:
39
This statement is based on feedback from the main developer of Gradoop, which is
added in Appendix M.
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 The Property Graph Model does not introduce beneﬁcial features that
make it a more suitable candidate for a CTS implementation than the
general graph model.
 The Extended Property Graph Model provides features that can be used
to extract hierarchical ordering from the data. Yet this information still
has to be added explicitly to the data set beforehand.
 The Extended Property Graph Model does not provide features that
provide a sequential ordering of the text parts.
In summary, it can be stated that none of the analyzed graph data models
is a suitable candidate for an implementation of CTS. While the EPGM does
provide the most useful features, it still lacks the sequential ordering that
is one of the major beneﬁcial aspects that a data structure could provide.
Additionally, the hierarchy information still would have to be added explicitly
to the data set for the EPGM operators to use it, which is diﬀerent from the
implicit hierarchical information that is encoded in the data structure.
4.3.5 XML database
The Extensible Markup Language XML ([Bray et al., 2016]) provides a way
to structure data hierarchically as illustrated in the following example.
<document>
<chapter>
<sentence>
This i s an example .
< / sentence>
<sentence>
This example i l l u s t r a t e s the Ex tens ib le Markup Language XML.
< / sentence>
< / chapter>
< / document>
XML can be used to describe a wide array of data sets, including geograph-
ical data,
40
documents,
41
personal data,
42
and the universe.
43
XML can be
used to model anything that can be abstracted as hierarchical information.
40
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/
41
http://www.tei-c.org/
42
https://www.hl7.org/fhir/person-example.xml.html
43
https://github.com/rvsjoen/solar-system/blob/master/Planets.xml
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The elements in XML documents can carry properties or attributes as il-
lustrated in the following example.
<document n=" u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ing james: ">
<book n = "1 ">
<chapter n = "1 ">
<sentence n = "1 ">
In the beginning God created the heaven and the ear th .
< / sentence>
<sentence n = "2 ">
And the ear th was w i thou t form , and void ( . . . )
< / sentence>
< / chapter>
< / book>
< / document>
With the addition of these attributes, the data can already be processed as
CTS requires it to be. The URN urn:cts:pbc:bible.parallel.eng.kingjames:1.1.2
would result in the text passage And the earth was without form , and void
(...). One technical obstacle is that the labels
44
of the text parts depend on the
document and the interpretation of the editor, which makes them technically
arbitrary and unsuitable for algorithmic processing. This can be solved by
using a generic <div type>-notation
45
as it is done in the following example.
<d iv type = " document " n=" u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ing james: ">
<d iv type = " book " n = "1 ">
<d iv type = " chapter " n = "1 ">
<d iv type = " sentence " n = "1 ">
In the beginning God created the heaven and the ear th .
< / d i v>
<d iv type = " sentence " n = "2 ">
And the ear th was w i thou t form , and void ( . . . )
< / d i v>
< / d i v>
< / d i v>
< / d i v>
Using this notation, the data can be processed generically, and for structural
text parts, the system can rely on a ﬁxed marker that is independent of the
interpretation of the editor.
This data model supports the implicit hierarchical information and the se-
quential order of the elements. The hierarchical information is encoded in
the arrangement of the XML elements. The sequential information is encoded
in the order of the XML elements,
46
that can be accessed by most XML en-
gines. Since TEI/XML is an XML schema for document editing that is widely
accepted in the digital humanities, and XML fulﬁlls the requirements of the
44
book, chapter, sentence.
45
Or numbered <div1>,<div2>,(...) for better readability.
46
Not the @n-attributes.
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CTS index, using this data storage technique as it was done during the Perseus
project([Smith et al., 2000]) seems to be a perfect ﬁt for an implementation of
the CTS protocol.
XML data can be algorithmically processed either by using a programming
library like Java's SAX API or by using an XML database like eXist
47
or
Xindice.
48
XML databases can be XML-enabled, which includes common
(relational) databases that are able to translate data into XML but do not na-
tively store the data as XML and native, which means that the data is stored
as XML. Native XML databases are optimized for the data type XML and
generally provide a wide array of proprietary XML speciﬁc index techniques.
The data in native XML databases can be requested using XML-speciﬁc stan-
dardized or individual query languages like XQuery ([Robie et al., 2017]). The
data in XML-enabled databases is generally requested using non-XML query
languages like SQL.
In this analysis, only native XML databases are relevant because if the data
is not stored as XML, then XML is not used as the index technique. Using a
programming library to parse the documents during runtime is not considered
a reasonable option because it can be assumed that a data set indexed by
software specialized for this use case can generally be processed more quickly
and eﬃciently than a data set that is not indexed in such a way.
One trivial requirement of the use of a native XML database is that the input
data consists of valid XML documents. This means that an implementation
that uses this technology cannot support invalid XML text as input, as in the
following example.
<d iv>
<chapter>
A chapter must be closed by < / chapter> .
< / chapter> .
< / d i v>
Since the output format of CTS is XML, and TEI/XML is a widely accepted
markup format, this disadvantage may seem practically irrelevant, but it is still
a technical limitation that is not supported by CTS.
A more practical issue is that the reliance on a speciﬁc XML markup implies
that a lot of CTS speciﬁc processing logic has to be added to the data by the
47
http://exist-db.org/exist/apps/homepage/index.html
48
https://xml.apache.org/xindice/
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editors. For instance, a document in the Perseus data set may include the
following information.
<re fsDec l n="CTS">
<cRefPat tern n=" l i n e "
matchPattern=" ( \ \ w+) . ( \ \ w+) "
rep lacementPat tern="#xpath ( / t e i : TE I / t e i : t e x t / t e i : body / t e i : d i v / t e i : d i v [@n
= \ ’ $ 1 \ ’ ] / t e i : l [@n= \ ’ $ 2 \ ’ ] ) ">
( . . . )
< / re fsDec l>
( . . . )
<d i v type=" ed i t i o n " n=" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 001 . t lg001 . perseusgrc2 "> .
For this approach to work, the editor either has to use a markup that is
limited by the algorithm of the implementation or add the information of how
to process a speciﬁc document into the document itself as it is done with a
ﬁle-speciﬁc X-Path and a CTS URN. This method implies a lot of manual
maintenance eﬀort to make sure that the speciﬁed X-Path is correct for a
speciﬁc document and that the document CTS URN is correct. Any changes in
the CTS protocol or mistakes in the markup
49
might require manual correction
of the input ﬁles, which would be especially problematic when the data set
consists of a signiﬁcantly large number of documents.
Another more general issue associated with this approach is that it does
not only limit the data to XML but also to an implementation-speciﬁc XML
schema. In order to know how a certain ﬁle should be processed, the sys-
tem has to know where the document-speciﬁc algorithmic information can
be found. For instance, the implementation that was developed during the
Perseus project requires the ﬁles to be not only XML but also TEI/XML, and
the X-Path that the system relies on must be located at a speciﬁc place in
the document. Software generally relies on standardized data formats to be
able to load information from a data set or a ﬁle, and this issue can be inter-
preted as such a case. Yet, the technical reliance on a very speciﬁc TEI/XML
markup implies that the number of supported data sets is relatively limited,
and support for other data sets would require a data-speciﬁc reimplementation
of the protocol. Additionally, this approach requires document editors to have
a relatively profound technical knowledge.
Depending on the implementation details of the XML database, spanning
CTS URNs and sub-passage notation may be problematic as illustrated in the
following example.
49
Like the - between perseus and grc2.
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<chapter n=" 44 ">
<sentence n="1 ">This i s a <noun>sentence< / noun> . < / sentence>
<sentence n="2 ">Sentences are <verb>closed< / verb> by < / sentence> . < / sentence>
< / chapter>
Requesting the passage 44.1@</noun>-44.2@closed results in the text pas-
sage </noun>.</sentence><sentence n="2">Sentences are <verb>closed,
which would be invalid XML. Text passages may be problematic if they span
multiple parent text parts as in the following example.
<sentence n="1 ">This i s a <noun>sentence< / noun> . < / sentence>
< / chapter>
<chapter n=" 45 "
<sentence n="2 ">Sentences are <verb>closed< / verb>< / sentence> . < / sentence>
Whether or not these two examples are problematic depends on whether
or not the speciﬁc database implementation is able to serve and process the
resulting invalid XML content based on valid XML input ﬁles.
The result of this analysis is that an XML database fulﬁlls the two CTS
speciﬁc beneﬁcial requirements and can be considered as a ﬁtting basis for an
implementation of the CTS protocol. However, using a native XML database
as the data structure implies an implementation-speciﬁc and comparatively
limited data format for the input ﬁles. This implies data- and project-speciﬁc
software solutions that might result in a signiﬁcant maintenance eﬀort. These
problems persist when an XML parsing library is used as the basis for an
implementation. Additionally, spanning CTS URNs and sub-passage notation
may be problematic when a native XML database is used. The results of
this analysis correlate to some of the issues of the TEI/XML-speciﬁc CTS
implementation as they are published in the Perseus project website:
50
 (...) we still need to go through each text to verify the canonical citation
schemes and clean them up as necessary to work with the CTS protocol.
For the source texts, some problems are caused by citation elements con-
taining characters which cause problems for CTS, such as . and citation
elements that are not sequential numerically (e.g. where a text has cita-
tion elements that use alphas like `preface' as well as book/section/etc
numbers).
 The citations schemes are still under review and may change for some of
the texts
50
See http://sites.tufts.edu/perseusupdates/beta-features/perseus-cts-api/
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 Not all of the texts are working(...).
 The translations have these plus additional problems. At least one set
of problems may be in texts with line-based citation schemes where the
lines haven't been marked up in the English translation. Perseus does
not actually retrieve lines but instead operates on the level of the `card'
artiﬁcial citation element for chunking. Where line breaks exist as mile-
stones in the markup, we currently try to automatically support line-level
citations in the CTS API by using an XSLT transform to convert the
milestones, but oftentimes they don't exist in the translated versions.
 The GetPassage implementation does not currently support subrefer-
ences
51
or passage ranges.
 TextInventory `citation' elements are incomplete  missing xpath and
scope attributes
The implementation of the CTS index that is proposed in Section 4.3.2 can
be considered an XML-enabled solution.
4.4 Unique Features
This section describes some of the unique features that expand this implemen-
tation of CTS, including the more convenient and eﬃcient plain text request
functions in Section 4.4.1, an optional conﬁguration parameter in Section 4.4.2,
the text passage post-processing in Section 4.4.3, a licensing mechanism in Sec-
tion 4.4.4, the ability to clone data sets in Section 4.4.5, and an algorithm for
document structure-based text alignment in Section 4.4.6. These features are
not covered by the CTS speciﬁcations, which is not a problem in this case
because they must be considered as optional extensions, integrated external
applications, or even potential input for improvements.
4.4.1 Additional request functions
Since most of the additional features are not covered by CTS, it was necessary
to implement the possibility of additional requests that do not interfere with
future iterations of the CTS protocol. This is assured by using a diﬀerent URL
51
Sub-passage notation.
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path than any of the CTS requests. Any of the oﬃcial requests starts with the
URL path
h t t p : / / c t s . i n f o rma t i k . uni l e i p z i g . de / pbc / c t s /
The path for any of the additional requests starts with
h t t p : / / c t s . i n f o rma t i k . uni l e i p z i g . de / pbc / p l a i n /
The added requests use a diﬀerent optional URL branch than the oﬃcial
requests and, therefore, cannot contradict the current and future CTS speciﬁ-
cations.
The following (incomplete
52
) list of requests provide more convenient or
eﬃcient request possibilities compared to what would be necessary if only
CTS requests are used:
 editions, authors, titles, and titlesandurns provide a list similar to the
content of the text inventory from the CTS request GetCapabilities. For
text collections that contain several hundreds of thousands of documents,
the text inventory ﬁle is a relatively large XML document.
53
This can
create performance problems when the inventory is processed, especially
because CTS does not provide any paging mechanism. The added fea-
tures do allow paging and do not require XML parsing. The result is
that the data can be processed in chunks, and the full data set can be
requested faster and with less memory impact.
54
 metaforkey provides a URN-speciﬁc request possibility for any kind of
document-level meta information that is part of the CTS data set. With-
out this function, this information is only served as part of the text in-
ventory ﬁle, which means that the complete text inventory has to be
processed at any time when a speciﬁc part of meta information for a
document is required.
52
Requests like getPassage or childList are not considered because they work exactly like
their oﬃcial CTS counterparts.
53
At least the title, author, publication date and URN of each document.
54
Requesting the full GetCapabilities for the 62281 documents of the Textgrid data set
using Firefox 52.0.2 (32-Bit) on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4200U CPU @ 1.60GHz with 4 GB
RAM (Windows 8 64 bit) resulted in an application crash after 1 minute and 50 seconds.
Requesting plain/editions resulted in the full URN list after 21 seconds. GetCapabilities is
the only speciﬁed source for document level CTS URNs.
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 Requests like urncount and doccount are added to provide useful statis-
tics about the size of the text collection.
 Requests like urnstypes and urnstypestextlength provide ﬁne-grained tab-
separated views on the data that might be more useful in a development
environment. For instance, urnstypestextlength provides the structural
markup of the document and the length of every text part as illustrated
in the following example.
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu . l u the r1545 le t z tehand :1 book 
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu . l u the r1545 le t z tehand :1 .1 chapter 
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu . l u the r1545 le t z tehand :1 . 1 . 1 sentence 40
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu . l u the r1545 le t z tehand :1 . 1 . 2 sentence 199
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu . l u the r1545 le t z tehand :1 . 1 . 3 sentence 57
This enables, for example, tool implementers to know beforehand how
many more text parts can ﬁt on a screen.
4.4.2 Conﬁguration parameter
Since most the post-processing features are additional functions  and there-
fore optional  a conﬁguration parameter is required to enable users to spec-
ify whether an option should be activated or deactivated. The speciﬁcations
speciﬁcally highlight
h t t p : / / myhost / mycts? con f i gu r a t i o n=de f au l t&request=Ge tCapab i l i t i e s
as a valid URL and it can be assumed that this implies that additional
parameters may be added to a request. If this interpretation is not correct,
then the parameter has to be considered an optional extension of the protocol.
Table 4.3 provides an overview of the parameters that are available.
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Parameter Eﬀect
divs Document structuring using numbered <div*>s
epidoc Document structuring using Epidoc ([Bodard, 2010])
newlines Document structuring using newlines
maxlevelexception Error message for unsupported citation level requests
escapePassage XML-escape the text content
seperatecontext Add (optional) context to a text passage or separately
smallinventory Text inventory reduced to a URN list
xmlformatting Pretty print XML
deletexml XML markup deleted for increased readability
usectsnamespace Use the CTS namespace for CTS-speciﬁc XML tags
Table 4.3: Conﬁguration parameters
Each of the parameters can be conﬁgured with the boolean values true or
false. Multiple parameters can be combined using the underscore character as
in the following example.
&con f i gu r a t i o n=sepera tecontex t= t rue_de le texml=false_usectsnamespace= f a l s e
An example of parameter use is described in Section 4.4.3.
4.4.3 Text passage post-processing
Since the text passage requested is generated dynamically, it is technically
possible to inﬂuence the generation process in various ways. Therefore, it
is possible to implement diﬀerent views on the same text data sample. The
result of such a post-processing mechanism can be considered an additional
automatically edited variant which is available without any need for individu-
ally edited documents. While the examples in this section only include basic
post-processing steps, it is possible to extend this feature as part of future
work to provide automatically generated transcriptions into other lexical al-
phabets, complementary information like named entities or citation links, and
many other useful mechanisms.
The diﬀerent views on the text passages are requested by using the conﬁg-
uration parameter described in Section 4.4.2.
Figure 4.13 shows an example text passage from the Perseus data set as it
is requested using the conﬁguration parameter
&con f i gu r a t i o n=d ivs= t rue_de le texml=false_escapepassage= f a l s e
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This combination of parameters provides structure to the text passage using
numbered <div*>s and will include the text content without escaping the
XML characters or deleting the XML content. If this conﬁguration is used,
it is possible to request invalid XML that would result in client- and server-
side parsing errors.
55
To avoid this problem, requests that include sub-passage
notation or spans of CTS URNs will ignore the escapepassage parameter and
set it to true. This also happens if text content that could not be parsed as
XML is part of the text of the source document. If static CTS URNs based
on valid XML source ﬁles are requested, this problem cannot happen because
every static text part is based on a valid XML node in the source ﬁle.
Figure 4.13: Conﬁguration parameter Example 1
Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show the same text passage using diﬀerent conﬁgura-
tions and especially illustrate the diﬀerence in the handling of the structural
markup and the meta information markup, which is described as one of the
major technical beneﬁts of the usage of CTS in Section 2.3.2.2. Figure 4.14
uses the conﬁguration parameter
55
See Section 4.3.5
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&con f i gu r a t i o n=d ivs= t rue_de le texml=false_escapepassage= t rue
This parameter conﬁguration also uses numbered <div*>s to communicate
the document structure but makes sure that any XML-reserved character in
the text content is escaped. This view illustrates the diﬀerence between the
structural and the meta information markup especially well.
Figure 4.14: Conﬁguration parameter Example 2
Figure 4.15 uses the conﬁguration parameter
&con f i gu r a t i o n=epidoc= t rue_de le texml=true_escapepassage= f a l s e
This combination of parameters uses a notation similar to the Epidoc for-
mat ([Bodard, 2010]) to provide the document structure. XML characters in
the text content are not escaped. Instead, anything that resembles an XML
notation is deleted.
56
Depending on the structural markup quality, this con-
ﬁguration can already provide a relatively reader-friendly way to serve the
data. Yet, since there is no technical way to diﬀerentiate XML markup from
text snippets like 1<3. 3>2., this view may delete text content that it should
56
Anything that matches <*>.
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not. Deleting the XML from the text requires escapepassage to be false. This
implies that deletexml does not work in problematic cases for escapepassage.
Figure 4.15: Conﬁguration parameter Example 3
4.4.4 Licensing
Content licenses often require that a speciﬁc license text and the source of a
document are disclaimed when parts of the content are reused or published.
57
This is not considered in the speciﬁcation of the CTS protocol, even though
serving text passages has to be considered as a reuse or publication, especially
when it is possible to request the text passage as the complete document.
Consequently, many publicly available text corpora are excluded from being
served by a Canonical Text Service.
58
This implementation of CTS provides the possibility to serve a license 
and a source text on the document  and corpus level. The license text on the
corpus level is manually conﬁgured by the administrator of the CTS instance.
57
For instance CC-BY ([Commons, 2013]).
58
For example Das Deutsche Textarchiv ([Geyken et al., 2011]).
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The text on document level is extracted from the input ﬁles, and therefore,
based on the information that was added by the document editors. The con-
ﬁgured address of the CTS instance is added to the source text by the system
as illustrated in the following example.
< rep l y>
<urn>
u r n : c t s : d t a :mo r i t z . re i se r02 . de . norm:654
< / urn>
<passage>
Der Rektor ha t te dar in sehr Recht  denn der V o r f a l l wurde bald bekannt ,
und es hieß nun: wie !
< / passage>
< l i cense>
D i s t r i b u t ed under the Creat ive Commons A t t r i b u t i o n NonCommercial 3.0
Unported License .
< / l i cense>
<source>
h t t p : / /www. deu tsches tex ta rch iv . de / mor i tz_re iser02_1786 ( . . . ) r e t r i e ved v ia
Canonical Text Serv ice www. urnc ts . de / dta / c t s w i th CTS URN
u r n : c t s : d t a :mo r i t z . re i se r02 . de . norm:654
< / source>
< / rep l y>
The server address has to be conﬁgured manually because certain network
conﬁgurations include proxy mechanisms that make it diﬃcult to detect the
external server address automatically from within a network application.
4.4.5 CTS Cloning
One of the beneﬁts of a system like a Canonical Text Service is its potential use
as an application-independent archival tool that supports more spontaneous
project-speciﬁc archives and seamlessly connects them to organized central
archival projects.
59
In order to achieve this, it is required that the data can
be moved from one physical address to another without reference changes.
Since CTS URNs are application-independent per deﬁnition,
60
the problem of
reference changes is solved.
Using the possibility to request the structural information of a document
along with the text content of each structural element
61
and the meta infor-
mation from the text inventory, any document served by this implementation
of CTS can be reconstructed in another CTS instance. This process is called
CTS Cloning.
59
See Section 2.4.2.1.
60
And therefore service-independent.
61
See the div-View described in Section 4.4.3.
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It is possible to implement such a system without the use of the combined
structural and textual information and only by the means that the speciﬁ-
cations provide. Yet this would require a relatively large number of requests
because the text content of each structural element would have to be requested
individually.
62
For this reason, CTS Cloning in its current form only works
with CTS instances that are based on this implementation.
It is possible to ﬁlter the documents that are supposed to be cloned based
on the information that is encoded in the document-level CTS URNs. Text
inventory-based meta information ﬁlters are not implemented because they can
be speciﬁed as a list of document-level CTS URNs, and therefore, the capability
to ﬁlter the documents by a speciﬁc piece of optional meta information is not
required.
Document clones can be added to an existing CTS instance. Duplicates can
only occur if one of the source data sets did not respect the already reserved
CTS namespaces.
63
Duplicate CTS URNs are ignored.
Since document sets can be ﬁltered and combined, it is easily possible to
create subsets of text corpora that share a research question-speciﬁc set of
properties that were not considered part of the originally created text corpora.
For instance, it is possible to combine the texts from a speciﬁc time frame
based on the Textgrid and Deutsche Text Archiv corpora or to compile a data
set based on a speciﬁc set of topics, languages, or genres. This compilation of
documents can be used to investigate research-speciﬁc eﬀects and provide the
compiled data set along with the results.
The possibility to clone the documents enables users to manually change the
text content of an established CTS URN. This corrupted data set can be used
as a text reference if the corresponding CTS request is sent to the corrupted
clone instead of the original CTS instance. For instance, the CTS request
h t t p : / / c t s . i n f o rma t i k . uni l e i p z i g . de / pbc / c t s /? request=GetPassage&urn=
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:1 .3
could be redirected to another CTS request
h t t p : / / mysserver . de / pbc / c t s /? request=GetPassage&urn=
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . k ingjames:1 .3
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21,911,559 requests are made to recreate the structural information of the CTS instance
containing the texts from the Deutsche Textarchiv. Using the combined information reduces
this number to 8,190, the number of document level CTS URNs.
63
Like urn:cts:dta: or urn:cts:textgrid:.
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that might resolve the CTS URN based on manually changed text content.
The response would be equal,
64
except for the manually changed bits of infor-
mation. Since URLs are often hidden behind a label to improve readability,
it is possible to hide corrupted CTS requests. This issue can be partly solved
by making sure that CTS URNs are always requested from trusted sources
that can be managed by a central service like the Namespace Resolver that is
proposed in Section 6.3.4. It is also advised to check the trustworthiness of
any URL before clicking on it as it should be a general practice for users of
Internet resources.
4.4.6 Text alignment based on document structure
Text alignment or text passage alignment is the task of ﬁnding comparable text
parts in diﬀerent documents. The meaning of the word comparable depends on
the goal that is set. If the goal is to ﬁnd cases of text reuse or citations, then
the similarity of two text passages is important, but it is less important where
within the document these text passages are located. If the goal is to ﬁnd
parallel text parts, then the location of the text passages is very important,
but the similarities between the text passages can be ignored. This structure
based text alignment can be requested in real-time using CTS URNs.
4.4.6.1 Problem description
There are multiple approaches to align text passages for text reuse like the
works described by [Potthast et al., 2010] and [Buechler, 2013]. For the align-
ment of parallel texts, these methods generally cannot be applied when mul-
tilingual data sets are used, because it cannot be assumed that the languages
that the documents are written in are familiar or that they use the same char-
acter set. In the English Darby translation of the Bible in the Parallel Bible
Corpus, the ﬁrst sentence from book 50 is
Paul and Timotheus , bondmen of Jesus Ch r i s t , to a l l the sa i n t s i n Ch r i s t Jesus
who are i n P h i l i p p i , w i th [ the ] overseers and m in i s t e r s ;
The corresponding text passage in the French David Martin translation is
Paul e t Timothée , Se rv i t eu rs de JésusChr i s t , à tous les Sain ts en Jésus
Chr i s t qu i sont à Ph i l i ppes , avec les Evêques et les Diacres .
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Potentially including the manually conﬁgured server address in the source text.
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N-gram-based algorithms would probably begin to struggle here.
While this alignment can be found using similarities in the named entities
used in this sentence, it may happen that other sentences share this set of
named entities too. Additionally, since they require predeﬁned training data
sets, comparing named entities is tricky when working with unfamiliar lan-
guages that use diﬀerent alphabets as in Figure 4.16
Figure 4.16: Text alignment example for English and Burmese
Another problem of parallel text alignment is that the result becomes in-
creasingly unreliable as the document continues because the probability of an
error in the alignment accumulates with each newly aligned pair. Each pair-
ing includes a certain error probability, and as more steps are required to be
correct as the document continues, the uncertainty of the result increases for
later parts of the document.
4.4.6.2 CTS URN based text alignment
The general assumption for the CTS URN-based text alignment algorithm is
that it is possible to request the same structural element from another doc-
ument by changing the {WORK} component of a CTS URN while keeping
the {PASSAGE}. Three properties of CTS URNs can be implied from their
hierarchical nature and the CTS speciﬁcations:
 (1) If the {WORK} part of a CTS URN is exchanged and the {PAS-
SAGE} part is kept, the resulting CTS URN refers to the structurally
same text passage from another document.
 (2) The last two elements of the {WORK} component typically specify
the language and the exemplar or edition in this language. Each variant
of the EXEMPLAR part of {WORK} results in a diﬀerent document in
the same language. This requires the VERSION part of the {WORK}
component to be the language tag, which must technically not be the
case.
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 (3) The hierarchical system of persistent IDs, which is generated by the
{PASSAGE} part of CTS URNs implies that for each parent text part,
the sequence of child text parts starts afresh.
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Using these three properties, two methods for text alignment were imple-
mented.
Parallel Alignment requires one CTS URN A which is used to specify the
text passage and a set of document-level CTS URNs S that correspond to the
documents that are to be aligned with A. Each of the URNs in S is combined
with the {PASSAGE} of A, and the resulting CTS URN is added to the result
set.
The following example illustrates the steps made. Using the {PASSAGE}
43.20.28 makes sure that a text passage is chosen from somewhere in the
middle of the document. The URN
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . darby:43 .20.28
refers to the text passage
Thomas answered and said to him , My Lord and my God .
The following set of documents will be aligned with this passage:
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . f r a . k ing james:
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu . l u the r1912 :
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l .mya.1835 :
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . rus . synoda l :
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . ceb . bugna:
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . ukr .2009 :
The text passages for the following URNs will be requested:
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . f r a . k ingjames:43 .20.28
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu . lu ther1912:43 .20.28
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l .mya.1835 :43 .20.28
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . rus . synodal :43 .20.28
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . ceb . bugna:43 .20.28
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . ukr .2009 :43 .20.28
The result is the alignment shown in Figure 4.17.
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For instance, the reference to the ﬁrst sentence of the ﬁfth chapter refers to the ﬁrst
sentence of the ﬁfth chapter of any document that contains ﬁve chapters.
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Figure 4.17: Parallel text alignment example result
Checking the results with Google's Translation API shows that each of these
text passages translates to the English passage.
The Parallel Alignment can be requested using the plain function
66
plain/align-
ment?urn=[INPUTURN]&alignurns=[CANDIDATES]. The GET parameter
[CANDIDATES] is a list of document-level CTS URNs separated by a colon
character similar to
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . f r a . k i n g j ames : : u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu .
l u the r1912 :
A web tool based on this algorithm is described in Section 6.1.1.1.
Candidate Alignment requires one CTS URN A as input and uses prop-
erty (2) to ﬁnd suitable candidates for a set of candidate document URNs.
The EXEMPLAR of the {WORK} component of A is deleted, and a list of
ﬁtting URNs is generated as the subset of document-level URNs that share
the same TEXTGROUP, WORK, and VERSION with A. Then the steps of
the Parallel Alignment are executed using this set of candidate URNs.
The following example illustrates the algorithm. It uses the German trans-
lation because the data set includes ﬁve variants in this language. The corre-
sponding English translation can be retrieved with the URN
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . darby:1 .7 .24
and references the text passage And the waters prevailed on the earth a
hundred and ﬁfty days.
Using the URN
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu . lu the r1912 :1 .7 .24
the {PASSAGE} and the last element of {WORK} is deleted.
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu .
Then all suitable document level CTS URNs are collected
66
See Section 4.4.1.
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u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu . e l be r f e l de r1871 :
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu . e l be r f e l de r1905 :
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu . l u the r1545 :
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu . l u the r1545 le t z tehand :
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu . l u the r1912 :
The passages for the following CTS URNs are retrieved:
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu . e lbe r fe l de r1871 :1 .7 .24
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu . e lbe r fe l de r1905 :1 .7 .24
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu . lu the r1545 :1 .7 .24
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu . l u the r1545 le t z tehand :1 .7 .24
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu . lu the r1912 :1 .7 .24
Resulting in the text alignment
Und die Wasser hat ten überhand auf der Erde 150 Tage .
Und d ie Wasser hat ten überhand auf der Erde hunde r t f ün f z i g Tage .
Und das Gewässer stund auf Erden hunder tund fün fz ig Tage .
Vnd das Gewesser stund au f f Erden hundert vnd f u n f f z i g tage . Mat . 24 . ( . . . )
Und das Gewässer stand auf Erden hunder tund fün fz ig Tage .
The Candidate Alignment can be requested using the plain function
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plain/align-
ments?urn=[INPUTURN]. A web tool based on this algorithm is described in
Section 6.1.1.2.
4.4.6.3 Evaluation
The main disadvantage is that these methods only work if the structure of the
documents in a text collection is applied uniformly. Aligning a document that
is structured in sentences with another one that is structured in lines does not
return reliable results.
If the data is prepared in a way that these methods will work, they do
provide two major advantages:
 The calculation can be done in real-time. The only precalculation that
is needed is to load the data into a CTS.
 Because of Property (3), the uncertainty of the alignment does not ac-
cumulate over multiple parent text parts.
The following example of structure elements illustrates the second advan-
tage.
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See Section 4.4.1.
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4 .8 .2
4 .8 .3
4.9
4 .9 .1
5
5.1
5 .1 .1
5 .1 .2
4.9.1 is aligned without any accumulated error probability from 4.8, and 5.1
is aligned without the error probability from 4. Misalignments in one parent
text part do not increase the uncertainty of the result in the following parent
text parts.
These algorithms cannot be applied for CTS URNs that use sub-passage
notation like
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . eng . kingjames:35 .2@upon35.3@my[ 3 ]
Such URNs use the information in the text, and it is unlikely that the sub-
references in their {PASSAGE} component use words that are similarly used
in a document in another language. Words can even diﬀer within one language
as illustrated in the following example.
Vnd das Gewesser stund au f f Erden hundert vnd f u n f f z i g tage . Mat . 24 . ( . . . )
Und das Gewässer stand auf Erden hunder tund fün fz ig Tage .
This means that the combination of a {PASSAGE} component that includes
sub-passage notation with a {WORK} component from another CTS URN
would potentially result in an invalid CTS URN.
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Chapter 5
Evaluation of the CTS
Implementation
This chapter provides an evaluation of the CTS implementation. Section 5.1
describes why certain common evaluation techniques cannot be applied here.
Section 5.2 provides a performance evaluation focused on covering technical
challenges when working with CTS. This performance evaluation can be used
as a baseline to compare future implementation setups.
5.1 Prerequisites
This section describes evaluation techniques that are typically used or could
be considered as obvious but are actually not applicable in this case. Section
5.1.1 describes the oﬃcial CTS validation tool and shows that it has some
problems that make it actually impossible to use it for validating a CTS im-
plementation. Section 5.1.2 brieﬂy describes why a comparison to alternative
evaluations would not provide signiﬁcant value, and Section 5.1.3 explains why
the commonly used metrics Recall, Precision, and F-Measure cannot be used
for the evaluation of a CTS.
5.1.1 Oﬃcial CTS validation
An oﬃcial validation tool for CTS implementations is available online.
1
This
tool is a server application that provides a test data set that must be served by
a CTS and a set of test cases with expected results. Unfortunately, the data
1
https://github.com/cite-architecture/ctsvalidator/
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set does not ﬁt the tests. For example, test result 1-01 is a text inventory with
the following document level CTS URNs.
2
u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 012 . t lg001 . t e s tA l l e n . w t :
u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 016 . t lg001 . grcTest . w t :
u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 016 . t lg001 . g r cTokFu l l :
u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 016 . t lg001 . engTest . w t :
The inventory ﬁle
3
that is part of the test data set provides the following
document-level CTS URNs, which can also be inferred from the test data
document ﬁles.
u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 013 . t lg011 . chs01
u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 013 . t lg011 . chs02
u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 013 . t lg012 . chs02
u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 012 . t lg001 . octnons
u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 012 . t lg001 . oc t
It is not clear how the URN parts, .testAllen.wt, .grcTest.wt, .grcTokFull,
and .engTest.wt, are expected to be resolved since none of them appear in the
test data set. Since these references are also used in the other tests, it seems
that the test data set does not match the test cases.
Another issue that can be seen, for example, in Test 6-07 is that the expected
results for GetPassagePlus do not contain GetValidReﬀ content as required by
the speciﬁcations.
4
Additionally, tests 7-01 and 7-02 request a CTS function
GetDescription that is not part of the speciﬁcations.
5
This means that, even
with the correct data set, the tests require reworking.
In summary, it can be stated that the oﬃcial validation tool does not provide
a suitable data set for the test cases and includes tests & test results that are
not compliant to the protocol speciﬁcations. This means that it cannot be
used to validate a CTS instance in its current state. Validating a CTS instance
would require changes to be made in the data set as well as the test cases. The
implementers of the tool are informed about this and the issue tickets from
2015 are currently still open
6
.
2
See Appendix G
3
See Appendix H
4
The GetPassagePlus request retrieves a passage of a text identiﬁed by a URN, wrapped
together with the information provided by the GetLabel, GetPrevNextUrn, GetFirstUrn,
and GetValidReﬀ requests. ([Smith and Blackwell, 2014])
5
See Appendix I
6
See https://github.com/cite-architecture/ctsvalidator/issues. The data set related is-
sues were noticed during this analysis and are not yet communicated.
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5.1.2 Comparison to other implementations
Two alternative implementations of the CTS protocol are publicized, one that
is based on an RDF data set that is handled by a triplestore and one that
is based on an XML database. This CTS protocol implementation was com-
pared against these other two during the prototype phase in [Tiepmar et al.,
2013]. The result of this comparison was that the RDF-based solution could
not handle the lowest benchmark barrier of 1000 documents, and the XML
database-based solution  while being able to handle each tested document
count
7
 performed slower than this implementation. It also showed that the
XML database-based solution performance got worse as the length of a span
of passages increased as illustrated in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 which compare the
text passage retrieval performance for a short span of two sentences and a
long span of four sections between the XML database-based solution and this
implementation based on the evaluation results from [Tiepmar et al., 2013].
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Figure 5.1: Prototype performance comparison SQL vs. XML for 1000,
2000,...,5000 editions (short text span)
7
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Figure 5.2: Prototype performance comparison SQL vs. XML for 1000,
2000,...,5000 editions (long text span)
According to the corresponding Github repositories,
8
it seems that the im-
plementations have not signiﬁcantly changed, which especially means that they
are not yet feature-complete. Table 5.1 illustrates, which of the required fea-
tures could not be tested during the evaluation because their setup was not
possible given the information available. The sub-passage notation using the
XML database solution is marked as Partial because it could technically be
done, but this required an external service that did not return an XML docu-
ment but only the plain text passage, which means that it technically did work
but was not part of the CTS.
9
8
https://github.com/cite-architecture/sparqlcts and
https://github.com/Capitains/Toolkit
9
An educated guess for the diﬃculty of sub-passage notation in this case, which may
well be completely wrong, could be that it sometimes does not result in a valid XML, and
therefore, is diﬃcult to handle in an XML-based system.
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RDF XML SQL
GetCapabilities Yes Yes Yes
GetValidReﬀ Yes Yes Yes
GetPrevNextUrn Yes Yes Yes
GetFirstUrn Yes Yes Yes
GetLabel Yes Yes Yes
GetPassage (text chunk) Yes Yes Yes
GetPassage (text span) No Yes Yes
GetPassage (sub-passage notation) No Partial Yes
GetPassage (text span + sub-passage notation) No No Yes
GetPassage (full edition) No Yes Yes
Table 5.1: Feature comparison between CTS implementations
While it can be argued that the tests should be repeated, this work pro-
poses that the signiﬁcant eﬀort that would be required to set up and evaluate
each of the systems is not justiﬁed because there is no indication that they are
feature-complete. Additionally, Sections 4.3.3.1 and 4.3.5 showed that each of
the solutions has systemic performance- and workﬂow-related disadvantages
that make it unlikely for them to suddenly perform better compared to this
implementation. If necessary, a comparison between the systems should be
done after each of these can be considered as feature-complete, and Section
5.2 provides a reusable benchmark evaluation that can be used in future com-
parisons.
5.1.3 Precision, recall, & f-measure
Precision, recall, and f-measure are commonly used to evaluate academic work
in a comparable fashion, especially if results are estimated or based on statis-
tical methods. These values are described in detail by [Van Rijsbergen, 1979].
Precision describes the number of correct results in the result set,
10
and re-
call describes how many of the existing solutions were found.
11
Low precision
implies that a lot of the results are false positives, and low recall indicates
that many are false negatives. F-measure combines both values into one. Pre-
cision is calculated as Correct&Found
Found
, recall as Correct&Found
Correct
, and F-measure as
2   Precision Recall
PrecisionRecall
.
10
Usefulness.
11
Completeness.
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Since this work is not about a statistical method or any kind of estimation,
these measurements are not applicable. None of the issues considered include
any kind of uncertainty about whether or not a certain piece of information is
part of the result set. Instead, CTS URNs are mapped to exact results, and any
uncertainty or incorrect result must be considered a software bug. The crucial
and most complex part of the data management of a CTS implementation
 and also the only part that could be considered a computed estimation or
guess
12
 is the handling of the hierarchy information. Section 4.2.3 describes
how this task matches the task of preﬁx-based search and why the result of
such a search exactly matches the required hierarchy information because of the
hierarchical encoding syntax of CTS URNs.
13
Based on this, it can be assumed
that the precision and recall of the solution found for this task are 1. This
must be a trivial assumption for every implementation of the CTS protocol
to be valid, or else, CTS URNs would be resolved wrongly. Therefore, these
values are not applicable for an evaluation of a CTS implementation.
5.2 Performance Benchmark
Since there is no existing performance benchmark for CTS systems, one may
justiﬁably develop and propose a new one. The aim of this section is to provide
a reusable baseline benchmark that can be used to evaluate future implemen-
tations. Section 5.2.1 describes the requirements for that benchmark. Section
5.2.2 describes the test setup. The computer setup used to run the tests is de-
scribed in Section 5.2.3. Section 5.2.4 discusses the results that were achieved.
It is important to emphasize that benchmark evaluation does not include the
correctness of responses, which should only be done in cooperation with the
protocol designers.
5.2.1 General remarks
One of the main reasons why benchmarks are important is that they make
systems comparable with regard to speciﬁc problem orientated questions like
how fast a text passage can be built. This comparability can be achieved as
long as a benchmark is working independently of the system it evaluates. A
12
Even though it should not.
13
Every child CTS URN contains the parent URN as a preﬁx, and every preﬁx that is a
CTS URN is also a parent URN.
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benchmark that is part of the system or one which evaluates system-speciﬁc
features cannot be a valuable tool for comparing two systems. In the context
of this work, this independence can be achieved due to the application inde-
pendence that CTS as a protocol provides. Benchmarks that rely on protocol
features for evaluation can also be used to evaluate other implementations.
This means that comparability is provided if the tests are built only around
oﬃcial CTS features.
Since CTS is a network-based service, there are also external aspects that
impact the performance.
14
To exclude these aspects, benchmarks should be
run using local requests via http://localhost/. This way, it is made sure that
external factors do not inﬂuence the results.
To avoid additional noise, it should be made sure that the processing of the
benchmark results  for instance, a potential validation of the XML format
 is not included in the measurements. This can be achieved by treating the
results as plain text instead of XML.
CTS is a text data-focused technology, which means that it should be able
to handle a multilingual data set. Performance evaluation should be done
using a data set that includes multiple alphabets to check whether or not the
system performance is impacted by these.
Since CTS is a system that is based on document structure, it is also im-
portant to include short and long documents as well as documents that are
structured using one or several citation levels.
A benchmark should evaluate the performance of problem-oriented tech-
nical features. In this case, this includes two aspects: traversal of the data
structure and text passage creation. This means that the following CTS func-
tions should be evaluated: GetValidReﬀ, GetPrevNextUrn, and GetPassage.
The text passage creation should include the static text passages of complete
documents and text parts as well as dynamic requests that include text spans
and sub-passage notation. GetCapabilites can be evaluated, but since it may
be practically solved using a static XML ﬁle, the results may be insigniﬁcant.
GetLabel is too implementation-speciﬁc to be considered, GetPassagePlus is
simply an accumulation, and GetFirstUrn is most probably already technically
14
Including the speed of the network itself, possible internal proxy redirects, additional
server traﬃc, and even the performance that a speciﬁc browser software provides.
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included in GetValidReﬀ and/or GetPrevNextUrn.
The documents should include text content in multiple languages and al-
phabets in order to be practically relevant. Else, this could result in misleading
benchmark evaluations because it would beneﬁt systems that are highly opti-
mized for speciﬁc alphabets while not being able to serve others.
The requirements can be summarized as follows:
 The oﬃcial CTS functions GetValidReﬀ, GetPrevNextUrn, and GetPas-
sage are tested.
 GetCapabilities must be evaluated, but the results should not be consid-
ered especially valuable for comparisons.
 Tests for GetPassage that include static and dynamic CTS URNs for
small and big text passages.
 Local requests using localhost.
 Measurements must not include client-side processing steps.
 The tests are to be done using a comparatively large sample data set that
includes short and long documents with one or several citation levels.
 The data sample should include multilingual texts.
5.2.2 Benchmark
The benchmark consists of a pre-prepared data set and a JAVA program.
15
The
data set is purposely created in a way that it is comparatively large and has to
be served by only one CTS instance, which means that a CTS implementation
that is able to perform this benchmark within a reasonable time can already
be considered to be practically usable. If a system is not able to handle this
amount of text, it may still be a valuable solution for speciﬁc data sets or
environments that deal with a smaller amount of text.
15
The benchmark source code is available in Appendix J.
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5.2.2.1 Data sample
The sample data set is based on three publicly available text resources. Of
these, 52,988 documents are based on the TED subtitle transcripts, each of
them being relatively short but translated into several languages with multiple
alphabets. Twenty Bible translations based on the Parallel Bible Corpus are
added as multilingual long documents. The TED subtitle transcripts are struc-
tured in two citation levels and the Bible translations in three. 4,908 German
documents based on the corpus of Das Deutsche Textarchiv are added as single
language documents of varying lengths. These texts are structured using only
one citation level sentence.
Each of the documents is formatted based on TEI/XML, but the structure
markup uses a generic <div*>-notation that should be easily transformable
to any other required input format. The @n-values correspond to the CTS
URN reference identiﬁers, and the value for * in <div*> to the citation depth
of this text part. Meta information based on @type and @xml:lang is in-
cluded but not necessary. The document level meta information is added in
the <TEIHeader>-element and may or may not be used, depending on the
implementation.
16
The following input results in the URN-text mapping illustrated in Table
5.2.
<div1 type = " book " n = "1 ">
<div2 type = " chapter " n = "1 ">
<div3 type = " sentence " xml:lang=" eng " n = "1 "> In the beginning God created
the heaven and the ear th . < / d iv3>
<div3 type = " sentence " xml:lang=" eng " n = "2 ">And the ear th was upon the
face of the waters . < / d iv3>
<div3 type = " sentence " xml:lang=" eng " n = " 31 ">And God saw every th i ng t ha t
he had made , and , behold , i t was very good . And the evening and the
morning were the s i x t h day . < / d iv3>
< / d iv2>
<div2 type = " chapter " n = "2 ">
<div3 type = " sentence " xml:lang=" eng " n = "1 ">Thus the heavens and the
ear th were f i n i s hed , and a l l the host o f them . < / d iv3>
< / d iv2>
< / d iv1>
16
The incorrect document-level meta information in the TED subtitle transcripts cannot
be repaired because the API is closed. This is not a problem for a performance benchmark
because its purpose is not to validate the content.
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CTS URN Text
urn:cts:(...):1 In the beginning (...) host of them .
urn:cts:(...):1.1 In the beginning (...) the sixth day .
urn:cts:(...):1.1.1 In the beginning (...) the earth .
urn:cts:(...):1.1.2 And the earth (...) face of the waters .
urn:cts:(...):1.1.3 And God saw (...) the sixth day .
urn:cts:(...):1.2 Thus the heavens (...) host of them .
urn:cts:(...):1.2.1 Thus the heavens (...) host of them .
Table 5.2: Example mapping of CTS URNs to text in benchmark data.
The {WORK} component is based on the ﬁle paths with the ﬁrst folder
name being the namespace, and the ﬁle name minus .xml being the edition
reference of the CTS URN as illustrated in the following example.
dta / b i r ken / gespraechspiel1665 / de / norm . xml
u r n : c t s : d t a : b i r k e n . gespraechspiel1665 . de . norm:
The import process results in a total of 32,388,463 static CTS URNs
17
with
57,915 being document-level URNs.
The input URN samples for TED and DTA are each divided into four sub-
sets of at most 5,000,000 consecutive static CTS URNs, which are considered
separately, resulting in 9 evenly distributed groups of CTS URNs that are the
input for the benchmarks: pbc, ted1, ted2, ted3, ted4, dta1, dta2, dta3, and
dta4. This ensures that the random samples are scattered over the complete
data set and not a randomly created consecutive group that contains  for
example  CTS URNs from the ﬁrst 100,000 data entries only.
5.2.2.2 Tests
Response times for localhost requests for each of the requests GetValidReﬀ,
GetPrevNextUrn, and GetPassage are measured and evaluated as the mini-
mum, maximum, average, and median. The response content for each request
is recorded to make sure that the results can be checked. The tests were run us-
ing a random order
18
of sample input sets. Requests are done without pauses,
aside from the time that is used to prepare and validate the tests and requests.
The benchmark for GetPrevNextUrn randomly picks 1,000 CTS URNs for
each of the three data sets and requests GetPrevNextUrn for each of them.
17
pbc:657,936, dta:16,438,119, ted:15,292,408
18
dta2, dta3, ted2, dta1, ted3, dta4, ted1, ted4, pbc
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The benchmark is named GetPrevNextUrn.
GetValidReﬀ is requested for every document level URN and for 1,000 ran-
domly chosen level 1 URNs from each of the ted* and pbc input groups. Level
parameter 100 is used to make sure that all child URNs are included. The
benchmarks are named GetValidReﬀTextpart and GetValidReﬀWork.
GetPassage is measured for every document-level CTS URN. The text pas-
sage is measured for 1,000 randomly chosen CTS URNs that cover a long and
a short span, resulting in an overall number of 2,000 requests. The short span
covers 2 neighbor relations like :1.1.1-1.1.3, and the long span 20, also in-
cluding CTS URNs that cover multiple parent text elements.
19
Sub-passage
notation is tested using the ﬁrst token of each static URN text part like 
based on Table 5.2  :1.1.1@In-1.1.3@And.
20
The benchmarks are named
GetPassageLongSpan, GetPassageLongSpanSubpassage,GetPassageShortSpan,
GetPassageShortSpanSubpassage, and GetPassageWork.
The automatically built text inventory is requested with GetCapabilities
1,000 times, but since this is a highly implementation-speciﬁc response that
may also be served as a static XML document, this measurement should not
be considered especially important. Since this is always the same output, it is
also possible that the response times for this result are inﬂuenced by machine-
speciﬁc caching mechanisms when a CTS is evaluated. The benchmark is
named GetCapabilities.
5.2.3 Computer setup
The tests were run on a server virtual machine (VM) that is hosted at Leipzig
University. Since VMs use shared physical resources, the benchmark cannot
be considered as perfectly repeatable, yet this setup is actually more realistic
with respect to the use case. Since it is reasonable to repeat the benchmark on
diﬀerent systems for future comparisons, instead of comparing the results from
diﬀerent computers, and since this setup still provides performance insights, a
VM is considered as suﬃcient.
19
For example, Sentence 1 in Chapter 2 to Sentence 3 in Chapter 4.
20
JAVA's default StringTokenizer is used with space, tab, newline, carriage-return, and
form-feed as hardcoded delimiters. If these are not applicable to a speciﬁc language, then
the sub-passage is the non-tokenized text, which is also a correct request.
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The virtual machine runs with 1 core at 2400 MHz(AuthenticAMD Common
KVM Processor) and 4 GB RAM. SQL is provided by MySQL version 5.5.49-
0+deb8u1. The JAVA version is 1.7.0_101. The operating system is Linux
Debian 8.5 3.167-ckt25-2 /2016-04-08) x86_64, codename Jessie.
The host machine uses 2x AMD Opteron 6234 (2x12 cores), 256 GB RAM
and a 56 TB SATA storage and Linux Proxmox VE version 2.3 as a virtual-
ization platform. According to the UNIX command hdparm -Tt, the hard disk
ﬁle read speed is 3039.05 MB/sec.
5.2.4 Results
The results are visualized using boxplots ([Williamson et al., 1989]), but have
to be interpreted diﬀerently from the usual boxplot interpretation using the
following parameter mapping. The response times are measured in millisec-
onds.
Lower Whisker = 0 mi l l i seconds
Lower Quant i le = Minimum Response Time
Dotted Line = Median Response Time
Red Dot = Average Response Time
Upper Quant i le = Test Run Spec i f i c Maximum Response Time
Upper Whisker = Benchmark Spec i f i c Maximum Response Time
The upper whisker is used to indicate the maximum response time over
all test runs of one benchmark. The diﬀerence between the upper whisker
and the quantile shows the diﬀerence between the test run speciﬁc and overall
maximum. The x-axis values are ordered in the (random) test order, which
means that a horizontal trend may indicate eﬀects that occur because of long-
time usage. Since the tests require diﬀerent types of URNs, the samples are
picked for each test individually. This means that the results of one test in one
benchmark are not comparable to the same test sample in another benchmark.
For example, the dta1 sample for the GetPrevNextUrn benchmark may include
completely diﬀerent URNs than the dta1 sample for GetPassageWork, but they
are still picked from the same set of URNs.
The exact values are listed in Appendix K.
GetCapabilities was measured for the complete data set and achieved a
minimum of 5,237 MS, the median of 6,956 MS, an average of 6,377.247 MS,
and a maximum of 9,382 MS.
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Figure 5.3: Response times for GetPassageLongSpan
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Figure 5.4: Response times for GetPassageLongSpanSubpassage
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Figure 5.5: Response times for GetPassageShortSpan
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Figure 5.6: Response times for GetPassageShortSpanSubpassage
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Figure 5.7: Response times for GetPassageWork
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Figure 5.8: Response times for GetValidReﬀWork
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Figure 5.9: Response times for GetValidReﬀTextpart
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Figure 5.10: Response times for GetPrevNextUrn
One of the generally applicable observations is that the overall response
times are well under 100  and in most cases, under 50  milliseconds. Iso-
lated responses took uncharacteristically long but, aside from the dta2 test for
GetValidReﬀWork and four GetPassageWork tests, were still served in roughly
one second. Interpreting these values is diﬃcult because they can be caused by
hardware- or software-related eﬀects as well as speciﬁc phenomena that occur
because of the relatively complex and heterogeneous types of data. A scientiﬁ-
cally accurate validation, whether or not they are caused by systematic eﬀects,
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is not feasible because the eﬀects could be speciﬁc to the data sample structure,
language/encoding, one of the two used SQL index implementations, I/O of
the virtualized or physical hard disk, and many more factors. Repeating the
benchmark showed similar but diﬀerently distributed response times, which
indicates that the rare longer times can be considered random. They could
be ignored as outlier values, but since the distance to the average response
times makes their outlier status obvious, they do not distort the result. The
knowledge of these values also occurring is still valuable, which is why they
are kept as part of the result.
The tests that involve sub-passage notation illustrated in Figures 5.4 and 5.6
resulted in suspiciously low minimum response times of sometimes one or two
milliseconds. This is caused by sample CTS URNs that are not valid because
the text content that was added as sub-passage notation included reserved
characters, and these were, therefore, rejected by the CTS. Fixing this would
require the manual selection of valid sub-passage URNs beforehand, which
would introduce bias into the evaluation, or changes in the data, which would
make the benchmarks less practically relevant. The consequence is that only
the maximum value for the benchmarks GetPassageLongSpanSubpassage and
GetPassageShortSpanSubpassage is reliable, assuming that at least one valid
CTS URN was generated. This means that these two benchmarks should
not be considered as the most important or signiﬁcant when comparing CTS
systems. Overall, sub-passage notation tests resulted in higher response times
than their non-sub-passage notation counterparts, which can be expected since
it involves the steps from non-sub-passage text retrieval plus extra eﬀort.
The results for GetValidReﬀWork and GetPassageWork in Figures 5.7 and
5.8 are interesting because these indicate an eﬀect that also matches the obser-
vations based on practical usage of the system during the course of this work.
While the Bible translations and TED transcripts contain roughly the same
volume of text in each document, with the Bible translations being signiﬁ-
cantly longer, the DTA samples include documents of varying lengths. While
the response times for ted* and pbc show roughly the same relation between
the values, with those of pbc being absolutely higher, the dta* test results show
a much higher variance. This eﬀect cannot be observed for the results of the
ﬁne-grained benchmarks and also occurred when the benchmark was repeated.
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The response times seem to be more inﬂuenced by the size of the text content
that is requested than by the volume of the data that is managed. Since the
general use case of CTS is to resolve ﬁne-grained references that correspond
to relatively small text passages, this is a very good result.
By changing the y-axis scale to values that are closer to the achieved average
and medium response times, the overall performance can be investigated in
more detail.
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Figure 5.11: Median & average response times for GetPrevNextUrn
The zoomed in diagrams of the other tests are listed in Appendix L and
similarly show no indication of a performance trend. This means that the
system runs stable without performance being signiﬁcantly impacted by the
runtime. If anything, the trend for some benchmarks seems to indicate that
the system sped up during the runtime.
Overall, 165,830 requests were processed in 7,912,537 milliseconds. 1,000
GetCapabilities requests added another 6,377,247 milliseconds, which is un-
derstandable considering that this involves the server-side parsing process of
a structured document that contains more than 280,000 XML tags. Connec-
tion errors occurred 307 times during the benchmark because the automated
generation of sub-passage URNs resulted in sub-references that accidentally
included regular expressions and reserved characters
21
that broke the URN
21
Like urn:cts:dta:gerstner.mechanik031834.de.norm:6130@Hieraus-6132@[Formel]
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syntax parsing mechanism. Since these URNs are not valid, it is not an urgent
problem, but because the CTS protocol includes its own error messages that
cover these cases, it must be considered a bug that needs to be ﬁxed.
Since this is the ﬁrst benchmark for a CTS implementation and the CTS
protocol is comparatively complex and unique, it cannot be stated whether
or not the absolute performance values are good or bad because there is no
comparison. Wait time acceptance for website downloads can be used as an
indicator but as [Nah, 2004] points out, studies investigating the frustration
tolerance for wait time come to diﬀering conclusions, ranging from 2 to 15
seconds and more. Additionally, it can be expected that CTS is not an end-
user service but a data source for tools that are designed for end-users, which
introduce their own processing time that is added to the additional network
latency. Yet, considering the amount, complexity, and dynamics of the infor-
mation handled, the measured response times  generally less than 100 or 50
milliseconds and outliers of roughly one second  should at least be consid-
ered as acceptable, especially because they provide the ﬁrst baseline for CTS
implementations.
The fact that the benchmark results in values that show phenomena that
are clearly linked to speciﬁc properties of the text data samples shows that the
volume and setup of the benchmark data are indeed suitable to evaluate the
performance of a CTS system.
With an established and accepted test set and baseline results, it is possi-
ble to investigate diﬀerent parallelization and (SQL) query optimization tech-
niques in detail similar to how it is, for example, described in [Schneider, 2012].
Whether or not the proposed benchmark is suitable for future comparisons can
only be decided outside of this work, but given its application-independent de-
sign, it is at least a solution that can be considered.
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Chapter 6
Applications & Tools
This chapter describes the software tools and applications that were developed
in the context of this work. Section 6.1 describes text mining tools that use
a selection of commonly established analytical techniques as well as unique
and new algorithms. This is followed by a prototypical full-text search and
citation analysis workﬂow in Section 6.2 and a set of management tools in
Section 6.3. The tools and applications in this chapter in part rely on the
advanced functionalities
1
that are provided by this implementation because
they could not be implemented using only the methods provided by the CTS
speciﬁcations. This means that, while it may be possible that certain features
are working across various implementations, general compatibility should not
be expected.
6.1 Text Mining
This section provides an overview of the text mining solutions that were im-
plemented during this project. Two text alignment tools are introduced in
Section 6.1.1 that align text passages across languages or translation variants
in real-time based on the techniques described in Section 4.4.6. The Canonical
Text Miner described in Section 6.1.2 follows the web service idea from the
Canonical Text Service protocol and extends it to basic text mining methods
in a three-layered service architecture that serves analytical raw data as well
as persistent visualizations in an intuitive graphical user interface.
1
See Section 4.4
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6.1.1 Text alignment
Two online tools have been developed based on the text alignment techniques
described in Section 4.4.6. Both can interact with the CTS instances that they
share a server with. The quality of the results depends on whether or not the
texts in a CTS instance are uniformly structured. They cannot calculate text
alignment but instead extract this information from CTS data.
6.1.1.1 Parallel Text Alignment Browser
Figure 6.1 depicts a screenshot of matrix-aligned text parts from several doc-
uments in diﬀerent languages. This matrix can be created and exported using
the Parallel Text Alignment Browser. This can be done with any data set
that is served using this implementation of CTS that is compatible with the
Parallel Alignment described in Section 4.4.6.2.
Figure 6.1: Parallel Text Alignment Browser
The top left list contains every edition-level URN that is known to that
speciﬁc CTS instance. Indents indicate groups of candidates for candidate
alignment and can be ignored for now. After choosing the documents from
the URN list at the top left, the selected documents are collected in the top
middle list. The structure of the ﬁrst document is visualized in an expandable
tree view. If another document should be used as the structural template,
then it can be moved up or down in the middle list using the up and down
arrow. The highlighted element in the tree view is used as the text part to be
aligned. One click on the button "show table" requests the alignment for the
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highlighted structural element and renders it in a table. Empty text parts are
included in the table and can, for example, indicate gaps between chapters.
The alignment can also be downloaded as a tab-separated text ﬁle
6.1.1.2 Candidate Text Alignment Browser
Figure 6.2 is a screenshot of the Candidate Alignment Browser which aligns
the individual text part variants of several documents in one language based
on the Candidate Alignment described in Section 4.4.6.2 and the text variant
visualization library TRAViz (Jaenicke et al. [2014]).
Figure 6.2: Candidate Text Alignment Browser
The top left list contains every document-level URN that is part of the
speciﬁed CTS instance. The editions considered a group of candidates are
indented, beginning with the second candidate in the group. For example, the
following set of candidates for text alignment is part of the PBC CTS instance.
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . f r a . dav idmar t i n :
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . f r a . k ing james:
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . f r a . lou issegond:
The list is ordered alphabetically, and it is not important whether or not
an entry is indented or not. Being unindented only means that it is the ﬁrst
one in the candidate set. The structure of the document that is selected in the
top left list is visualized using an expandable tree view at the top right. Once
a structural element on the lowest citation level is highlighted, the candidate
alignment is requested and visualized using TRAViz. Using the arrows on the
side of the GUI, the next or previous neighbor text passage can be requested.
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The size of the span that is requested can be speciﬁed in the ﬁeld step width.
For instance, by entering the value 5, the text passage that spans the 5 next
left or right neighbor URNs is requested. A persistent URL to the image can
be generated by clicking the graphic button.
6.1.2 Canonical Text Miner
The Canonical Text Miner is a modular framework for text mining, which
uses instances of CTS as a data source. The tool is designed as a three-layered
web-service architecture.
Layer 1 is based on the Text Mining Framework that accompanies the CTS
protocol implementation (Tiepmar [2016]) and consists of RESTful web ser-
vices that serve data as plain text. Figure 6.3 shows an excerpt from the result
of a token frequency request.
Figure 6.3: Canonical Text Miner layer 1
Other functions include a set of requests based on Topic Models([McCallum,
2002]), various token-, n-gram- & document statistics, frequency trend anal-
ysis, a number of full-text search requests for documents and text passages,
and neighbor co-occurrences. A comprehensive overview of the functions is
available in Appendix C.
On top of layer 1, generic diagrams are served as RESTful web services
on layer 2 to visualize the data by generically combining visualizations with
requests to layer 1. Figure 6.4 shows a bar chart visualization for a token
frequency request.
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Figure 6.4: Canonical Text Miner layer 2
Most visualizations are based on the Javascript library d3.js ([Bostock,
2011]) and others.
2
The function call to layer 1 is wrapped as one parameter in layer 2 to make
it possible to support upcoming  currently unknown  functions generically.
Combinations include relatively trivial visualizations like charts for token fre-
quencies or trend detection and more advanced visualization like the topic
model browser that combines several data-diagram combinations in one explo-
ration tool.
The 3rd and top layer is a graphical user interface that provides a publicly
available and open text mining tool that covers several predeﬁned use cases
based on implemented diagram-data combinations.
2
See appendix D for visualization speciﬁc references.
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Figure 6.5: Canonical Text Miner layer 3
Layer 3 is not designed as a RESTFul web service to allow stateful interac-
tions like session-wide parameter caching and user-speciﬁc application options.
Appendix D provides an overview of the data-diagram combinations that are
currently part of the web interface.
Because of the layered architecture, each step in the user interface can
be tracked through the individual layers. This enables users to switch be-
tween visualization and plain data in real-time using the corresponding buttons
(Switch).
Since layers 1 and 2 work are RESTFul web services, each vertical step in
the retrieval process can be backed up with persistent URLs for the results.
This means that users can share and bookmark results and visualizations with
persistent URLs that will always generate the same output. These URL book-
marks can be accessed using the corresponding button (URL) and refer to
either the plain data or the visualization, depending on what is currently se-
lected.
Many other text mining tools and frameworks exist, including paid central-
ized services like Sketch Engine ([Kilgariﬀ et al., 2004]) and freely available
systems like the Leipzig Corpus Miner ([Niekler et al., 2014]). The CTS Text
Miner does not intend to compete with any of them. Instead, it provides a
basic text mining framework as a web application that accompanies a CTS.
Its features are in part only compatible with this speciﬁc CTS implementa-
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tion,
3
and other text mining systems can be expected to provide much more
comprehensive feature lists and conﬁguration options.
6.2 Full-text Search
The Canonical Text Service protocol does not provide any way to ﬁnd URN
references for given text passages. Yet this is obviously an important use case,
and Section 6.2.1 shows that it is by far not a trivial one. The prototypical
implementation is described in Section 6.2.2, and Section 6.2.3 sketches out a
scalable citation analysis workﬂow based on it. Everything that is described
in this section is added for the sake of completeness but must be considered
as a prototypical solution and is, therefore, not evaluated in detail.
6.2.1 Document vs. text passage search
Full-text search engines already provide scalable solutions to ﬁnd documents
that match a given search text passage. There exists a large number of full-
text search techniques
4
that are used by many search engines
5
. That is why
a comprehensive overview or analysis cannot be made in this work. While
the following assumptions are based on established full-text search engines 
namely Lucene
6
/ Solr
7
and the MySQL full-text index ([Oracle, 2017])  it is
also possible that some assumptions of this section are not true for other search
engines. This work assumes a general principle that all of the methods and
tools have in common: They all are designed to search suitable documents for
a provided text passage or rank documents based on similarity to a given text
passage.
In this work, the diﬀerences between the full-text search techniques are not
important. The only relevant information is that they are generally built to
serve resources based on document level. More ﬁne-grained search results can
be emulated by adding static text parts  for instance, chapters  as data en-
3
The trend analysis, for example, requires the date meta information for every document
in the text inventory.
4
For instance based on keywords, concepts, concordance, proximity or regular expres-
sions, fuzzy search or ﬁelds.
5
Lucene, Elasticsearch, Xapian, Apache Solr, Endeca, Inktomi, database implementa-
tions, and many more.
6
http://lucene.apache.org/core/
7
http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
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tries, instead of documents. Yet this still means that results can only be based
on one ﬁxed granularity. Whether or not a chapter/sentence or the complete
text content is considered as one document is an arbitrary and technically ir-
relevant distinction. That is why this emulated ﬁne-grained solution can also
be considered to be document-level.
Document-level text search provides results on one ﬁxed granularity and
is generally not able to leave the scope of one resource. For instance, if each
sentence is considered as one document, then text passages cannot be searched
over multiple sentences. Using the MySQL full-text index, this scenario would
require queries that look for values that span multiple rows. This is not sup-
ported as MySQL generally returns a list of rows that match a given query and
not spans of rows that form one result. The search in Lucene and Solr is based
on a vector-space model ([Salton et al., 1975]) and tf-idf ([Salton and J.McGill,
1983]) that are both document-centric algorithms. Tf-idf maps terms to doc-
uments, and the vector-space model calculates vector similarity between the
given text passage and the indexed documents.
Text passage search requires the engine to be able to use a ﬁne-grained re-
source reference system and to ﬁnd results that span multiple referable units.
For instance, it must be possible to reference a result based on sentence gran-
ularity as well as ﬁnd results that span more than one sentence. This at least
requires a hierarchical reference system in order not to be limited to one ﬁxed
level of granularity. This way, text passages that span multiple reference units
can be included by returning the enclosing parent text part. With the ability
to search for spans of data entries, it is possible to provide more precise results.
For instance, instead of the 6th chapter, a more precise result might be the
text passage from the 3rd sentence of the 6th chapter to the 8th sentence of
the 6th chapter. Flexible hierarchical granularity and references for spans of
text passages are two of the major innovations that the Canonical Text Ser-
vice protocol provides. This implies that CTS-based text passage search is an
innovation that provides signiﬁcant beneﬁts compared to the current state of
the art.
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6.2.2 Implementation
All requests are provided as web services by the Canonical Text Miner
8
and use
GET communication. The URLs can be constructed similarly to the following
schema.
[ROOT_URL ] / [ SEARCHTYPE]? searchmethod =[SEARCHMETHOD]& t e x t =[QUERY_STRING]& [
ADDITIONAL_PARAMETERS]
[ROOT_URL] is the server address of the deployed text miner. The value
for [SEARCHTYPE] must either be searchcandidates for document search or
fulltextsearch for the text passage search. The value for [QUERY_STRING]
is the text passage of the query. The extent and content of the parameter
[ADDITIONAL_PARAMETERS] depend on the method used and can, for
example, include the similarity threshold for the Lucene index or a stopword
list containing tokens that are supposed to be ignored during the evaluation
process of the text passage search.
Document and query normalization is done during the import process of
the text miner and before a query string is processed. The normalization
method is conﬁgurable but generally includes lower case transformation, the
omission of various special characters, including brackets and integers, and the
replacement of punctuation with a full stop surrounded by whitespaces.
6.2.2.1 Indices
The search methods that are used in this workﬂow use established full-text
search indices like Lucene and the MySQL full-text index. Additionally, two
other indices were implemented, one that uses the term-document matrix from
the Canonical Text Miner and one that is based on the word-length signatures
of the documents. As each of them works diﬀerently, the results and response
times are diﬀerent. Since the ﬁne-grained search is an extension of document-
level search, every index can be used for both search types. Multiple indices
can be combined. If an index combination is requested, then the result is the
overlap of the result sets that contain at least one element. The following
example uses a combined index in a document-level search request.
h t t p : / / ( . . . ) / c tstm / searchcandidates? t e x t =so t h i s i s a s to r y o f&searchmethod=
t dma t r i x _ f u l l t e x t i n de x l u cene& s i m i l i a r i t y =0.05&pruning=doc
8
See Section 6.1.2.
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The result set contains every document-level CTS URN for a text passage
that contains the tokens so, this, is, a, story, and of, and has a minimum
Lucene similarity score of 0.05. The following indices are available:
 SQL full-text index: Current SQL engines provide a specialized docu-
ment full-text index for text collections. The documents are indexed in
a separate table using this full-text index. One document corresponds
to one row in the database table. The result set of the request consists
of every document that is part of the result set of a SQL-Match request
using the query string.
 Lucene full-text index: The documents are indexed using the Lucene
index that is stored in the local ﬁle system of the text miner. Similarly
to the SQL full-text index method, a result set consists of every document
that is part of the result set that is found by the Lucene engine. Since
Lucene ranks the documents based on a similarity score, the threshold
for this score has to be provided as a ﬂoat parameter between 0 and 1.
The lower this score, the more results are part of the result set.
 Term-document matrix: The tokens are separated by whitespaces and
punctuation. A document is part of the result set if it contains every
token from the query. The optional parameter pruning speciﬁes whether
or not one of the two pruning methods is used to normalize the query
string. The possible values are term for term frequency pruning and doc
for document frequency pruning.
 Word-length signature: The text content is replaced with a sequence of
integers that are the length of each token.
9
The resulting documents are
stored in a MySQL database and queried similarly to the MySQL full-
text index method. The search process works relatively fast and precise
10
while providing a tolerance for minor variations like am anfang schuf gott
himmel und erde and im anfang schuf gott himmel und erde.
9
For instance, the sentence and this, this is an example for the wordlength signature is
stored as 3 4 . 4 2 2 7 3 3 10 9.
10
The reliability of the result seems to correlate strongly with the length of the query
string.
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6.2.2.2 Document-level full-text search
The result of the document-level full-text search is a set of document-level refer-
ences for resources that are similar to a request query string. While document-
level full-text search can be used to emulate search functionalities on varying
granularities, this is generally not its purpose, and if this is done,
11
then re-
source references can generally still only be requested on one ﬁxed granularity
level.
Document-level full-text search is implemented as part of the Canonical
Text Miner. Once the data is prepared, the search result can be generated
independently of the source CTS instance. The response is a newline-separated
list of edition-level CTS URNs.
6.2.2.3 Text passage full-text search
Text passage full-text search extends the result of the document-level full-text
search by adding CTS URNs on the smallest granularity level available in the
CTS. These CTS URNs can either be static text parts or CTS URNs for spans
of text parts. Each resulting CTS URN includes the exact text passage after
normalization. An optional stopword list can be provided. Each token in this
list is ignored when the resulting text passage is compared against the query
string.
Since this method uses some of the advanced functionalities of this speciﬁc
CTS implementation, it does rely on the availability of the CTS instance that
was used in the import process. This also means that this feature is not
compatible with any other CTS implementation. It is important to emphasize
that this feature is not perfectly implemented, and there is a lot of room for
improvements. The algorithm stumbles over a slightly problematic issue that
could not be solved during this work and is discussed at the end of this section.
The following code snippet illustrates the way this feature is implemented.
This algorithm assumes that the texts are normalized accordingly.
11
For instance by including chapters as documents
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St r i ng query tex t = [ i npu t ] ;
Array stopwords = [ i npu t ] ;
Array r esu l tSe t = [ ] ;
S t r i ng searchmethod = [ i npu t ] ;
Array documentURNs = doc_level_search ( query tex t , searchmethod ) ;
foreach (URN in documentURNs )
{
tex tpassage_leve l_search (URN, query tex t , stopwords ) ;
}
Func textpassage_leve l_search (URN, query tex t , stopwords )
{
Array querytokens = Array ( query tex t ) ;
S t r i ng s t a r t = f i rs tTokenThat IsNoStopword ( querytokens , stopwords ) ;
Array candidates = f indSta t i cTex tPar tsThatConta inToken ( s t a r t ) ;
querySt r ing . d e l e t eA l l ( stopwords ) ;
foreach ( t e x t p a r t i n candidates )
{
S t r i ng URN = urn_ f rom_tex tpa r t ( t e x t p a r t ) ;
S t r i ng oldLcs = longestCommonSubstring ( t e x t pa r t , que ry tex t ) ;
S t r i ng newLcs = " " ;
wh i le ( oldLcs . leng th ( ) < newLcs . leng th ( ) )
{
URN = urnFromTextpart ( t e x t p a r t ) ;
o ldLcs = newLcs ;
i f ( endsWith ( t e x t pa r t , querySt r ing ) )
t e x t p a r t . append ( getRightNeghbor ( t e x t p a r t ) ) ;
t e x t p a r t . d e l e t eA l l ( stopwords ) ;
newLcs = longestCommonSubstring ( t e x t pa r t , que ry tex t ) ;
i f ( t e x t p a r t . con ta ins ( query tex t ) )
r e su l tSe t . add (URN) ;
}
}
}
Initially, the algorithm requests every text part URN that refers to a text
passage that contains the ﬁrst non-stopword in the query text. The text pas-
sage for each candidate is expanded by the text content of the right neighbor
URN if the current candidate text content ends with the beginning of the
query text. This is repeated until no further improvement is detected. If by
then, the query text is a substring of the resulting candidate text content, the
corresponding CTS URN is added to the result set. To evaluate whether or
not the result of a new iteration is an improvement, the length of the longest
common substring is compared. The assumption is that if this value has in-
creased, then the text passage from the previous iteration was incomplete, and
the next iteration added a missing part to the text passage. This assumption
is not generally correct and is the reason for the following problem.
The following example is based on an excerpt from the lyrics of the song
"Du hast" by the German rock band Rammstein.
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1.1 Du
1.2 Du hast
1.3 Du hast mich
1.4 Du hast mich ge f rag t
1.5 Du hast mich ge f rag t und ich hab n i ch t s gesagt
For the query text Du hast mich gefragt und ich hab nichts gesagt and no
provided list of stopwords, the algorithm will return the result set
1.11.5
1.21.5
1.31.5
1.41.5
1.5
The ﬁrst non-stopword token in the query text is Du. The requested candi-
date set includes the static text part references 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5. Because
some of the candidates do not contain the full query text, they are expanded
to the right neighbor as long as the longest common substring does not change.
Because of the speciﬁc setup of the text content in the static text parts, even-
tually, the investigated text passages are as follows.
Du Du hast Du hast mich Du hast mich ge f rag t Du hast mich ge f rag t und ich ( . . . )
Du hast Du hast mich Du hast mich ge f rag t Du hast mich ge f rag t und ich ( . . . )
Du hast mich Du hast mich ge f rag t Du hast mich ge f rag t und ich hab n i ch t s gesagt
Du hast mich ge f rag t Du hast mich ge f rag t und ich hab n i ch t s gesagt
Du hast mich ge f rag t und ich hab n i ch t s gesagt
Technically, these text passages are valid results because they include the
requested text passage. Yet, it is obviously true that such redundancy is not
wanted. Because of the relative speciﬁcity of the problem and the fact that
such redundant results are easy to spot and because it is not completely clear
how to properly solve this potentially complex issue, this problem has not been
solved in the course of this work.
Further potential improvements on the algorithms may include a better way
to choose the starting token, simultaneous text content expansion to the left
and right as well as improved indexing techniques.
6.2.3 Citation analysis
Citation analysis or text reuse is a complex task that can be accomplished in
various ways. Prominent examples of text reuse analysis methods include, for
instance, the works described in Potthast et al. [2010] and Buechler [2013].
One possible generalization is that all text reuse methods require some kind of
reference system, a text similarity analysis, and publication dates to produce
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results. They can be delimited from each other by the kind of similarity
analysis that they use.
In the context of this work, the text passage full-text search described in
6.2.2.3 is used as the similarity analysis and the CTS URNs are used as refer-
ences for the text passages. The publication dates are retrieved from the meta
information which is part of the text inventory served by the CTS instances.
The analysis process is that each smallest text part on the lowest citation level
in a given CTS data set is used as input for the text passage search described
in Section 6.2.2.3, and the result is considered as a set of citations.
A ﬁrst experiment based on German Bible translations and the Deutsche
Textarchiv resulted in a collection of Bible citations in German literature,
which includes more than 6000 citation links. Technically, the results are
mappings between CTS URNs in two diﬀerent data sets similar to the following
example that maps one source CTS URN
u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu . lu the r1545 :1 . 1 . 1 }
to several target URNs from the DTA CTS instance.
passage:Am Anfang schuf Gott Himmel und Erde .
s ou r c e : u r n : c t s : p b c : b i b l e . p a r a l l e l . deu . lu the r1545 :1 . 1 . 1
u r n : c t s : d t a :we i se . e r t zna r ren . de . norm:1352 ( . . . ) herren sagte er am anfang schuf
go t t himmel ( . . . )
u r n : c t s : d t a : j u s t i . geschichte . de . norm:2062 am anfang schuf go t t himmel und erde
u r n : c t s : d t a : s e y f r i e d . medulla . de . norm:853 am anfang schuf go t t himmel und erden
urn :c ts :d ta :hund t radowsky . judenschule01 . de . norm:750 am anfang schuf go t t himmel
und
u r n : c t s : d t a : b u l l i n g e r . haussbuoch . de . norm:13540 ( . . . ) buchs im anfang schuf go t t
den himmel
u rn : c t s :d ta : l ue t kemann . auffmunterung2 . de . norm:8421 im anfang schuf go t t himmel
und erden ( . . .
u r n : c t s : d t a : f o n t a ne . k i nde r j ah re . de . norm:17471748 am anfang schuf go t t himmel
und erde ( . . . )
u r n : c t s : d t a : f o n t a ne . k i nde r j ah re . de . norm:1748 im anfang schuf go t t himmel und
erde
u r n : c t s : d t a : l u t h e r . be tbuech le in . de . norm:1570 am anfang schuf go t t himmel und
erden genes
A full evaluation is still open because the technical background of the work-
ﬂow is not yet ﬁnalized, but the following beneﬁts can already be identiﬁed
when this method is used:
 Each of the results is a real (re)use of the text passage because the text
passage search is very strict.
 The analysis process is generalized and can be repeated with any com-
bination of CTS instances if the full-text search works.
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 Improvements or variations can be implemented by providing an im-
proved or adapted text passage search algorithm.
 Potentially, every text corpus can be used as input as long as there is a
search engine (e.g. Lucene ([McCandless et al., 2010]) that supports the
text language.
 As each chunk of text is processed on its own, the size of the text collec-
tions to compare is only limited by the text search engine that is used.
Since modern full-text search engines are already implementing scala-
bility and parallelization techniques, this workﬂow can be considered as
scalable.
It must be noted that this solution can be considered as being too gener-
alized and superﬁcial and should not be expected to compete with any of the
existing, more specialized workﬂows.
6.3 Management
This section introduces some of the tools that were developed to make it easier
to perform certain administrative tasks. Section 6.3.1 describes the CTS Ad-
min Tool that  once deployed on a server  provides a graphical user interface
for the installation and maintenance of CTS instances and selected tools. An
externally developed data exploration tool which makes it easy to create valid
CTS URNs for text passages is described in Section 6.3.2, followed by the de-
scription of a conﬁgurable test suite in Section 6.3.3. Eventually, Section 6.3.4
introduces a central namespace registry that can be used to organize the nodes
of the decentralized text data repository proposed in Section 3.2.4.
6.3.1 Administration tool
With automated .war ﬁle deployment, current server software like Apache
Tomcat provides relatively uncomplicated means to deploy web applications.
Yet to do so, users mostly have to work with a command line terminal that
is probably connected by SSH and may include server-speciﬁc user rights and
authentications. The goal of this administration back-end is to provide an un-
complicated way to manage CTS instances without requiring advanced tech-
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nical knowledge about server management. Figure 6.6 illustrates the main
interface.
Figure 6.6: Administration back-end
CTS instances can be created and the data import process conﬁgured and
initiated. The existing CTS instances on the server are listed on the left. Each
instance can be individually conﬁgured, renamed, updated, and managed. The
"Browse Data" tab allows to get a quick overview about the data and includes
the Canonical Text Reader and Citation Exporter([Reckziegel et al., 2016]) as
well as the two alignment tools described in Section 6.1.1. The included tools
are available for embedded use and also deployed as unrestricted standalone
applications. The default parametrization of any CTS instance and license-
and meta information for the text corpus can be conﬁgured in the "Servlet"
menu.
A basic user management is included.
12
A more detailed manual is provided
on the DVD that accompanies this document.
6.3.2 CTRaCE
Retrieving the data from and specifying the reference points in a Canonical
Text Service, using only the functionalities that it provides, can be considered
a relatively complicated thing to do. Generally, it is required to work with
potentially complex URLs that include relatively complex CTS URNs as pa-
rameters. These URLs are the only way to request data and have to be created
12
Default login user/password: cts/cts.
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manually to do so. Furthermore, there does not exist a trivial way to create
a CTS URN suitable for a given text passage because CTS is only designed
to serve text based on a given CTS URN and not the other way around. To
create a suitable CTS URN, it is required to retrieve an estimated context of
static URNs
13
surrounding a text passage and then guess the exact URN or
span of URNs.
CTRaCE ([Reckziegel et al., 2016]) was developed to provide a more user-
friendly way to work with the data in CTS-related research. As such, it should
not be considered as software for end-users but as a visualization tool for CTS.
Figure 6.7 shows the GUI.
Figure 6.7: CTRaCE
The top hierarchy is used to select a document based on the {WORK}
component.
14
On the left side next to the text area, the structure of the docu-
ment is illustrated based on the {PASSAGE} components
15
of the document.
The text area can either include the raw text, including the XML metadata
markup, or a TEI/XML-based styled view of the text as illustrated in Figures
6.8 and 6.9.
13
GetValidReﬀ or GetPrevNextUrn
14
See Section 2.1.3.1
15
See Section 2.1.3.2
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Figure 6.8: CTRaCE styled view
Figure 6.9: CTRaCE XML view
Text in the text area can be selected using a computer mouse or any other
common selection method and the button "Export Citation" provides CTS
URNs for the selected text passages as well as the corresponding HTTP links
to CTRaCE and the CTS request.
CTRaCE is included in and deployed by the administration tool described
in 6.3.1.
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6.3.3 Test suite
Since this implementation includes several features that are not covered by the
oﬃcial CTS speciﬁcations, it is reasonable to provide a test suite that can be
used to test these functions. It is important to note that this test suite is not
meant to be used as a validator for CTS but as a way to validate a user-speciﬁc
software or data update.
The test suite is a standalone server that can be started from any com-
puter and test any available CTS instance against a set of locally stored test
cases. The tests have to be speciﬁed similar to the following example, and the
expected result has to be provided in the corresponding XML ﬁle.
< t e s t i d= " 21 ">
<name>GetVa l idRef f< / name>
<desc r i p t i o n>Tests GetVa l idRef f w i th l e v e l =2< / desc r i p t i o n>
<expected> tes t 21.xml< / expected>
<request>GetVa l idRef f< / request>
<urn>u rn : c t s : demo :mu l t i l ang . mu l t i : < / urn>
<parameters> l e v e l =2< / parameters>
< / t e s t >
Tests can also be created or edited using the test suite menu illustrated in
the Figure 6.10.
Figure 6.10: Test suite test editing
The test suite does not include any user management. This means that the
test editing menu is publicly available. If user management is required, it has
to be implemented by the server administrator.
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The result of a test run is a list of failed and passed tests as illustrated in
Figure 6.11.
Figure 6.11: Test suite result
Previous test runs stay available for future comparisons. Diﬀerences be-
tween the expected and the received result can be further investigated as il-
lustrated in Figure 6.12.
Figure 6.12: Test suite error
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6.3.4 Namespace Resolver
Especially when working with CTS Cloning,
16
it is important to be able to
identify the original and/or trusted sources for the data. It would be easy
for anyone to clone text data, manually change the data content, and serve
corrupted data using a new CTS instance. This changed text content would
still be referenceable by the same application-independent CTS URNs that are
used to reference text passages in the original data set. In the process, the
purpose of CTS URNs and especially their proposed beneﬁts for interoperabil-
ity
17
would be undermined because it would not be possible to identify the
exact text passage for a given CTS URN when diﬀerent servers would serve
diﬀerent text passages. If the original source were closed and the original data
stored as a backup on another server, it would even be possible for this backup
to be considered fake because it was created later than another compromised
data clone. This means CTS Cloning would either completely undermine the
usefulness of CTS, or a central reliable namespace registry is required. This
registry must provide the currently trusted data source for a given CTS names-
pace. Since these data sources may change,
18
this mapping is not supposed to
be permanent. New trusted servers can be registered for a given namespace,
and registered namespaces can be dropped.
The purpose of the Namespace Resolver is to map CTS namespaces to server
addresses and in this way to provide the reliable central registry that is able to
solve this dilemma. Technically, the service is a key-value mapping that uses
namespaces as keys and maps them to speciﬁc server applications. This way,
there is always either exactly one or no trusted registered server for any CTS
namespace as illustrated in Table 6.1.
It is advised to request CTS URNs only from trusted servers or those that
are registered as the original source. Yet, it is still possible to explicitly use
another instance of CTS. This can be beneﬁcial if the registered server is not
reliable enough or for speciﬁc technical purposes like oine work or use cases
that include a high frequency of requests that could be interpreted as DDoS
16
See Section 4.4.5
17
See Section 3.1.
18
E.g. because of funding as described in Section 2.4.2.1.
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CTS Namespace Server Address
urn:cts:dta http://ctstest.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/dta/cts/
urn:cts:pbc http://cts.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/pbc/cts/
urn:cts:croala http://ctstest.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/croala/cts/
urn:cts:perseus http://cts.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/perseus/cts/
urn:cts:textgrid http://cts.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/textgrid/cts/
urn:cts:ted http://ctstest.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/ted/cts/
Table 6.1: Namespace mapping
attacks
19
on a public server.
This registry can also be used as an interface for tool developers. By gener-
ically using the server address provided by the Namespace Resolver, it is pos-
sible to hide the URL handling. Similar to the PID system in CLARIN,
20
this
method additionally facilitates maintenance by making it unnecessary to make
sure that the server addresses for a speciﬁc data set are known and up-to-date
for the client programs.
Namespaces can currently be resolved in a way similar to the following URL.
h t t p : / / c t s . i n f o rma t i k . uni l e i p z i g . de / ns reso lve r ?ns=dta
If an unknown namespace is requested, a list of registered namespaces is served.
As this project is still in its starting phase, this URL should be considered
only a temporary solution.
19
Making a server unavailable by overwhelming it with requests.
20
See [Uytvanck, 2014].
Chapter 7
Summary
7.1 Conclusions
The ﬁrst and most important conclusion of this work is that the implementa-
tion of the CTS protocol was successful, and the system is now available for
research as well as for industrial purposes. The potential use cases cover a
wide array of tasks based on text data, including publication, (de)centralized
archival, distributed data storage, ﬂexibly grained application-independent ref-
erences, data retrieval, a uniform tool interface, and new ways to work with
text-oriented information like structure meta information and text chunking.
In addition, the system was extended in useful ways including a licensing
mechanism, a set of management tools, a generic text mining framework, full-
text search and unique methods for structure-based text alignment.
The Big Data analysis in Section 3.2 shows that the implementation can be
expected to ﬁt the Volume requirements for the foreseeable future.
As it is shown in Section 3.1, CTS provides an interoperable architecture
element for text-oriented digital humanities infrastructures, which is able to
connect with results from diﬀerent projects and applications.
A repeatable and implementation-independent benchmark makes it possible
to evaluate performance gains of future improvements and implementations.
In summary, it can be stated that the eﬃcient implementation of the Canon-
ical Text Service protocol signiﬁcantly increases the possibilities of researchers
and developers to work with text data. By unifying text access across appli-
cations, it also opens up potential for further technical developments.
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7.2 Future Work
With a working implementation, it is now reasonable to further promote and
establish the system in order to extend its usefulness. Therefore, it is of high
priority to provide new data sets as CTS instances and integrate CTS support
in established text data environments.
As shown in Section 4.2.1, hash tables provide faster search-times than the
tree-based solution used for the speciﬁc task of text content retrieval from
static CTS URNs. This provides potential for index optimizations that use
hash tables for this task.
With a reusable benchmark and baseline results, it is possible to compare
the impact of optimizations, including SQL query optimization and paralleliza-
tion strategies. Doing this thoroughly is a considerable workload that should
be treated as a separate investigation; it is not part of the work that establishes
the system.
A rework of the full-text search is a very promising future work addition
which can include index and architecture optimizations as well as a more so-
phisticated workﬂow architecture. This is especially valuable since it directly
impacts the proposed citation analysis workﬂow.
Further work suggested on the CTS protocol includes additional functions
with regard to metadata retrieval and a paging functionality for the GetCapa-
bilities request to avoid performance problems with data sets that contain sev-
eral hundreds of thousands of documents. It can also be reconsidered whether
or not the comparatively strict format of the {WORK} component of CTS
URNs is helpful. While it does serve a purpose in the bibliographic context,
it may be beneﬁcial to allow also other notations like a date-based system for
newspapers.
The possibilities of the text passage post-processing can be expanded. At
the moment, they are only based on relatively trivial changes, but especially
when CTS URNs are integrated into more publicly available results, they can
also include external information like citation links or transliterations.
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Appendix B
Reserved CTS URN Characters
the percent sign ("%" , Unicode x0025)
the solidus ("/" , Unicode x002F)
the question mark ("?" , Unicode x003F)
the number sign ("#", Unicode x0023)
the colon (":", Unicode x003A)
the full stop (".", Unicode x002E)
the "at" sign ("@", Unicode x0040)
the hyphen-minus sign ("-", Unicode x002D)
the left square bracket ("[", Unicode x005B)
the right square bracket ("]", Unicode x005D)
all code points < Unicode x0020
the reverse solidus ("¯", Unicode x005C)
the quotation mark ("," Unicode x0022)
the ampersand ("&" , Unicode x0026)
the less-than sign ("<", Unicode x003C)
the greater-than sign (">" , Unicode x003E)
the circumﬂex accent ("^" , Unicode x005E)
the grave accent ("`" , Unicode x0060)
the vertical line ("|" , Unicode x007C)
the left curly bracket ("{" , Unicode x007B)
the right curly bracket ("}" , Unicode x007D)
the tilde ("~" , Unicode x007E)
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Appendix C
CTS Text Mining Framework API
C.1 Parameters
exact = t rue / f a l s e
t e x t = any t e x t
max = i n t >0
min = i n t >0
t op i c = i n t >0
p r o p a b i l i t y = f l o a t 1>x>0
token = any token
f i l t e r = anyth ing
l e f t , r i g h t , count , showrank >t rue i f mentioned
searchethod = docpruning / termpruning / f u l l t e x t i n d e x l u c ene / f u l l t e x t i n dexmysq l /
tokenlengthpassage
n = 3 ,5
ngram = any S t r i ng . Grams can be separated by an underscore l i k e " t h i s \ _ i s \ _an \
_example "
C.2 Requests
s t a t s
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / doccount
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / doccount? token=the
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / d o c l i s t
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / d o c l i s t ? token=the
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / termcount
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / termcount? token=the
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / termcount?urn=u rn : c t s : t ed : 1001 . en:&token=the
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / types
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / tokens
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / types?urn=u rn : c t s : t ed : 1001 . en:
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / tokens?urn=u rn : c t s : t ed : 1001 . en:
Neighbours
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / neighbour?token=the& l e f t &urn=u rn : c t s : t ed : 1001 . en:
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / neighbour?token=the& r i g h t&urn=u rn : c t s : t ed : 1001 . en:
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / neighbour?token=the& l e f t &count&urn=u rn : c t s : t ed : 1001 . en:
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / neighbour?token=the& r i g h t&count& f i l t e r =e&urn=u rn : c t s : t ed : 1001 .
en:
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / neighbour?token=the& l e f t &count
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / neighbour?token=the& r i g h t
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Token Frequency based Trend Ana lys is
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / t rendtoken?token=the
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / t rendtoken?token=the&scale=yyyy
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / t rendtoken?token=the&scale=yyyyMM
stopwords
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / s t opwo rd l i s t ?pruning=term
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / s t opwo rd l i s t ?pruning=term&urn=u rn : c t s : t ed : 1001 . en:
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / stopwords? t e x t = i guess the s to r y ac&pruning=term
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / removestopwords? t e x t = i guess the s to r y ac&pruning=term
Z ip f
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / z i p f r ank /? urn=u rn : c t s : t ed : 1001 . en:&count&showrank
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / z i p f r ank /? urn=u rn : c t s : t ed : 1001 . en:&showrank
TopicModels
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / t op i c s
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / top icsandtokens
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / top icsandtokens?max=3
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / top icsandtokens?max=3&weight
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / u rnby top ic? t op i c=1&p r o p a b i l i t y =0.05
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / tokenby top ic? t op i c =1
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / tokenby top ic? t op i c=1&max=3&weight
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / top icbyurn?urn=u rn : c t s : t ed : 1001 . en:
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / top icbyurn?urn=u rn : c t s : t ed : 1001 . en:&p r o p a b i l i t y =0.05
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / t o p i c s b yp r o pab i l i t y ? p r o p a b i l i t y =0.05
NGrams
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / ngrams?n=3&count= t rue&max=10
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / docbyngram?n=3&token=the&count= t rue&max=10
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / ngrambyngram?n=3&ngram=the&count= t rue&max=10
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / ngrambyurn?n=3&urn=u rn : c t s : t ed : 1001 . en:&count= t rue&max=10
Document Level F u l l t e x t Search
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / searchcandidates? t e x t = i guess the s to r y ac&searchmethod=
f u l l t e x t i n d e x l u c ene
Text Passage Level F u l l t e x t Search
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / f u l l t e x t s e a r c h ? t e x t = i guess the s to r y ac&searchmethod= tdma t r i x&
pruning=term
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / f u l l t e x t s e a r c h ? t e x t = i guess the s to r y ac&searchmethod=
fu l l t ex t i ndex lucene_ token leng thpassage
Get Passage from Fu l l t e x t Index
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / getpassage?urn=u rn : c t s : t ed : 1001 . en:&searchmethod=
tokenlengthpassage
[APP_URL ] / ctstm / getpassage?urn=u rn : c t s : t ed : 1001 . en:&searchmethod=
f u l l t e x t i n d e x l u c ene
Appendix D
CTS Text Miner Overview
(Both built with [Bostock, 2011] and c3.js
1
Figure D.1: Token frequency
1
http://c3js.org/) c3js
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Figure D.2: Trend analysis
(Built with [Bostock, 2011] and Force-Directed Graph with Mouseover (GPL)
2
)
Figure D.3: Word graphs
(Built with [Bostock, 2011] and Correlation Explorer by Piotr Migdal released under
CC-BY
3
)
2
http://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/2706022
3
https://github.com/CompassInc/correlation-explorer
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Figure D.4: Neighbour cooccurence
(Both built with [Bostock, 2011])
Figure D.5: n-Gram based word context
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Figure D.6: Fulltext search
(Built with [Bostock, 2011] and wordcloud2.js
4
)
Figure D.7: Topic Model based document browser
4
https://github.com/timdream/wordcloud2.js
Appendix E
Wortschatz Table Sizes
Figure E.1: Wortschatz Table Sizes in Bytes: deu_news_2011
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Figure E.2: Wortschatz Table Sizes in Bytes: deu_mixed_2011
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Figure E.3: Wortschatz Table Sizes in Bytes: deu_newscrawl_2011
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Appendix F
Apache Flink Wordcount Example
/ *
* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one
* or more con t r i b u t o r l i cense agreements . See the NOTICE f i l e
* d i s t r i b u t e d wi th t h i s work f o r a dd i t i o na l i n f o rma t i on
* regard ing copy r i gh t ownership . The ASF l i censes t h i s f i l e
* to you under the Apache License , Version 2.0 ( the
* " License " ) ; you may not use t h i s f i l e except i n compliance
* w i th the License . You may obta in a copy of the License at
*
* h t t p : / /www. apache . org / l i censes / LICENSE2.0
*
* Unless requ i red by app l i cab le law or agreed to i n w r i t i ng , sof tware
* d i s t r i b u t e d under the License i s d i s t r i b u t e d on an "AS IS " BASIS ,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND , e i t h e r express or imp l ied .
* See the License f o r the s p e c i f i c language governing permissions and
* l i m i t a t i o n s under the License .
* /
package org . apache . f l i n k . examples . java . wordcount ;
impor t org . apache . f l i n k . ap i . common. f unc t i ons . FlatMapFunct ion ;
impor t org . apache . f l i n k . ap i . java . DataSet ;
impor t org . apache . f l i n k . ap i . java . Execut ionEnvironment ;
impor t org . apache . f l i n k . ap i . java . t up l e . Tuple2 ;
impor t org . apache . f l i n k . ap i . java . u t i l s . ParameterTool ;
impor t org . apache . f l i n k . examples . java . wordcount . u t i l . WordCountData ;
impor t org . apache . f l i n k . u t i l . Co l l e c t o r ;
/ * *
* Implements the "WordCount " program tha t computes a simple word occurrence
histogram
* over t e x t f i l e s .
*
* <p>The inpu t i s a p l a i n t e x t f i l e w i th l i n e s separated by newl ine charac te rs .
*
* <p>Usage: <code>WordCount  i npu t & l t ; path&gt ; output & l t ; path&gt ; < / code><br>
* I f no parameters are provided , the program i s run wi th de f au l t data from {@link
WordCountData } .
*
* This example shows how t o :
*  wr i t e a simple F l i n k program .
*  use Tuple data types .
*  wr i t e and use userdef ined func t i ons .
* /
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@SuppressWarnings ( " s e r i a l " )
pub l i c c lass WordCount {
/ / PROGRAM
pub l i c s t a t i c vo id main ( S t r i ng [ ] args ) throws Except ion {
f i n a l ParameterTool params = ParameterTool . fromArgs ( args ) ;
/ / se t up the execut ion environment
f i n a l Execut ionEnvironment env = Execut ionEnvironment . getExecut ionEnvironment
( ) ;
/ / make parameters ava i l ab l e i n the web i n t e r f a c e
env . getConf ig ( ) . setGlobalJobParameters ( params ) ;
/ / get i npu t data
DataSet<S t r i ng> t e x t ;
i f ( params . has ( " i npu t " ) ) {
/ / read the t e x t f i l e from given inpu t path
t e x t = env . readTex tF i le ( params . get ( " i npu t " ) ) ;
} e lse {
/ / get de f au l t t e s t t e x t data
System . out . p r i n t l n ( " Execut ing WordCount example wi th de f au l t i npu t data set . " )
;
System . out . p r i n t l n ( "Use  i npu t to spec i f y f i l e i npu t . " ) ;
t e x t = WordCountData . getDefau l tTextL ineDataSet ( env ) ;
}
DataSet<Tuple2<St r ing , I n tege r>> counts =
/ / s p l i t up the l i n e s i n pa i r s (2 t up les ) con t a i n i ng : ( word , 1 )
t e x t . f la tMap (new Tokenizer ( ) )
/ / group by the tup l e f i e l d " 0 " and sum up tup le f i e l d " 1 "
. groupBy (0 )
. sum(1 ) ;
/ / emit r e s u l t
i f ( params . has ( " output " ) ) {
counts . writeAsCsv ( params . get ( " output " ) , " \ n " , " " ) ;
/ / execute program
env . execute ( "WordCount Example " ) ;
} e lse {
System . out . p r i n t l n ( " P r i n t i n g r e s u l t to s tdou t . Use output to spec i f y output
path . " ) ;
counts . p r i n t ( ) ;
} }
/ / USER FUNCTIONS
/ * *
* Implements the s t r i n g token i ze r t ha t s p l i t s sentences i n t o words as a user
def ined
* FlatMapFunct ion . The f unc t i on takes a l i n e ( S t r i ng ) and s p l i t s i t i n t o
* mu l t i p l e pa i r s i n the form of " ( word , 1 ) " ( {@code Tuple2<St r ing , I n tege r> } ) .
* /
pub l i c s t a t i c f i n a l c lass Tokenizer implements FlatMapFunct ion<St r ing , Tuple2<
St r ing , I n tege r>> {
@Override
pub l i c vo id f la tMap ( S t r i ng value , Co l l e c t o r <Tuple2<St r ing , I n tege r>> out ) {
/ / normal ize and s p l i t the l i n e
S t r i ng [ ] tokens = value . toLowerCase ( ) . s p l i t ( " \ \W+" ) ;
/ / emit the pa i r s
f o r ( S t r i ng token : tokens ) {
i f ( token . leng th ( ) > 0) {
out . c o l l e c t (new Tuple2<St r ing , I n tege r> ( token , 1) ) ;
}
}
}
} }
Appendix G
CTS Validator Expected Results
Text Inventory
<?xml version=" 1.0 " encoding="UTF8"?>
<?xmlmodel h re f= " . . / rng / Ge tCapab i l i t i e s . rng " type=" app l i c a t i o n / xml " schematypens=
" h t t p : / / re laxng . org / ns / s t r u c t u r e / 1 . 0 " ?>
<Ge tCapab i l i t i e s xmlns=" h t t p : / / chs . harvard . edu / xmlns / c t s " xmlns :c ts= " h t t p : / / chs .
harvard . edu / xmlns / c t s ">
<request>< / request>
< c t s : r e p l y >
<Tex t Inven to ry
t i i d = " hmt "
t i v e r s i o n =" 5 . 0 . rc .1 "
xmlns=" h t t p : / / chs . harvard . edu / xmlns / c t s "
xmlns:dc=" h t t p : / / pu r l . org / dc / elements / 1 . 1 / ">
<ctsnamespace
abbr= " g reekL i t "
ns=" h t t p : / / chs . harvard . edu / c tsns / g reekL i t ">
<desc r i p t i o n
xml:lang=" eng "> The &quot ; F i r s t Thousand Years o f Greek&quot ; p r o j e c t ’ s i nven to ry
o f Greek
t e x t s . </ desc r i p t i on >
</ ctsnamespace>
<ctsnamespace
abbr =" t es t1 "
ns=" h t t p : / / dev / n u l l ">
<desc r i p t i o n
xml : lang ="eng"> Namespace f o r made up t e s t works . < / desc r i p t i on >
</ ctsnamespace>
< tex tg roup urn =" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 0 1 2 : ">
<groupname xml : lang ="eng">Homeric Epic </ groupname>
<work urn =" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 012 . t l g 001 : " xml : lang =" grc ">
< t i t l e xml : lang ="eng"> I l i a d </ t i t l e >
<ed i t i o n urn =" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 012 . t lg001 . t e s t A l l e n : ">
< l abe l xml : lang ="eng"> A l len ’ s I l i a d ( t e s t ed . ) < / l a be l >
<desc r i p t i o n xml:lang=" eng ">A l len . I l i a d . Greek . 3 books o f 10 l i n e s . < / desc r i p t i o n
>
<on l i ne / >
<exemplar urn=" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 012 . t lg001 . t e s tA l l e n . w t : ">
< l abe l xml:lang=" eng ">A l len . I l i a d . Greek . 3 books o f 10 l i n e s . Wordtokens
wrapped and c i t a b l e . < / l a be l >
< / exemplar>
< / e d i t i o n >
< / work>
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< / tex tg roup>
< tex tg roup urn=" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 0 1 6 : ">
<groupname xml:lang=" eng ">Herodotus< / groupname>
<work urn=" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 016 . t l g 001 : " xml:lang=" grc ">
< t i t l e xml:lang=" eng ">H i s t o r i e s < / t i t l e >
<ed i t i o n urn=" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 016 . t lg001 . g rcTes t : ">
< l abe l xml:lang=" eng ">Greek . For t e s t i n g < / l abe l >
<desc r i p t i o n xml:lang=" eng ">3 books , 10 sec t ions . < / desc r i p t i o n>
<on l i ne / >
<exemplar urn=" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 016 . t lg001 . grcTest . w t : ">
< l abe l xml:lang=" eng ">Greek . Tokenized . For t e s t i n g < / l abe l >
<desc r i p t i o n xml:lang=" eng ">Greek . 3 books , 10 sec t ions each . Words wrapped and
c i t a h l e . < / desc r i p t i o n>
<on l i ne / >
< / exemplar>
< / e d i t i o n >
<ed i t i o n urn=" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 016 . t lg001 . g r cTokFu l l : ">
< l abe l xml:lang=" eng ">Greek . Fu l l t e x t tokenized . < / l a be l >
<desc r i p t i o n xml:lang=" eng ">Fu l l Hdt . , each word wrapped and c i t ab l e , to s t ress
the system . < / desc r i p t i o n>
<on l i ne / >
< / e d i t i o n >
< t r a n s l a t i o n urn=" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 016 . t lg001 . engTest: " xml:lang=" eng ">
< l abe l xml:lang=" eng ">Hdt . Eng l ish f o r Test ing< / l abe l >
<desc r i p t i o n xml:lang=" eng ">3 books . 10 sec t ions . For t e s t i n g . < / desc r i p t i o n>
<on l i ne / >
<exemplar urn=" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 016 . t lg001 . engTest . w t : ">
< l abe l xml:lang=" eng ">Greek . Tokenized . For t e s t i n g < / l abe l >
<desc r i p t i o n xml:lang=" eng ">Greek . 3 books , 10 sec t ions each . Words wrapped and
c i t a b l e . < / desc r i p t i o n>
<on l i ne / >
< / exemplar>
< / t r a n s l a t i o n >
< / work>
< / tex tg roup>
< / Tex t Inven to ry>
< / c t s : r e p l y >
< / Ge tCapab i l i t i e s>
Appendix H
CTS Validator Test Data Text
Inventory
<?xml version=" 1.0 " encoding="UTF8"?>
<?xmlmodel f i l e = " . . / rng / Tex t Inven to ry . rng " type=" app l i c a t i o n / xml " schematypens="
h t t p : / / re laxng . org / ns / s t r u c t u r e / 1 . 0 " ?>
<Tex t Inven to ry t i v e r s i o n =" 5 . 0 . rc .1 " xmlns=" h t t p : / / chs . harvard . edu / xmlns / c t s "
xmlns:dc=" h t t p : / / pu r l . org / dc / elements / 1 . 1 ">
<ctsnamespace abbr= " g reekL i t " ns=" h t t p : / / chs . harvard . edu / c tsns / g reekL i t " / >
<ctsnamespace abbr= " l a t i n L i t " ns=" h t t p : / /www. stoa . org / c tsns / l a t i n L i t " / >
<ctsnamespace abbr= "demo" ns=" h t t p : / / example . org /demo" / >
< tex tg roup urn=" u r n : c t s : l a t i n L i t : s t o a 0 1 1 5 ">
<groupname xml:lang=" eng ">Erasmus< / groupname>
<work urn=" u r n : c t s : l a t i n L i t : s t o a 0 1 1 5 . stoa002 " xml:lang=" l a t ">
< t i t l e xml:lang=" l a t ">Co l loqu ia Fam i l i a r i a < / t i t l e >
<ed i t i o n urn=" u r n : c t s : l a t i n L i t : s t o a 0 1 1 5 . stoa002 . stoa01 ">
< l abe l xml:lang=" eng ">Sca i fe< / l abe l >
<on l i ne docname=" co l l oqu i a / erasmus . xml ">
<namespaceMapping abb rev ia t i on=" t e i " nsURI=" h t t p : / /www. t e i c . org / ns / 1 . 0 " / ><
c i ta t ionMapp ing>
< ! Preface: c i t a t i o n by p >
< c i t a t i o n l abe l = " sec t ion " scope=" / t e i : TE I / t e i : t e x t / t e i : body " xpath=" / t e i : d i v [@type
= ’ preface ’ and @n= ’? ’ ] ">
< c i t a t i o n l abe l = " paragraph " scope=" / t e i : TE I / t e i : t e x t / t e i : body / t e i : d i v [@type= ’
preface ’ and @n= ’? ’ ] " xpath=" / t e i : p [@n = ’ ? ’ ] " / >< / c i t a t i o n >
< ! Co l l . 1 : c i t a t i o n by p w i t h i n t op i c >
< c i t a t i o n l abe l = " co l loquium " scope=" / t e i : TE I / t e i : t e x t / t e i : body " xpath=" / t e i : d i v [
@type= ’ col loquium ’ and @n= ’? ’ ] ">
< c i t a t i o n l abe l = " t op i c " scope=" / t e i : TE I / t e i : t e x t / t e i : body / t e i : d i v [@type= ’
col loquium ’ and @n= ’? ’ ] " xpath=" / t e i : d i v [@type = ’ top ic ’ and @n = ’ ? ’ ] ">
< c i t a t i o n l abe l = " paragraph " scope=" / t e i : TE I / t e i : t e x t / t e i : body / t e i : d i v [@type= ’
col loquium ’ and @n= ’ ? ’ ] / t e i : d i v [@type = ’ top ic ’ and @n = ’ ? ’ ] " xpath=" / t e i : p [
@n = ’ ? ’ ] " / >
< / c i t a t i o n >< / c i t a t i o n >
< ! Co l l . 2 : c i t a t i o n by sp w i t h i n t op i c >
< c i t a t i o n l abe l = " co l loquium " scope=" / t e i : TE I / t e i : t e x t / t e i : body " xpath=" / t e i : d i v [
@type= ’ col loquium ’ and @n= ’? ’ ] ">
< c i t a t i o n l abe l = " t op i c " scope=" / t e i : TE I / t e i : t e x t / t e i : body / t e i : d i v [@type= ’
col loquium ’ and @n= ’? ’ ] "
xpath=" / t e i : d i v [@type = ’ top ic ’ and @n = ’ ? ’ ] ">
< c i t a t i o n l abe l = " speech " scope=" / t e i : TE I / t e i : t e x t / t e i : body / t e i : d i v [@type= ’
col loquium ’ and @n= ’ ? ’ ] / t e i : d i v [@type = ’ top ic ’ and @n = ’ ? ’ ] " xpath=" / t e i : s p [
@n = ’ ? ’ ] " / >
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< / c i t a t i o n >< / c i t a t i o n >< / c i ta t ionMapp ing>< / on l i ne>< / e d i t i o n >< / work>< / tex tg roup>
< tex tg roup urn=" urn:cts:demo:demodocs ">
<groupname xml:lang=" eng ">Test and demo documents< / groupname>
<work urn=" urn:cts:demo:demodocs .mixedpoem" xml:lang=" eng ">
< t i t l e xml:lang=" eng ">Poem wi th preface< / t i t l e >
<ed i t i o n urn=" urn:cts:demo:demodocs .mixedpoem . loca l01 ">
< l abe l xml:lang=" eng ">Demo< / l abe l >
<on l i ne docname=" t e s t m u l t i t i e r . xml ">
<namespaceMapping abb rev ia t i on=" t e i " nsURI=" h t t p : / /www. t e i c . org / ns / 1 . 0 " / >
<c i ta t ionMapp ing>
< c i t a t i o n l abe l = " pa r t " scope=" / TEI / t e x t / body " xpath=" / d i v [@type = ’ preface ’ and @n
= ’ ? ’ ] ">
< c i t a t i o n l abe l = " paragraph " scope=" / TEI / t e x t / body / d i v [@type = ’ preface ’ and @n =
’ ? ’ ] " xpath=" / p [@n = ’ ? ’ ] " / >< / c i t a t i o n >
< c i t a t i o n l abe l = " book " scope=" / TEI / t e x t / body " xpath=" / d i v [@type = ’ book ’ and @n =
’ ? ’ ] ">
< c i t a t i o n l abe l = " l i n e " scope=" / TEI / t e x t / body / d i v [@type = ’ book ’ and @n= ’? ’ ] " xpath
=" / l [@n = ’ ? ’ ] " / >< / c i t a t i o n >
< ! Add t h i s case f o r f u l l t e s t >
< !
< c i t a t i o n l abe l = " appendices " xpath=" / d i v [@type = ’ appendices ’ and @n = ’ ? ’ ] " scope
=" / TEI / t e x t / body ">
< c i t a t i o n l abe l = " appendix " xpath=" / d i v [@type = ’ appendix ’ and @n = ’ ? ’ ] " scope=" /
TEI / t e x t / body / d i v [@type = ’ appendices ’ and @n = ’ ? ’ ] ">
< c i t a t i o n l abe l = " paragraph " xpath=" / p [@n = ’ ? ’ ] " scope=" / TEI / t e x t / body / d i v [@type =
’ preface ’ and @n = ’ ? ’ ] " / >< / c i t a t i o n > < / c i t a t i o n >
>
< / c i ta t ionMapp ing>< / on l i ne>< / e d i t i o n >< / work>< / tex tg roup>
< tex tg roup urn=" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 013 ">
<groupname xml:lang=" eng ">Homeric Hymns< / groupname>
<groupname xml:lang=" l a t ">Hymni Homerici< / groupname>
<work urn=" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 013 . t lg011 " xml:lang=" grcc ">
< t i t l e xml:lang=" l a t "> In Minervam< / t i t l e >
< t i t l e xml:lang=" eng ">Hymn to Athena< / t i t l e >
<ed i t i o n urn=" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 013 . t lg011 . chs01 ">
< l abe l xml:lang=" eng ">CHS< / l abe l >
<on l i ne docname=" t lg0013 / t lg0013 . t lg011 . chs01 . xml ">
<namespaceMapping abb rev ia t i on=" t e i " nsURI=" h t t p : / /www. t e i c . org / ns / 1 . 0 " / >
<c i ta t ionMapp ing>< c i t a t i o n l abe l = " l i n e " scope=" / t e i : TE I / t e i : t e x t / t e i : body " xpath="
/ t e i : l [@n = ’ ? ’ ] " / >
< / c i ta t ionMapp ing>< / on l i ne>< / e d i t i o n >
< t r a n s l a t i o n urn=" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 013 . t lg011 . chs02 " xml:lang=" eng ">
< l abe l xml:lang=" eng ">EvelynWhite< / l abe l >
<on l i ne docname=" t lg0013 / t lg0013 . t lg011 . chs02 . xml "><c i ta t ionMapp ing>
< c i t a t i o n l abe l = " l i n e " scope=" / t e i : TE I / t e i : t e x t / t e i : body " xpath=" / t e i : l [@n = ’ ? ’ ] "
/ >
< / c i ta t ionMapp ing>< / on l i ne>< / t r a n s l a t i o n >< / work>
<work urn=" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 013 . t lg012 " xml:lang=" grcc ">
< t i t l e xml:lang=" eng ">Hymn to Hera< / t i t l e >
< t r a n s l a t i o n urn=" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 013 . t lg012 . chs02 " xml:lang=" eng ">
< l abe l xml:lang=" eng ">EvelynWhite< / l abe l >
<desc r i p t i o n xml:lang=" eng ">Engl ish t r a n s l a t i o n by Hugh G. EvelynWhite ,
o r i g i n a l l y publ ished i n the Loeb
ser ies , now in the pub l i c domain . < / desc r i p t i o n> < / t r a n s l a t i o n >< / work>< / tex tg roup>
< tex tg roup urn=" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 012 ">
<groupname xml:lang=" eng ">Homeric poet ry< / groupname>
<work urn=" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 012 . t lg001 " xml:lang=" grc ">
< t i t l e xml:lang=" eng "> I l i a d < / t i t l e >
<ed i t i o n urn=" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 012 . t lg001 . oc t ">
< l abe l xml:lang=" eng ">A l len OCT< / l abe l >
<on l i ne docname=" t lg0012 / oct i l i a d . xml ">
<namespaceMapping abb rev ia t i on=" t e i "
nsURI=" h t t p : / /www. t e i c . org / ns / 1 . 0 " / >
<c i ta t ionMapp ing>
< c i t a t i o n l abe l = " book " scope=" / t e i : TE I / t e i : t e x t / t e i : body " xpath=" / t e i : d i v [@n =
’ ? ’ ] ">
< c i t a t i o n l abe l = " l i n e " scope=" / t e i : TE I / t e i : t e x t / t e i : body / t e i : d i v [@n = ’ ? ’ ] " xpath=
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" / t e i : l [@n = ’ ? ’ ] " / >
< / c i t a t i o n >< / c i ta t ionMapp ing>< / on l i ne>< / e d i t i o n >
<ed i t i o n urn=" u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 012 . t lg001 . octnons ">
< l abe l xml:lang=" eng ">A l len OCT< / l abe l >
<on l i ne docname=" t lg0012 / oct i l i a d nons . xml ">
<c i ta t ionMapp ing>
< c i t a t i o n l abe l = " book " scope=" / TEI / t e x t / body " xpath=" / d i v [@n = ’ ? ’ ] ">
< c i t a t i o n l abe l = " l i n e " scope=" / TEI / t e x t / body / d i v [@n = ’ ? ’ ] / d i v " xpath=" / l [@n =
’ ? ’ ] " / >
< / c i t a t i o n >< / c i ta t ionMapp ing>< / on l i ne>< / e d i t i o n >< / work>< / tex tg roup>< / Tex t Inven to ry
>
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Appendix I
CTS Validator Test 7-01 and 7-02
* * *TEST 701***
< t e s t i d= "701">
<desc r i p t i o n>Request f o r GetDescr ip t ion . Version l e ve l , w i th c i t a t i o n . < /
desc r i p t i o n><request>GetDescr ip t ion< / request>
<urn> u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 012 . t lg001 . t e s t A l l e n : 1 .1< / urn>
<otherparams / >< / t e s t >
* * *RESULT 701***
<?xml version=" 1.0 " encoding="UTF8"?>
<?xmlmodel h re f= " . . / rng / GetDescr ip t ion . rng " type=" app l i c a t i o n / xml " schematypens="
h t t p : / / re laxng . org / ns / s t r u c t u r e / 1 . 0 " ?>
<GetDescr ip t ion xmlns=" h t t p : / / chs . harvard . edu / xmlns / c t s "
xmlns :c ts= " h t t p : / / chs . harvard . edu / xmlns / c t s " xm lns : t e i = " h t t p : / /www. t e i c . org / ns
/ 1 . 0 ">
<request><requestName>GetDescr ip t ion< / requestName>
<requestUrn> u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 012 . t lg001 . t e s t A l l e n : 1 .1< / requestUrn>
< / request>< c t s : r e p l y >
<urn> u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 012 . t lg001 . t e s t A l l e n : 1 .1< / urn>
< l abe l >Homeric Epic , I l i a d ( A l l en ’ s I l i a d ( t e s t ed . ) ) : 1.1 (
u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 012 . t lg001 . t e s t A l l e n : 1 . 1 ) </ labe l >
</ c t s : r e p l y ></ GetDescr ip t ion >
* * *TEST 702***
< t e s t i d ="702">
<desc r i p t i on >Request f o r GetDescr ip t ion . Work l e ve l , w i th c i t a t i o n . < / desc r i p t i on >
<request >GetDescr ip t ion </ request >
<urn> u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 012 . t l g001 :1 .1 </ urn>
<otherparams / >
</ tes t >
* * *RESULT 702***
<?xml vers ion ="1 .0 " encoding ="UTF8"?>
<?xmlmodel h re f = " . . / rng / GetDescr ip t ion . rng " type =" app l i c a t i o n / xml " schematypens="
h t t p : / / re laxng . org / ns / s t r u c t u r e /1 .0"? >
<GetDescr ip t ion xmlns=" h t t p : / / chs . harvard . edu / xmlns / c t s "
xmlns :c ts =" h t t p : / / chs . harvard . edu / xmlns / c t s " xm lns : t e i =" h t t p : / /www. t e i c . org / ns
/1 .0 " >
<request ><requestName>GetDescr ip t ion </ requestName>
<requestUrn > u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 012 . t l g001 :1 .1 </ requestUrn >
</ request >< c t s : r e p l y >
<urn> u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 012 . t lg001 . t e s t A l l e n : 1 .1 </ urn>
< labe l >Homeric Epic , I l i a d ( A l l en ’ s I l i a d ( t e s t ed . ) ) : 1.1 (
u r n : c t s : g r e e k L i t : t l g 0 012 . t lg001 . t e s t A l l e n : 1 . 1 ) < / l a be l >
< / c t s : r e p l y >< / GetDescr ip t ion>
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Appendix J
Benchmark Source Code (JAVA)
impor t ( . . . )
pub l i c c lass Benchmark
{
p r i v a t e S t r i ng address ;
p r i v a t e Bu f fe redWr i te r w r i t e r ;
/ * Benchmark requ i res a f o l d e r named u r n l i s t s w i th a newl ine separated l i s t o f tab
separated tupe l s { s t a t i c URN tab t e x t content } . Only lowest l e v e l t e x t content
i s requred * /
pub l i c Benchmark ( S t r i ng address , i n t samplesize ) {
i f ( ! address . s t a r t sW i t h ( " h t t p : / / " ) ) address = " h t t p : / / "+address ;
t h i s . address = address ;
i f ( ! new F i l e ( " u r n l i s t s " ) . i sD i r e c t o r y ( ) ) { System . e x i t ( 0 ) ; }
F i l e [ ] l i s t s = u r n l i s t s . l i s t F i l e s ( ) ;
t r y {
f o r ( i n t i =0; i < l i s t s . leng th ; i ++) {
F i l e f = l i s t s [ i ] ;
GetPrevNext ( f , samplesize ) ;
GetVa l idRef f ( f , 10000000, "Work " ) ;
i f ( ! f . getName ( ) . conta ins ( " dta " ) )
GetVa l idRef f ( f , samplesize , " Tex tpar t " ) ;
GetPassage ( f , 10000000, "Work " ) ;
GetPassage ( f , samplesize , " ShortSpan " ) ;
GetPassage ( f , samplesize , " ShortSpanSubpassage " ) ;
GetPassage ( f , samplesize , " LongSpan " ) ;
GetPassage ( f , samplesize , " LongSpanSubpassage " ) ;
}
Ge tCapab i l i t i e s ( samplesize ) ;
} catch ( Except ion e ) { System . e r r . p r i n t l n ( "PLEASE RESTART THE BENCHMARK! " ) ; }
}
p r i v a t e S t r i ng readContent (URL u r l ) {
S t r i ng n l = System . getProper ty ( " l i n e . separa tor " ) ;
S t r i n gBu i l de r t e x t = new S t r i n gBu i l de r ( ) ;
t r y {
S t r i ng l i n e ;
BufferedReader br1 = new BufferedReader (new InputStreamReader ( u r l . openStream ( )
) ) ;
wh i le ( ( l i n e = br1 . readLine ( ) ) != n u l l )
t e x t . append ( l i n e +n l ) ;
br1 . c lose ( ) ;
} catch ( IOExcept ion e ) { / / connect ion e r r o r }
r e t u rn t e x t . t oS t r i n g ( ) ;
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}
/ * *
* Each benchmark f unc t i on uses t h i s f unc t i on to create the data sample . Some
benchmarks are used mu l t i p l e t imes wi th d i f f e r e n t modes to create d i f f e r e n t
samples ( e . g . on ly document l e v e l CTS URNs) .
* /
p r i v a t e Pr ior i tyQueue <S t r i ng> pickUrnSample ( F i l e u r n l i s t , i n t i , S t r i ng mode) {
Pr io r i t yQueue<S t r i ng> urnsample = new Pr io r i t yQueue<S t r i ng> ( ) ;
A r r a yL i s t <S t r i ng> l i s t = new Ar r ayL i s t <S t r i ng> ( ) ;
i n t depth = 0;
t r y {
BufferedReader r = new BufferedReader (new Fi leReader ( u r n l i s t ) ) ;
S t r i ng l i n e = " " ;
wh i le ( ( l i n e = r . readLine ( ) ) != n u l l ) {
l i s t . add ( l i n e ) ;
S t r i ng urn = l i n e . s p l i t ( " \ t " ) [ 0 ] ;
i n t d = urn . subs t r i ng ( urn . las t IndexOf ( " : " ) ) . s p l i t ( " \ \ . " ) . l eng th ;
i f ( d>depth )
depth = d ;
}
r . c lose ( ) ; } catch ( IOExcept ion e ) { }
/ / Just p ick some random URNs.
i f (mode . equals ( " GetPrevNextUrn " ) ) {
A r r a yL i s t <S t r i ng> tmp = new Ar r ayL i s t <S t r i ng> ( ) ;
tmp . addAl l ( l i s t ) ;
wh i le ( urnsample . s ize ( ) < i && tmp . s ize ( ) >0) {
i n t p ick = ( i n t ) (Math . random ( ) * tmp . s ize ( ) ) ;
urnsample . add ( tmp . get ( p ick ) . s p l i t ( " \ t " ) [ 0 ] . t r im ( ) ) ;
tmp . remove ( p ick ) ;
} }
/ / Pick random document l e v e l URNs
i f (mode . equals ( "GetPassageWork " ) | | mode . equals ( " GetVal idReffWork " ) ) {
A r r a yL i s t <S t r i ng> tmp = new Ar r ayL i s t <S t r i ng> ( ) ;
tmp . addAl l ( l i s t ) ;
A r r a yL i s t <S t r i ng> mis = new Ar r ayL i s t <S t r i ng> ( ) ;
I t e r a t o r <S t r i ng> i t = tmp . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
wh i le ( i t . hasNext ( ) ) {
S t r i ng candi = i t . next ( ) . s p l i t ( " \ t " ) [ 0 ] . t r im ( ) ;
i f ( candi . endsWith ( " : " ) )
mis . add ( candi ) ;
}
wh i le ( urnsample . s ize ( ) < i && mis . s ize ( ) >0) {
i n t p ick = ( i n t ) (Math . random ( ) *mis . s ize ( ) ) ;
urnsample . add ( mis . get ( p ick ) ) ;
mis . remove ( p ick ) ;
} }
/ / Pick random URNs on the f i r s t c i t a t i o n l e v e l ( does not end wi th colon : and not
inc lude a dot . )
i f (mode . equals ( " Ge tVa l idRe f fTex tpar t " ) ) {
A r r a yL i s t <S t r i ng> tmp = new Ar r ayL i s t <S t r i ng> ( ) ;
tmp . addAl l ( l i s t ) ;
A r r a yL i s t <S t r i ng> mis = new Ar r ayL i s t <S t r i ng> ( ) ;
I t e r a t o r <S t r i ng> i t = tmp . i t e r a t o r ( ) ;
wh i le ( i t . hasNext ( ) ) {
S t r i ng candi = i t . next ( ) . s p l i t ( " \ t " ) [ 0 ] . t r im ( ) ;
i f ( ! candi . endsWith ( " : " ) && ! candi . subs t r i ng ( candi . l as t IndexOf ( " : " ) ) .
con ta ins ( " . " ) )
mis . add ( candi ) ;
}
wh i le ( urnsample . s ize ( ) < i && mis . s ize ( ) >0) {
i n t p ick = ( i n t ) (Math . random ( ) *mis . s ize ( ) ) ;
urnsample . add ( mis . get ( p ick ) ) ;
mis . remove ( p ick ) ;
} }
/ / Pick two t e x t pa r t URNs on the lowest c i t a t i o n l e v e l w i th d is tance 2. F i r s t
token of each i s used f o r sub passage no ta t i on .
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i f (mode . equals ( " GetPassageShortSpanSubpassage " ) ) {
i n t spansize = 2;
A r r ayL i s t <S t r i ng> tmp = new Ar r ayL i s t <S t r i ng> ( ) ;
tmp . addAl l ( l i s t ) ;
wh i le ( urnsample . s ize ( ) < i && tmp . s ize ( ) >200) {
i n t p ick = ( i n t ) (Math . random ( ) * tmp . s ize ( )spansize ) ;
S t r i ng urn1 = tmp . get ( p ick ) . s p l i t ( " \ t " ) [ 0 ] . t r im ( ) ;
S t r ingToken ize r t k = new St r ingToken ize r ( tmp . get ( p ick ) . s p l i t ( " \ t " ) [ 1 ] ) ;
urn1 = urn1+"@"+ t k . nextToken ( ) ;
S t r i ng urn2 = tmp . get ( p ick+spansize ) . s p l i t ( " \ t " ) [ 0 ] . t r im ( ) ;
t k = new St r ingToken ize r ( tmp . get ( p ick+spansize ) . s p l i t ( " \ t " ) [ 1 ] ) ;
urn2 = urn2+"@"+ t k . nextToken ( ) ;
i f ( ! urn2 . conta ins ( urn1 )&& urn1 . s p l i t ( " \ \ . " ) . l eng th==urn2 . s p l i t ( " \ \ . " ) .
l eng th &&urn2 . subs t r i ng ( urn2 . las t IndexOf ( " : " ) ) . s p l i t ( " \ \ . " ) . l eng th ==
depth ) {
urn2 = urn2 . subs t r i ng ( urn2 . las t IndexOf ( " : " ) +1) ;
urnsample . add ( urn1+""+urn2 ) ;
}
tmp . remove ( p ick ) ;
} }
/ / Pick two t e x t pa r t URNs on the lowest c i t a t i o n l e v e l w i th d is tance 2.
i f (mode . equals ( " GetPassageShortSpan " ) ) {
i n t spansize = 2;
A r r ayL i s t <S t r i ng> tmp = new Ar r ayL i s t <S t r i ng> ( ) ;
tmp . addAl l ( l i s t ) ;
wh i le ( urnsample . s ize ( ) < i && tmp . s ize ( ) >200) {
i n t p ick = ( i n t ) (Math . random ( ) * tmp . s ize ( )spansize ) ;
S t r i ng urn1 = tmp . get ( p ick ) . s p l i t ( " \ t " ) [ 0 ] . t r im ( ) ;
S t r i ng urn2 = tmp . get ( p ick+spansize ) . s p l i t ( " \ t " ) [ 0 ] . t r im ( ) ;
i f ( ! urn2 . conta ins ( urn1 )&& urn1 . s p l i t ( " \ \ . " ) . l eng th==urn2 . s p l i t ( " \ \ . " ) . l eng th
&&urn2 . subs t r i ng ( urn2 . las t IndexOf ( " : " ) ) . s p l i t ( " \ \ . " ) . l eng th == depth ) {
urn2 = urn2 . subs t r i ng ( urn2 . las t IndexOf ( " : " ) +1) ;
urnsample . add ( urn1+""+urn2 ) ;
}
tmp . remove ( p ick ) ;
} }
/ / Pick two t e x t pa r t URNs on the lowest c i t a t i o n l e v e l w i th and d is tance 20. F i r s t
token of each i s used f o r sub passage no ta t i on .
i f (mode . equals ( "GetPassageLongSpanSubpassage " ) ) {
i n t spansize = 20;
A r r ayL i s t <S t r i ng> tmp = new Ar r ayL i s t <S t r i ng> ( ) ;
tmp . addAl l ( l i s t ) ;
wh i le ( urnsample . s ize ( ) < i && tmp . s ize ( ) >200) {
i n t p ick = ( i n t ) (Math . random ( ) * tmp . s ize ( )spansize ) ;
S t r i ng urn1 = tmp . get ( p ick ) . s p l i t ( " \ t " ) [ 0 ] . t r im ( ) ;
S t r ingToken ize r t k = new St r ingToken izer ( tmp . get ( p ick ) . s p l i t ( " \ t " ) [ 1 ] ) ;
urn1 = urn1+"@"+ t k . nextToken ( ) ;
S t r i ng urn2 = tmp . get ( p ick+spansize ) . s p l i t ( " \ t " ) [ 0 ] . t r im ( ) ;
t k = new St r ingToken ize r ( tmp . get ( p ick+spansize ) . s p l i t ( " \ t " ) [ 1 ] ) ;
urn2 = urn2+"@"+ t k . nextToken ( ) ;
i f ( ! urn2 . conta ins ( urn1 )&& urn1 . s p l i t ( " \ \ . " ) . l eng th==urn2 . s p l i t ( " \ \ . " ) . l eng th
&&urn2 . subs t r i ng ( urn2 . las t IndexOf ( " : " ) ) . s p l i t ( " \ \ . " ) . l eng th == depth ) {
urn2 = urn2 . subs t r i ng ( urn2 . las t IndexOf ( " : " ) +1) ;
urnsample . add ( urn1+""+urn2 ) ;
}
tmp . remove ( p ick ) ;
} }
/ / Pick two t e x t pa r t URNs on the lowest c i t a t i o n l e v e l w i th d is tance 20.
i f (mode . equals ( "GetPassageLongSpan " ) ) {
i n t spansize = 20;
A r r ayL i s t <S t r i ng> tmp = new Ar r ayL i s t <S t r i ng> ( ) ;
tmp . addAl l ( l i s t ) ;
wh i le ( urnsample . s ize ( ) < i && tmp . s ize ( ) >200) {
i n t p ick = ( i n t ) (Math . random ( ) * tmp . s ize ( )spansize ) ;
S t r i ng urn1 = tmp . get ( p ick ) . s p l i t ( " \ t " ) [ 0 ] . t r im ( ) ;
S t r i ng urn2 = tmp . get ( p ick+spansize ) . s p l i t ( " \ t " ) [ 0 ] . t r im ( ) ;
i f ( ! urn2 . conta ins ( urn1 )&& urn1 . s p l i t ( " \ \ . " ) . l eng th==urn2 . s p l i t ( " \ \ . " ) . l eng th
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&&urn2 . subs t r i ng ( urn2 . las t IndexOf ( " : " ) ) . s p l i t ( " \ \ . " ) . l eng th == depth ) {
urn2 = urn2 . subs t r i ng ( urn2 . las t IndexOf ( " : " ) +1) ;
urnsample . add ( urn1+""+urn2 ) ;
}
tmp . remove ( p ick ) ;
} }
r e t u rn urnsample ;
}
/ * *
* Benchmark f o r Ge tCapab i l i t i e s .
* /
p r i v a t e vo id Ge tCapab i l i t i e s ( i n t samplesize ) {
S t r i ng u r l = t h i s . address+"? request=Ge tCapab i l i t i e s " ;
LinkedHashMap<St r ing , S t r i ng> resmap = new LinkedHashMap<St r ing , S t r i ng> ( ) ;
long o ld t ime = System . cu r r en tT imeM i l l i s ( ) , newtime = System . cu r r en tT imeM i l l i s ( ) ;
S t r i ng t e x t = " " ;
f o r ( i n t i = samplesize ; i >0; i ) {
URL w = nu l l ; t r y {w = new URL( u r l + urn ) ; } catch ( MalformedURLException e ) { }
/ * Measurement * /
o ld t ime = System . cu r r en tT imeM i l l i s ( ) ;
t e x t = readContent (w) ;
newtime = System . cu r r en tT imeM i l l i s ( ) ;
/ * End of Measurement * /
resmap . put ( " "+ i , " " +( newtimeo ld t ime )+" \ t "+ t e x t . l eng th ( ) ) ;
}
( . . . ) / / I t e r a t e through resmap keys and w r i t e values as m i l l i seconds and content .
compressResult ( " Ge tCapab i l i t i e s " , resmap ) ;
}
/ * *
* Benchmark f o r GetPrevNext .
* /
p r i v a t e vo id GetPrevNext ( F i l e u r n l i s t , i n t samplesize ) {
S t r i ng u r l = t h i s . address+"? request=GetPrevNextUrn&urn=" , t e x t = " " ;
LinkedHashMap<St r ing , S t r i ng> resmap = new LinkedHashMap<St r ing , S t r i ng> ( ) ;
Pr io r i t yQueue<S t r i ng> urnsample = pickUrnSample ( u r n l i s t , samplesize , "
GetPrevNextUrn " ) ;
long o ld t ime = System . cu r r en tT imeM i l l i s ( ) , newtime = System . cu r r en tT imeM i l l i s ( ) ;
wh i le ( ! urnsample . isEmpty ( ) ) {
S t r i ng urn = urnsample . p o l l ( ) ;
URL w = nu l l ; t r y {w = new URL( u r l + urn ) ; } catch ( MalformedURLException e ) { }
/ * Measurement * /
o ld t ime = System . cu r r en tT imeM i l l i s ( ) ;
t e x t = readContent (w) ;
newtime = System . cu r r en tT imeM i l l i s ( ) ;
/ * End of Measurement * /
resmap . put ( " "+urn , " " +( newtimeo ld t ime )+" \ t "+ t e x t . rep lace ( System . getProper ty ( "
l i n e . separa tor " ) , " " ) ) ;
}
t r y {
( . . . ) / / I t e r a t e through resmap keys and w r i t e values as m i l l i seconds and content .
compressResult ( u r n l i s t . getName ( ) + " GetPrevNext " , resmap ) ;
}
/ * *
* Benchmark f o r GetPassage .
* /
p r i v a t e vo id GetPassage ( F i l e u r n l i s t , i n t samplesize , S t r i ng mode) {
S t r i ng u r l = t h i s . address+"? request=GetPassage&urn=" , t e x t = " " ;
LinkedHashMap<St r ing , S t r i ng> resmap = new LinkedHashMap<St r ing , S t r i ng> ( ) ;
Pr io r i t yQueue<S t r i ng> urnsample = pickUrnSample ( u r n l i s t , samplesize , "GetPassage
"+mode) ;
long o ld t ime = System . cu r r en tT imeM i l l i s ( ) , newtime = System . cu r r en tT imeM i l l i s ( ) ;
wh i le ( ! urnsample . isEmpty ( ) ) {
S t r i ng urn = urnsample . p o l l ( ) ;
URL w = nu l l ; t r y {w = new URL( u r l + urn ) ; } catch ( MalformedURLException e ) { }
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/ * Measurement * /
o ld t ime = System . cu r r en tT imeM i l l i s ( ) ;
t e x t = readContent (w) ;
newtime = System . cu r r en tT imeM i l l i s ( ) ;
/ * End of Measurement * /
resmap . put ( " "+urn , " " +( newtimeo ld t ime )+" \ t "+ t e x t . rep lace ( System . getProper ty ( "
l i n e . separa tor " ) , " " ) ) ;
}
( . . . ) / / I t e r a t e through resmap keys and w r i t e values as m i l l i seconds and content .
compressResult ( u r n l i s t . getName ( ) + "GetPassage "+mode, resmap ) ;
}
/ * *
* Benchmark f o r GetVa l idRef f .
* /
p r i v a t e vo id GetVa l idRef f ( F i l e u r n l i s t , i n t samplesize , S t r i ng mode) {
S t r i ng u r l = t h i s . address+"? request=GetVa l idRef f& l e v e l =100&urn=" , t e x t = " " ;
LinkedHashMap<St r ing , S t r i ng> resmap = new LinkedHashMap<St r ing , S t r i ng> ( ) ;
Pr io r i t yQueue<S t r i ng> urnsample = pickUrnSample ( u r n l i s t , samplesize , "
GetVa l idRef f "+mode) ;
long o ld t ime = System . cu r r en tT imeM i l l i s ( ) , newtime = System . cu r r en tT imeM i l l i s ( ) ;
wh i le ( ! urnsample . isEmpty ( ) ) {
S t r i ng urn = urnsample . p o l l ( ) ;
URL w = nu l l ; t r y {w = new URL( u r l + urn ) ; } catch ( MalformedURLException e ) { }
/ * Measurement * /
o ld t ime = System . cu r r en tT imeM i l l i s ( ) ;
t e x t = readContent (w) ;
newtime = System . cu r r en tT imeM i l l i s ( ) ;
/ * End of Measurement * /
resmap . put ( " "+urn , " " +( newtimeo ld t ime )+" \ t "+ t e x t . rep lace ( System . getProper ty ( "
l i n e . separa tor " ) , " " ) ) ;
}
( . . . ) / / I t e r a t e through resmap keys and w r i t e values as m i l l i seconds and content .
compressResult ( u r n l i s t . getName ( ) + " GetVa l idRef f "+mode , resmap ) ;
} }
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Appendix K
Benchmark Results (Milliseconds)
GetPassageLongSpan
dta2
min med max sum avg
19 75 1003 49900 49.9
dta3
min med max sum avg
19 46 301 47783 47.783
ted2
min med max sum avg
17 61 972 40999 40.999
dta1
min med max sum avg
20 42 968 49707 49.707
ted3
min med max sum avg
17 74 173 41576 41.576
dta4
min med max sum avg
17 33 188 33699 33.699
ted1
min med max sum avg
17 45 157 41016 41.016
ted4
min med max sum avg
17 30 954 33685 33.685
pbc
min med max sum avg
30 33 155 34368 34.368
GetPassageLongSpanSubpassage
dta2
min med max sum avg
1 225 1009 72147 72.147
dta3
min med max sum avg
2 76 1078 77831 77.831
ted2
min med max sum avg
2 100 1075 75975 75.975
dta1
min med max sum avg
1 91 1025 69236 69.236
ted3
min med max sum avg
2 102 1167 74526 74.526
dta4
min med max sum avg
1 46 991 52756 52.756
ted1
min med max sum avg
2 102 1091 77080 77.08
ted4
min med max sum avg
1 2 1083 66116 66.116
pbc
min med max sum avg
2 69 1088 71318 71.318
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GetPassageShortSpan
dta2
min med max sum avg
31 40 970 49063 49.063
dta3
min med max sum avg
31 57 331 46869 46.869
ted2
min med max sum avg
29 36 295 40304 40.304
dta1
min med max sum avg
30 40 962 46951 46.951
ted3
min med max sum avg
30 46 1011 41829 41.829
dta4
min med max sum avg
29 31 145 33159 33.159
ted1
min med max sum avg
30 51 981 42626 42.626
ted4
min med max sum avg
29 30 1127 35164 35.164
pbc
min med max sum avg
29 30 935 34860 34.86
GetPassageShortSpanSubpassage
dta2
min med max sum avg
1 3 1041 68122 68.122
dta3
min med max sum avg
2 93 1032 70832 70.832
ted2
min med max sum avg
2 75 1044 75271 75.271
dta1
min med max sum avg
1 83 1070 69345 69.345
ted3
min med max sum avg
2 93 1036 75272 75.272
dta4
min med max sum avg
1 2 1011 51987 51.987
ted1
min med max sum avg
2 95 1137 80418 80.418
ted4
min med max sum avg
1 71 987 68599 68.599
pbc
min med max sum avg
2 64 1114 72784 72.784
GetPassageWork
dta2
min med max sum avg
32 62 3062 299095 210.4820548909219
dta3
min med max sum avg
33 126 2365 300712 219.17784256559767
ted2
min med max sum avg
30 37 1122 828133 47.96600057920649
dta1
min med max sum avg
32 40 2785 296988 165.08504724847137
ted3
min med max sum avg
31 63 1084 834776 47.68241274918604
dta4
min med max sum avg
35 147 1081 70174 222.06962025316454
ted1
min med max sum avg
30 35 1181 827972 47.995594458292274
ted4
min med max sum avg
32 38 132 42719 44.31431535269709
pbc
min med max sum avg
1221 1516 2860 31023 1551.15
GetPrevNextUrn
dta2
min med max sum avg
25 37 279 44421 44.421
dta3
min med max sum avg
24 43 931 44189 44.189
ted2
min med max sum avg
24 52 160 43418 43.418
dta1
min med max sum avg
25 48 960 43559 43.559
ted3
min med max sum avg
25 28 989 45635 45.635
dta4
min med max sum avg
23 25 158 38666 38.666
ted1
min med max sum avg
24 52 1002 46469 46.469
ted4
min med max sum avg
24 27 160 32182 32.182
pbc
min med max sum avg
23 33 981 36161 36.161
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dta2
min med max sum avg
18 44 5909 137138 96.50809289232934
dta3
min med max sum avg
17 50 931 131029 95.50218658892128
ted2
min med max sum avg
17 33 976 467882 27.100028960324355
dta1
min med max sum avg
17 21 989 134778 74.91828793774319
ted3
min med max sum avg
17 39 313 473273 27.033358085337294
dta4
min med max sum avg
19 66 1130 36525 115.58544303797468
ted1
min med max sum avg
17 22 313 466645 27.050315923714567
ted4
min med max sum avg
18 24 131 24463 25.37655601659751
pbc
min med max sum avg
564 707 857 12959 647.95
GetVa l idRe f fTex tpar t
ted2
min med max sum avg
17 19 117 21746 21.746
ted3
min med max sum avg
16 21 114 21222 21.222
ted1
min med max sum avg
17 19 144 21836 21.836
ted4
min med max sum avg
17 18 960 20114 20.114
pbc
min med max sum avg
16 20 168 23462 23.462
Ge tCapab i l i t i e s
a l l
min med max sum avg
5237 6956 9382 6377247 6377.247
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Appendix L
Benchmark Median & Average
Lower Whisker = 0 mi l l i seconds
Lower Quant i le = Minimum Response Time
Dotted Line = Median Response Time
Red Dot = Average Response Time
Upper Quant i le = Test Run Spec i f i c Maximum Response Time
Upper Whisker = Benchmark Spec i f i c Maximum Response Time
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Figure L.1: Median & average response times for GetPassageLongSpan
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Figure L.2: Median & average response times for GetPassageLongSpanSubpas-
sage
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Figure L.3: Median & average response times for GetPassageShortSpan
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Figure L.4: Median & average response times for GetPassageShortSpanSub-
passage
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Figure L.5: Median & average response times for GetPassageWork
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Figure L.6: Median & average response times for GetValidReﬀWork
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Figure L.7: Median & average response times for GetValidReﬀTextpart
Appendix M
Gradoop Question Feedback
> Vom Paper her verstehe ich das so, dass log. G. einfach nur G. Collections mit 1 Graph sind, richtig?
< Das ist korrekt, man koennte einen logischen Graphen auch als Graph Collection mit einem Graphen
sehen. Implementierungsseitig ist es auch genau so. Wir hatten uns bei der Deﬁnition fuer die Trennung
entschieden, da es unserer Ansicht nach das Verstaendnis erleichtert wenn man bis dato eine DB als einen
Graphen aufgefasst hat.
> Wenn ja, dann verstehe ich die Unterscheidung in der Operatorübersicht (Siehe Anhang) nicht so ganz
bzw habe eine Theorie, bei der ich lieber vorher nachhaken will.
< Die Matrix unterscheidet nach Art der Eingabe und der jeweiligen Anzahl, z.b. Subgraph nimmt einen
logischen Graph entgegen wahrend Combination zwei Graphen verarbeitet.
> Beziehen sich die operator für die Collections darauf, dass beispielsweise die Graphen sortiert werden
(also nicht die nodes im Graphen)?
< Genau, Selektion und z.B. Sortierung (was aktuell nicht implementiert ist) beziehen sich auf die Graphen
und deren Attribute.
> Oder impliziert die Übersicht, dass die Operators für die Logical Graphs nur mit einem Graph zurechtkom-
men, während alle anderen mit mehreren Graphen arbeiten können? Also bspw dass mehrere Graphen
gleichzeitig sortiert werden können, aber pattern matching nur auf 1 Graph in einem Funktionsaufruf funk-
tioniert.
< Der Apply Operator dient dazu einen unaeren Graph Operator (wie z.b. pattern matching) auf je-
den Graphen einer Menge auszufuehren. Fuer Pattern Matching gibt es inzwischen eine GraphCollec-
tion.match(String query) Methode die jeden Graph einer Collection durchsucht. Allerdings sind aktuell
nicht alle Unaeren Operatoen mit Apply kompatibel. Fuer den binaeren Fall gibt es Reduce, z.b. Reduce
mit Combination oder Overlap.
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Appendix N
Web Links
Project Website at Leipzig University
http://cts.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/Canonical_Text_Service.html
Benchmark Source Code
https://bitbucket.org/jtiepmar/ctsbenchmark
Demo Tools
http://cts.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/tools.html
Canonical Text Miner Source Code
https://bitbucket.org/jtiepmar/ctstm
Workshop Material including a Virtual Machine, Slides, and Practical Tasks
http://cts.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/teaching.html
CTS Protocol Speciﬁcations
https://github.com/cite-architecture/cts_spec/blob/master/md/specification.md
CTS URN Speciﬁcations
https://github.com/cite-architecture/cturns_spec/blob/master/md/specification.md
CLARIN CTS Example
https://vlo.clarin.eu/record?1&docId=urn_58_cts_58_pbc_58_bible.parallel.arb.norm_58_
Digital Athenaeus Index Digger
http://www.digitalathenaeus.org/tools/OlsonIndex/digger.php
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